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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
DEC.

VOLUME NUMBER FIFTY-ONE

28,

NUMBER FIFTY-TWO

1922

THIRD ANNUAL

HOLLAND MAN WIFE
MAKES TRIP TO FLORIDA BY

A

ISfappg

to

ifcar i

BANQUET IS A

AUTO

The

JOHN J. CAPPON NARRATES EXPERIENCES IN LETTER TO
RELATIVES.

Spirit of

GREAT SUCOESS

1923

TEACHERS, OFFICERS AND NORMAL CLASS OF 1ST REFORMED CHURCH GATHER
ChinM* GcntUman and Lady W«ra
AUo Gueita at tha Fastiva
Board

DescribesDay By Day Incidents of
Journey To The Southland.
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Cappon are
spending the winter in Florida. The
trip to tkair winter place

pTYT

that we extend to our patrons
and
cinity the

The

the citizens of Holland and vi-

compliments

of the season.

citizens of this vicinity have

been

very good to us not alone during

this

to do

our

and every customer, and

best by each

the continued increase in business from
year to year would indicate that we

have

merited their approval.

We hope and

may continue

indef-

all is not

initely.

We

all a

most hearty wish

Happy New Year.

perous and

last evening.

j

this banquet, decorations being unus-

uncommon.

Jas. A.

ually elaborate, and were in charge
of John Van Tatenhovc, Dick Boter,
Klaas Prins and Henry Viening. One

unusually impressivefeature was a
beautiful picture of the Boy Christ
at the age of 17. The lighting effect
was so arranged that its soft r»ya
were reflected upon the radiant face
of the Saviour as he stood as the
boy carpenterof Nazareth.
Beside the menu card containing
the church seal, the menu and the
toasts and the officersof the Sunday
school, carnations were at every cover and als<0a hymn book.
Evergreens,potted plants, carnations and American flags constituted
the decorations.

One of the speakers of the evening was Rev. H. P. De Free who took
with him as guests Miss Susan Chew,
who is atudyingat Ann Arbor to become a physician and when sha has
completed her course will return to
I her native country. China. Also C.
K. Chin who has already been In thi»
1 country before, but U now taking up
! advanced work in our American in: stuutions of learning. Both of these
j oriental folks are products of the
| Amoy Mission, and their respective
talks were Indeed interesting.
The evening’s festivities were
THIS PURPOSE started off with the following menu;
HELD IN 3RD REFORMED
Olives
CHURCH
Chicken Fricawoe, Mashed Potatoes
Invite Committee of the Grand
Brown Gravy
Rapid* Churche* To Form a
Peas and Celery

STEPS TAKEN FOR

FORMATION OF A
MEN’S LEAGUE 1

STAG OF FRATS
HELD FRIDAY

I

I
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-

Z

seathe

I

Great preparations were made for

own
^
,
F
ca„ 4

for a pros-

Brouwer

Co.

I
mill
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Pickles

Rolls and Bread
Fruit Salad and Wafers
Ice
Cake
Coffee
very interesting program fol-

Cream

t^w^Uk'

.

Jelly

&

when

,

MEETING FOR
The picking of cotton is still goingson, and althoughwe have been in the HOTEL PANTLIND PUTS UP
south before, it was always at a
WONDERFUL SPREAD
To
time when the cotton had all beon
picked;
so Jyou can imagine
the
UIVTVCUf •JVT
---- that
----State Federation
cotton fields in their dress of snowy The Frats of Hope College will
At
a
meeting
of
of the Rewhite, and the colored pickers was a surejy djne well Friday evening at r"'
T# men
tiTii * j iL'.i
curiosity to us. Then there was the th pantlimi hotel judging from the tu^ru0* Holland held in
little small patches of sugar cane Lena that tt ctf f^rthis popular
Iv l* teTr '
that each planter had for h.s
he
c';hr l" rmat on of a Men'^
use, and this being the grinding
H
tn I0; *nr jMrmation of a Mens
snn thev were making their own mol.
Longue. The .ocal committeehas
Lsses sudi as we used to buy in
^ere are the eats of the society o,rn mstruewd to invite a similar
stores' when we were young These that htad
orlfT,n
east, was committee of the Reformed churches
mills are of the very^W type wMr transplantedto Hope when Hope be- of Grand Rapids to hold a meeting in
two solid cast iron rollers about £an and is now more than eighty Holland on January 3rd for the pur• i. ___ __
I*. n VPAfS
IHlsP
w
pose of
of uffp^tincr
affecting nn
an nrirontm
organization
of
fourteen inches long, and set in a years old:
Clear
Green
Sea
Turtle
Victoria
the
men
of
the
Reformed
churches
of
verticle position, aqd so close toMichigan.
' Celery Queen Olives
gether that one can not see through
The following resolutions were
the space between them. These ‘rol- Roast Young Chicken — Stuffed
Candied Sweet Potatoes
adopted at last night’s meeting:
lers are driven by a pinion gear
“Resolved, that we hereby express
Green Peas
which is operated through a long
French Rolls cur hearty sympathy with the plan
beam the same as in olden times Currant
proposed at the Men’s meeting in
Head Lettuce
bark was ground in the tannery;to
the Third Reformed church on the
Thousand Island Dressing
this beam is attached a mule who is
27th of November by our vnivxJiiitru
esteemed
kept in motion of the persuasive
Cheese Wafers
nigger, who has two duties to per- Chocolate Nut Sundae Ass’t
nss i Cake
v-aiw; frien(1 and brother, Mr.
«... C.
w. Dosker
^uancr of
ui
Grand Rapids, Michigan,munely the
form; that of feeding the cane into
The program is also so arranged
^be various men s organthe rollers, and to keep the mule in
motion. The boiling of the juice is that
tnat the
tne first
nrst letter in me
m a«
the suojecw
subjects wat ,? of our Reformed church in
done by a white man in an open ket- of the different Frat speakersspells Men 8. Leal?ue, for the purpose of detie the same as
the sugar
veiODimr among
umomr the
thn men
m..n of
nf a,.......
... boilers
.....
veloping
our
used to dcTin the great maple forests '^he Fraternal Society program td;u^h denominationalinterest, loyof Michigan. Some of the sugar is has
„n the front cover which * rLt-n^Si?0 C°rpf; 8 larg?r ac-,

vyv*

therefor again repeat, that we ex-

tend to

unusually fine gathering took
the teachers, officers and
normal class of the First Reformed
church held their third annual banquet at the parlors of the church
place

ANNUAL MID-WINTER

trust that this confidence

in our establishment

An

£3

:

holiday season, but in and out of season.

For years we have attempted

made ,
after the

by auto and some time
arrival Mr. Cappon sat down and
wrote a description of the trip to(
relatives in Holland. Since the letter is of general interest in these
days of automobile tours/ the Sentinel has obtained permission to publish the letter, which follows:
St. Petersburg,Florida.
535 Sixth Street, N.
December 20, 1922.
To the Dear Folks at home:—
Since we left Washington I have
not written any letters, but, have
sent to you some post cards which
kept you posted of our whereabouts,
and gave you some conception of the
cities through which we traveled.It
may seem strange, but, it is a fact
that the country all the way down
from Baltimore is very little more
than a wilderness,with here and
there a clearing where cotton is
raised, or sweet potatoes are cultivated. As to scenery, there is none
which would call forth any expressions of amazement or admiration.
After we left Washington the
colored folk become more conspicuous, and naturally attracted our attention almost to the point of curiosity, for they are praA '.callyall of the.
coal black type ,and their attire does
not follow any particular style except as a mixture of everythingthat ^ =
has been worn in the past. It is not, “
unusual to see one wear socks or
stockings of two ditferentcolors: 'nd
as to foot wear, a good pair of rhoes
is the rare exception, and no shoes at

with a spirit of thanktulness

is

|

was

A

lows below.
Piano Duet
....Misses

—

.........•• .......

....

.......

.......

Vanden Bos and Poppen

Invocation................ George Schuiling

Banquet

Dinner

.......... —jp ..... ..

........

Introduction of Toastmaster

—

..

John Van Tatenhove

......................

Toastmaster

Music
Toasts

............

Alfred Joldersma
Ladies Quartet

..........................

—

“Fruits” ........... —B. Steketee

“Glimpses from the Orient,
............Rev H. P. DePree, China
“Self-Starters,” ...........

.....

....... .

Berdina C. Vinkemulder
Vocal Solo ............^.Gerrit Ter Beek
“A Big Dose in a Small Package,” ............... R. M. De Haan
“The Malefact6r”....Ethel Luidens
“Church Bello” ........ Rev. J. Wayer
Piano Duet... ........................ .....
......Misses VandenBos and Poppen
Address ................. Prof. W. Wichers
Music .......................... Ladies’ Quartet
Prayer ............. ......... Gerrit Ter Vree
The ladies who had charge of the
plaiiUtion 'brown Tugar ^)ut. the bdk ^The1’ pro^m' to be rendered folat home and “broad and^n
banquet were Mrs. A. Smeenge, Mrs.
Jacob Lokker, Mrs. Dick Boter, Mrs.
Resolved, that the committee apAll through the southland in many *P«ager8’ Holland wlli 06 wen reprc ‘Resolved,
on- George Schuiling and Mrs. Herman
pointed at the meeting held on the
instances in Pennsylvaniaand MaryPr'*" s
27th of November, under whose ausland the bridges over the streams
The officers of the Sunday School
“Come all ye fellow Fraters, be at- pices arrangements
this
are what are known as one way
are as follows: Superintendent—
tentive to our lay”
evening’s meeting were made, be conbridges, being to narrow to let two
George Schuiling; Ass’t Supt. — Mrs.
P’s goes marching on” ..................
tinued h- d gren power to effect the
vehicles pass at the same time, and
Edith Walvoord; Ass’t Supt— AnFrater
P.
Prins,
’20
.................... ........ .. -- organization of a local league of
many of them have np railings,and
thony Nienhuis; Sec’y — J . Nykerk;
Solo
............Frater T. Prins. ’20 men’s organizations of the Reformed
being so narrow gives one that sense
Ass’t Sec’y—
Van der Haar;
“So
howled
their
baneful
*
churches
of
Holland
to
confer
with
of insecurity,especially so when they
Treas.—
H.
Ratering;
Ass’t Treas.—
leader
representativesof otno- Reformed
apparently were in bad repair, and
D. Schaftenaar; Birthday Sec'y—
Rapture
filled,
Frater
A.
Oltmans’83
church
communities
in
Michigan
with
sometimes very long.
Violin solo ..................... - ......... a view to effecting an organization Anna Witvliet; Librarian—W. WestWhen we left Washington we
........ Frater W. Bloemendal,
jo aims aqi u| ratd; Ass’t Librarlano—A. Dogger
stoped enroute at Mt. Vernon the old
“Till our walls with melody re- tension thereof to other parts of our and J. Cook; Home Dep’t Supt—
home of PresidentWashington, and
also visuea
denomination with the hope that it Mrs. J. Vanden Brink; Cradle Roll
visited me
the iomo
tomb in wuicn
which ms
his reSupt. — Mrs. George Schuiling.
mains as well as those of his wife Alas he’d e’en forgotten .............. may become denomination-wide.”
Roster of the Teachers’ Staff:—
Martha lie in repose, and where
............ Frater G. J. Diekema ’81 w
.71eer np:t,waspresided over by
Beginners’ Department— Ann*
individualmember of the nation rph0' old time goes slipping by
Vander Hart. Dr. A. L. WarnWinter.
............ Frater A. Warnshuis,
*n *ddre“ °nJ The
Primary Dept — Jeanette WestQuartet ...Prins-Baker ’20-’22,/i, p"LY fLdn wiUatl/°?i,
ItYSha11;
(Continuedon Page 2)
“Tune your hearts to music ^etotheMenoftheChurch.” and veer, Ethel Luiden^, Mabel Peters,
ia,.j nnj
Vr^wemer
spoke on the tubloud and
Cost an(J Reward of Mect- Jennie Prins.
Junior Dept — Agnes Tysso, Mrs.
Seas may
This Challenge.”Dr. A. C. V. R.
MANISTEE QUINT ALL SET
A.
Steketee, Mrs. M. Van Leeuwen,
.Frater S. M. Zwemtr, 87 Gilmore was in charge, of the mus;c.
FOR HOPE COURT FRAY
Agnes Kragbt, Freida Heitland,
Let’s sing — my merry
B
Mary Fokkert, Clara Klomparens,
Till Old Time himself departs.”
Grace Pelgrim. Jeanette V eltman,
With several fornier high school
Geneva Van Lente, Francis Brower,
stars now attending college in its
OF THE RE
Marie Van Vuren, Mrs. P. Marsiljc.
lineup, the 119th sanitary company
HIGH PRIMED
LIMBERT
InteimediateDept— Wm. Mokma,
M N. G. basketball team of Manis- HOLLAND
FOR MUSKEGON BATTLE
Anna Ladens, Edwarl Lam, Hilda
tee will oppose Hope college reserves
at Manistee tonight. Merkley, atIS WELL KNOWN AS SALEMAN Stegeman, Henrietta Zwemer, Mintending Kalamazoo college, and MarOn Friday night Coach Martin’s THROUGH MIDDLE WESTERN nie Ver Howe, Mrs. A Nienhuis, Bertineau will play forwards,Nichelson,
dina Vinkemulder, Effle Buss, John
High school team will meet its first
STATES
center and Kinney and Anderson, a real test of the season when the
Luidens, R. M. De Haan, Alfred Jol--- U. of M. student, guards.
kegon team invades the local floor. 1 The Grand Rapids Herald lu* the dersma, Gerrit De Jong. Andrew
This is Holland’s first home game following in its furniture page, run- Steketee, John Van Tatenhove,Francis Mulder, Edward Wilterdink.
and on account of the intense rival- ning during the furniture season.
Senior Dept. — B. Steketee,D.
CO F AND
rY between the teams a large
D. B. K. Van Raalte, we’l known
FIVES PLAY TONIGHT her of fans is expected: -Coach Jacks -throughout the central states and Meengs, Mrs. George Huizenga.
Adult Dept— Rev. James Wayer;
has a team of veterans and judging middle west as
as salesman for the C.
Co S basketballteam of Grand ^rom tbeir record last year, Holland P. Limbert FurnitureCo. of Holland, Gerrit Ter Vree, Dick Boter, George
......

*
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Coffte

ARE PLEASED WITH
YEARS BUSINESS

w~'7'7

prat
rrMC
a

-

’

^

.'.

thP

Program

for

..

W.

once.”

rvUR

business for 1922Jwhich
is about to

close has

been unusually satisfactoryand
for this

we can thank our

satisfied

many

patrons who have

for

years made this store their
headquarters.

We

for

you and the

rest of citizens of

Holland and

and wish

vicinity

It

each

1

......

’97
inno.*»
klong.
,ect(
^‘^tween. W

^

Fraters;

wish to especially thank

you for your kind consideration,

’34
jc- sound.”

A Happy and Prosperous

New Year

VAN RAALTE MANAGER
ORGANIZED

COMPANY

Mus-

_

ZEELAND

-

num-

Moot
1

—

—

-

VISIT SISTER-IN-LAW;
FIND HER DEAD
Holland came thru her first two 'T of the Holland Furnace Co. Is now
On Friday night the high school
Mr. and Mrs. B. A. Wolters of
team will meet the Forest Grove Y games with a clean slate, the victory “'resident.Mr. Limbert, who had
team. The latter is composed of at Hasting last week was exception- been in the furniture manufacturing Muskegon came to Holland to visit
ally brilliant. The team is fast and business for 25 years, and J. P Ho- Mrs Welter’s sister, Mrs. Gertie
college men home for vacation.
has a strong
royal miller, his associate, have disposed Tuurling, on River avenue for the
ng defense. A battle royal
is expected Friday night and Hol- of their interestsin the company holidays, only to find a crepe on the
land has the advantage of playing but the Limbert name will be retain- door, and upon investigation found
ed and so will the exhibition space that preparationswere being made
on her home floor.
HOLLAND ALL STARS TO

on the first floor of the Blodgett
buildingin Grand Rapids. Wm. J.
On Saturday night the Holland Two Ottawa county men appeared ; Gohlke, vice president and V. L.
Dibble, "
secretary of the old Limbert
All Otars
Stars will
Will pitty
play the
LUC uamcovw****
Jamestown in
<11 U.
u. S. District Court at Grand
~ "
team at Jamestown,,Kidding Jap- Rapids yesterday for sentence. Both | Co., have joined the new ergnmzaI pinga, Wassenaar, Van Zanten, Veld- were charged with violation of the | tion and retain those offices. In nd• man, Baker and Vanden Berg com- liquor law. John Svraor.omski drew
, dition Mr. Dibble will be office man’ pose the All-Star Aggregation, and six months in the Detroit House of ager. and assistant manager of the
I they are looking for games with any Correctionand Wm. Metzler drew 4 . new company and Mr. Gohlke will
state
months in the same institution. | take an active part.

PLAY AT JAMESTOWN

Lokker-KutmCo.
HOLLAND, MICH.

u.

teams.

____________

•

____________________
'
___

.

• •

"

for the funeral.
Mr. and Mrs. Wolters live at Muskegon Heights, where the mail*
have been coming very irregularthey
state and the message informing
them of their sister’s death did not
reach them in time.
Instead of visiting their sister-inlaw for the holidays, they attended
her funeral.

/

iw ZStl

Pi*e Two

H ollan

HOLLAND MAN AND
WIFE MAKES TRIP TO

_

d City News

“‘on

J

"“t

WHAT YOU SAW

^

with
.Vi' J* .
Sr ?n,pr*^dW,n*h‘..^i.tfirT
With
traffic the sides
tme
to
«t
a
drink,
of
water
et
the
ai£.
where
it
i,
eeSTrau/
.‘aaS.
“LI
i.rae vo gei
aniuc or
sides
is generally very settle and th* center bulres un and

FLORIDA BY AUTO brou^'Vu;
Say^ith

(Oontlnurd from Pigr 1)

.hi.

fa^^aS

•

a.0U^ern. PeoPle

wends

way

ttyTke

h«ve their road

md

”r"d'

Ang

,

LAND CITY NEWS FIFTY
YEARS AGO

.k.

’“fte

“

th' ‘‘d=* 0' ‘J“

^ov^o^gStte? 18 °f ^ ,ke
In ST L 'JihrZuah tba foll^inir

J semi

it is a veritable iungle

tropfcal

the

very

re ^

growth and marshy.

Michigan in 1847 died at- the age of
71. . He came here as a boy of 9
and setUed on a farm at North Hoiland. In the early days he wad much
among the Indians in this vicinity
and learned to speak their language
and was often called upon to act as
interpreter. Noto— Mr. Slagh was

THE HOL-

IN

T..

„

th^Vof

to pay their re- where they boil their clothes, and
„
oTtSe"
spects, if they ever get within reas- tnei" was a young colored woman
- J!_
f
I
\ ,
#*
enable distance of this ^acred place. lw*ing the family clothes which in ...... ....... ........ .. „.v
The home is kept intact the same as terested our laides very much and trees are
gather the
e ’wounded
cr™maltotheway
g.ih
when they were living, and 1 assure ^de them feel the appreciation of pitch. We found St Augustine a
they are boring for oil, and natural- *0UIJ5 the store of Bakker A Van L"* flaan; John Cappon, and B. D.
you that one is well repaid for the the conveniencesthey have at home, very interesting place, and liked its ly their hopes run high, and diould ^aalte. Note — D.ck, as he was p®pPe‘ contemplate taking a trip to
time taken to visit the place. The I took a picture of the ladies stand- climate the best of any place we have
ine around the kettle with the ml
they succeed they will* enjoy a boom then known, was treasurerof Hoi- fanama Lanai ^ by way of New Orgrounds are very spacious, and the
outlook from the porches over the
S;rtprer!eh„°croid^i
Potomac is simply beautiful,and is
aaid to be the finest location for an ferries and toll bridges, which cost open up until
all the way from 16 cents to $1.00 January. Between the
estate in America.
AUantic iieve it has a wonderfulfuture before Rev. A. C. Van Raalte founder
5,rank B* Salisbury, deputy theriff
as a winter resort. , u
Holland helped to dedicate
Miss Cora Andre, daughter of
Clearwater ,a place of about three Washington St. church at Grand Ha- th6A ah*nff Were warred.
nn!
even{nf services were con- Anw»ony Rosbach wants First Avwere none there waiting for admis- C. we were informed that they would attractive place to go to excent* for k,?ousand po,?u at!,0,I i8 °n y Sr0.*?
dUCted \Rel ?; Vander Hart» who nu^ at^befhnamed Wafihin^on avesion, but, Michigan people from Det- not be anywhere near as good as they 1 its magnificent beac£ which is^eighriot, hiuskegon, Benton Harbor and were there, but, we found that it was ; teen miles long and so hard is the jiA * .d»^?VSmiw»?!^“7orthe PVe, a church history and Rev- C.. p“?; and other8 w®nt it named Van
oure
oca nride that nromoted
-I come a strong competitor Ior_ the Vander Vpen whn
Putten avenue. Holland; so while we were waiting 1
had a picture taken of the party.
From there we proceeded on to
Richmond, Virginia where we arrived
of Georgia at Agusta
LUAJ, evening, .uu
i being
ue.ng oAiuruay
world
{
T mga anu prewty mj,ne8
that
and it
Saturday g5ol*
ghoul noon>
noom After fi0in? up with e8t in
FUKTl-riVE YEARS AGO
night we put up for over Sunday, gasoline, water and oil we had our believe the statement is correct
accu"lmo,lll^05,s•
Tne senoonerLlm iree was DeachRichmond is a toautiful city, and of |unc|, «We had intended to go to only spent two days in St. Augustine lT*l1®n t^ere f. ,?e
ed norm oi tne iiaroor last nignt.
considerablehistorical interest dat- Savannah from there but, we were then went on to Daytona where
j* p3CtlCai ^ 8U^UI
RAPIDS GIRL
_

their

i- I

I
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J!n* TO^and^romwe?
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nlac° a
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I

GRAND

.

FATALLY SHOT

Cur v.iy tamp i.gnier nas had his
intrea&ea. We hope to have
oioie iigiit upon the suoject as wefi
as upon the streets Note— The lamp

I

*"d iV?

-

FORTY YEARS AGO

m. 10 d0 ,0.on *cc-ount°f
>« fiP'i “ rttong induceiMa{fd
S^o^vine^.o*»e ‘contin^d'Zt Ssllppointe^elj’en ‘though ^tt’
in lts 'n™ediate vicinity
there are
way to Jacksonville by way of Way- fairiy attractive
,re some
a„me macaificle-t
mae,„«c.e:.t homes.
This hotel I am tola is quite
cross, _ and stopped over night at , From here we struck
?a“tioncd

^Tthe^rutZInd
CM
war- Richmond lavish m
mem-_
i.

ha<1

of

the

am We

^

^

,

sT

tEnyEa„aoo

^

«flnfl

v

In,fu^tVau.r^i^r.!.°d the

.

nr
u"'
arCl^il.,0c,m0FfSS ^

-vfl^

5rSSH.T^He£E

Si,e

no 8

Sdef
.........

-

thresh Z

copal
pl.LT of ‘en'
-«nt
churches held their services,and re_ known aa eouthern L.pitaiity, We 1 ;or the sceneVw ffe wmd ha,''
ported ae being well repaid on a” St°,PPed ,t uplaCe Cale<‘ W.;rren lnn i P|ace in F|oritiB any more than If
''!and “ ap a*ain'it a
P2..in.an.a?d .went further on a
tote, till the little task that sup- St^,a?5 ?.? (ieat,1i
killing little Mias
JJ^o“thV
hl»irtSul^Serio?s ll
"'here they wre would have between Holland and , tCT„tfmme,nt'
...........
rfount OI tne Beautiful interiors,ea takln? advantage 0f the tourist Grand Haven. The land becomes1
pecially the sUined glass windows. Vi
, orana naven.
land becomes’ We aLrr a ,dt n / n
1*^ the burners arm, o.l. Just
M.uI1.,1fal years old who was
particularlyso ir* the Episcopal’ tra\e
p,arAed^l!rfi5arkilnt.he , higher as we leave the coast, but, it no3n
0^0°! D?®enib*r- aJd p“k lore dark he made tne rounds for
mtf at tjj® Sargeant home,
chureh as this^s the church at whid! yard for
njght. with the blue sky ls so gradual that one does not up at the St. FeteraburgApartmenta second time carrying his lighting Tu^accident.haPPenedat 5 o'clock
a roof and an insecure gate for. notice it. and unless informed wm,ld . for the night. We tried to find an
Fnp ranv* ! ___
Thursday evening and as tbe
Washington and r-.^_-i.:a.J
Lee worshiped. » f°r
w j “ awva •,',u •“ *‘*a^«*c gat€ tor notice it, and unless informed would for khe night. We trl®d ,t® ftnd fap torch. Far reoved from the boule- p^[Jd u evfning and as the Grand
asm gwn anu uee worsnipea. |a door> aml took a chance of having not know it, as the highest point we apartment to ac:ommodate four varae tem q{
Rapids Herald states: “Coolev went
Being in the south we naturallynothing happen during the night, traveled over is said to be 23G feet adults, but could not find the
.
K - downstairs to visit his wife’s nnr
a
(respectfully) to ; We had no Tore, than jot located in
arrangement we were looking for
lo
Little Etta, her S.i.Ur? BueRa
vnait a colored chruch; so we went to our rooms when another car drove the land which has u fertile aonear turned our attention to the
,
- p °tif
aPPeal 10, and a cousin, H°len Sarfreunt
m Baptist church, and arrived a lit-, in with a couple from Detroit.They ' mce. mosUy ^ite sand The orange of a bungalow which would be confor wood for sub- i0, were playing in the liv^room’
tie eady, so got a good seat where had been to the only hotel the town and grape fruit groves are nearly all venient to the business district,
lp •
,
tlme one floor, laughing and talking of what
we could »ee and hear well The afforded, and backed out and camel located in the hfgher altitudes. We Park where a11 the amusement* are, cord ot wood gave the farmer one Christmas held in store for them
adult classes of the Sunday School to where we were, and remained , saw some very fine groves of grape- and as we ordy c0Ps>dcr ourselves as J®ar i' subscription and for a time "Frank Sargeant.a brother-in-law
were still in session.We were very with us. They proved to very con- fruit and oranges but they do not'be-n£ Krown up k'd8* 'Y®
be llle lN,ews bad a wood lot as large as of
receded, and were introduc- genial, and from then on we stuck ! impress one like the groves of Cali- amused either by watching the others some coal dealers’ have today.
AGO
tVheVproiiceC°rdin8
t0 thC •t0ry told
our hand at it for more intensive en3,
"si
Married, by Rev. Thomas v*alker “‘Be careful,’ Cooley is said to
tertainment.
Jones at Hope church parsonage on cautioned Sargeant. ‘It’s loaded'
St. Petersburgis a very .pretty Saturday, Nov. 26, Frank R. Muffit Sargeant laid the gun in Cooley's
£° I"*? , , Sun' the r®tten P°1,t,C8 of. Geor^a' and soon be ready for market. The straw- . city, end is having a strong growth. of Reading,Michigan,to Miss Emma lap- A» Cooley picked it up, the gun
^re1 matters pertainingto the berry has but recently come in the and has promises of becoming
___
„ciii
- Metz oi
was discharged. ITie
bullet went
fnvfta^in and^he wa*
^imnn
1
/ou coold have looked . market, and is bringing fabulous preat c'ty. The bungalow is quite Gerrit Hazelaar,working for
Cooley’sleft leg, and then
to make some remarks which
w.hJt an array prices according to the papers; we the rrPular thing for residences, al- per Lahuis at Noordeioos,was killed skrack Etta seated on a couch on
• The nas tor
Afnr ' °f
Wa" 81f °Ut- f°r ®ur ^P’ : nave not seen any, and would not be though there are some very fine 5y a bu]1 on Wednesday evening.It kbe other *ide of the room. The bulTbt Pastor solicited our names for per. Well. I am not going to brag ; interested in them at one dollar per large homes which are beautifully wag thought the man lost his balance let tore
little girl’s abdomen
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Etta spoke
Butterworth
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avenues and by num- When found the
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own.
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ourt8l!pPer bad b®bn 80^®lb(imes» ar,d the place indicates pros- 1 carry a name, and the most oMhesc
P°
perity and pride of ks'diiTens'.Wey ! Ire'
^treets running between, TWENTY-FIVE YEARS
“^Coo^eyl^blTod spurting from the
po riled with the music, as we car- following day we have some pretty
claim that Orlando is the center of
.• _
.
U wa* at three o'clock Friday alt- wound in his leg seemed unconcern
ried in our minds the music we have rough going, and very little of inthe grapefruit industry and undoubt- 1 We have a /eal.
j ern.oon that the jury came into court ed over his own injuries."God! I
Iheard by negro singers who came terest along the route. About ten edly their claim is well founded. At five rooms and a bath with a sunny wjth a verdict ot guiity again8t John wou,d
life jf
)d
;narth,and have so often heard about o’clock we came to the place where | Lakeland there are also sortie ex- exposure from- the
west and
Colhna, the colored rapist. The the girl," he exclaimed ‘Tm not
^the wonderfulvoices of the southern the ferry used to be, but on account tensive groves which looked very
i»
a.Ufl, of the enme foe hurt much/ he told his father-indarkey. Will say however that it of the water in the river the ferry thrifty. It seems that the larger ctoite Whe«
i was
differentthan the style of sing- had been moved down the river groves are back from the main roads, moisture. Along the south side of which Collins was tried as these are law, when Sargeant tried to care for
iiiqg that we are accustomed to. Dur- 1 about a half mile, and a detour road and were told that out of Lakeland V,* »n„«p thorp i, a row oToieandersrelated by Miss Brown the victim, the wound.
pjo* which ;s bordered has never been fully known to
At 6:30 visions of dolls and Christ•4.ing Ihe sermon there were some had been built through the woods to there was a trip of about one hunhiKul to Hie west there are, readers. She was employed as a. mas tree, tlurt filled Etta’s mind betAnens and other outburst of ap- the new place which was a winding dred miles which would be worth
provil of what .the preacher had road up and down, and only wide while to see in order to get a real two eucHlVptus trees in the curb, and , waitress ia the Ottawa Beach hotel came blurred as she dropped into an
said, and in one case a woman gave enough for one car; and as the ferry conception of the grapefruit and in the vard there are two large hi- and on the night of Aug. 5, she was endless sleep. The mother, wh(7 had
bisus shrubs and at the east bedroom ( lured from, the hotel and Collins h®1716 V16 tragedy bravely, collapsed
out u ireech which sure did surpriseonly takes three cars at a time it was orange industry.
us; otherwise the service was not un- a orett^ slow process, and it did not
Well we finally arrived at Tampa window there is a fine pink rose bush met and assaulted her on the beach. wnen physicians announced that Etta
like what we are accustomed to at take long for the detour road to be- where we intended to mend a week which blooms all the
! Collins was armed with a razor and wa8 deadAt this time of the year the flonsts , with force and threats held her there .. Coroner Hilliker and police detechome. But, when it came to the tak- come filled with cars, and it was our or more if we liked it We got locating pp of the collection,that was a misfortuneto have to wait two and ed in the Hyde Park Hotel where we in the north are getting ready for. f0r an hour or more and until the ^ves made an investigation but said
---- 1
new one. The officers of the church one half hours before we could get had pleasant accommodations.The the holiday trade potted PoiensetSOund- of approaching footsteps led no action followed. The coroner said
took their places around a table, and on the ferry. The power for operat- hotel is directly oppositethe Muni- tias; I wish that you could see them him to release her. For a time the the shooting appeared accidental.
ihen an appeal was made for their ing the ferry was out of commission, ciple Park and the Tampa Bay Hotel, as they grow here in the open; look- , g|rj was not eXpecte(i to survive her But that an inquest will be called
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offering; every one was expectedto so they had to work the cable by
walk up to the table and lay down hand, a very hard and tedious task,
his or her offering; they were a lit- We arrived in Waycross, Ga. about
tie slow in getting started, but, four thirty, and put up at the Phoeni
pretty soon there was a steady hotel, a very good house. Waycross
stream of duskey men, women and is a very pretty town, and enjoyed
children mmroiung
marching to the
coimren
tne front
xruut with
wim our stay there.
men;, As
as our hotel
noun was
wns
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one of the sights of Tampa, but was
not open, and will not open until
January fifth. The park is a great
place for those interested in games
of all descriptions which the city
keeps up for the benefit of its own
peonle, and for the stranger within
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people to come forward, were entertained by a fine band con- and enjoyed the sport very much, they are so much more beautiful • ne intends to pursue the same checks amounting to $500,000 to
When the stream ceased to flow, and cert. The followingmorning found | The games of chess, checkers and
' *
? ,J\e8S’ g0,nK only to benefit his the farmers for beets delivered up
the preacher thought there was still us on our last lap before entering cards were popular as well as croquet The climate here is wonderful, a
to. Nov# ?0, By J®11, 15 the farrars
some loose change to be had, the the state of Florida. The first thirty i roque, and tennis. Tampa is a bust- day when the sun does not shine
James Huntley and wife intend to will receive a* half million more for
plate was passed and with good re- miles was fine going, and made good ling city commercially, and up to rare, even during the rainy season, leave within a few days for their beets. Contracts for next year are
suite. Then they held a regular time; but, then we had to make a de- [ within a few years thfcy have not During the middle of the day it gets former home in England. They will being signed rapidly,
business meeting in which any mem- tour of fully twelve miles of the catered for the touristbusiness. The pretty warm, but the evenings are be away for six
Rev. S. M. Zwemer, Rev. A. L.
.her of the church could take part; worst kind of roads I have ever en- manufacturingof cigars is their perfectly delightful making it a
TWENTY YEARS
Warnshuis and Rev. A. C. Oilmans,
then they took up another collection countered; still from what we learn- 1 largest industry, and it is claimed to pleasure to sit out in the open air jobn ^je8 £ gjvjng away a uniQUe all of Holland and the mission field,
for another cause, and low and be- ed later it was almost a boulevaard the largest of its kind in the world, until late. The nights are cool and souvenir at hi8 hardware store dur- wfll aid in or&anizing a federation
hold there was to be another collec- to what it had been but a short time j Tampa has a very large Tourists before morning one appreciatesthe ing, the week ^ exhibition of the of men’8 orEa™zati(>n8in the Return, and there was a fairly good before, as we met a man who had Camp which at the present time has close communionof a woolen
Steel
It
hatchet f^rm6d ehureh. The first meeting
gone through the worst of it about ; a populationof full two thousand: The dews are exceedingheavy,
b|ade which ’ is adorned bv a
be beld *n Bark Congregational
The following morning found us on ten days before and was twenty we visited the camp last week and much so, that in the morning it
f
y 8 church Grand Rapids on Dec. at
our way to Raleigh, North Carolina,hours getting through and said that found it exceedinglyinteresting, as from the roofs alitiost like a
* "aHon ana an in- *•*'' ^
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for lunch at Fredricksburgand got had been there much longer so we every where, and the greatest variety screen, a chameleon which is
ut the whis- ^ork on tbe trunk line bridge ena fair taste of what southern cooking considered cursives fortunate. J of outfits from the simple flivver to tame; he is constantly on the alert f
w
tering Grand Haven has been at a
was; well, the less is said about it might state here that the roads on the aristocraticPackard fitted with to catch any stray musquito or
kKer house and prop- standstillfor some time. The conthe better; will sav however that it the whole average are good; to bc> Westinghouse Air Springs. The camp that may happen
street was pur- tractor has had difficultyin procurwas the poorest meal that we en- sure we struck a few bad places, but, is supplied with running water
Florida as a place of entertainment cJjasea by iieman blagh for $3425. ing sufficient additional working capnecessary
conveniences.Its is not. in the same class with Cali- Tim will^ put up three two-story ital to keep the job going, due to the
counteredon the entire trip. After this one was the limit.
......
..passed
...... through
..... ..
We arrived in Jacksonville before avenues are all electric lighted, and w....fornia as there are no attractive brick blocks on the property next cost of the early stages 'of the work
leaving there
we.,
some " more of that uninterestingnoon» and found the city in holiday there is a large pavilion where the drives, and as for scenery there is spring and says they will be the fin- exceedingthe estimatedamount. Necountry,and just before we entered attire on account of Armistice day. campers have entertainments given
given
®8t aad most substantial buildings in gotiatkms are under way between
Well, at this moment we are all
city. Note — What Tim
predicted
state mgiivva.Y
highway ut;po&
department
the
misfortune
Put %
,UP
Windle Hotel. Af- J by
and I am told
blit;city
vj we
w c had
iiou the
viiv. iiuoiui
tuiiu of We *
j the camp
••r talent,
—
« in_ the
j*
* *aaa
v tiiw bCVl the
viic awoiA;
vuiciiv to
having our first puncture,and will ter we had our lunch we stood out that they have some excellent talent joying good health, good eats anu
did come to pass, the three stores have work resumed. It seems likely
say that it was the only one we have on the street and waited for the par- 1 among them. They sure are a happy comforts of a cosy bungalow, oo were built and are now occupied by at this time that the surety company
ado to pass by which was made up of go lucky lot of people. We asked a why should we
* ’
had.
the Holland
Interurban,Fred Zals- will see the present contractor thru,
nuite
tb.° World War Veterans. Boy and man and his wife how they liked it? I will close.
map
and
others.
Directly east he al- rather than readvertise for bids, acRaleigh is a nice city, and
Your brother and sister,
1 Girl Scouts, Red Cross Nurses and , and they simply replied that this was
so built the Knickerbocker theater cording to State Senator Wm. Conmodern. We remained over
John and Minnie.
, f ’ the old Confederate Veterans; the | their fifth winter. Enough said, and
in which he placed high hopes of nelly of the Ottawa county road
and in the morning got a fairly
earo
?y sterTas we* had made" Camden as lattcr rpde in automobile8'
, so we passed on to see others. There
sucess. After the play house had commission,
been entirely completed and he was
see
many
more
all
; thi ?.roTinrny Michi8an cars in
erecting an electricsign the last step
TO
BE
a along the line. In our travels we
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KAMFERBEEK CASE
OPENED ON

met two cars that were fitted out
with radio outfits, and one of these
was in this

camp.

i

FOOTBALL COACH
JANUARY SECOND a^d^i.^Mtolh^vement RETIRED TO TAKE
below and was killed instantly.To
FACULTY POST

Though there is a murder case Mr. Slagh and K. Zuidewind should
greate?6»rt "oT 1
ti^ln
St
«hVdokd
for the January term of go the credit for the improveVent~of
nilttv We haVe eVer 8Cen not cl<cePtinH Los
g we concluded [o move on the Ottawa county court, tte chances Eighth street in the east
Angelos or San Francisco. The food
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end.
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Stegeman

is

of Holland

U.H

which so manv people were deeply
A meeting of the athleticboard of
ville which are surrounded by nearly fifteen
picrhtppn
tn
twpntv
fpit
widp
At
^nnry
Groenwoud®.
employed
by
the
university will be held at which
.£°
n /
if
spacious grounds along the river
ang use of it to try and interest you front The gt John8 river at this
citacr cnd irer«ted a mioumonf The time 1. now almort here
“
°5 tha
in our
! point is very wide, and is salt.
Our next stop was at Columbia, There is always on the surface floatBouth Carolina, the Capitol of the ing the water hyacinthwhich has a
State, a very beautiful and wide beautiful pink blossom and is conawake city with wide and well paved sidered a pest to navigation at
streets. Here we found some very times when there is so much of it as of freedom and liberty May their N. Robinson, and the attorney foi Addition
Stegeman will still assist in training
good cafeterias,and good eats go a to interfere with the movements of great sacrificenot have been offered the city of Holland,Gi J. Diekema,
Jasper S. Hughes to Ruby E. of Georgia gridiron teams.
long wavs towards making a motor ships and steamers,
in
will take the first step which, they Hughes parcel of land at Macatawa Stegeman is a former Hope Coltrip a
Monday the thirteenth of Npvemege man and for years played basket
The balance of the road to St. confidentlybelieve will result In Park,
At about noon, of the day that we her we left for St Augustine thirty Petersburg is composed of brick making Mr. Kamferbeek sheriff.
John Slagh, pioneer of Western ket ball in that college.
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SYSTEM
IN

TWO DISGUSTING
GASES IN ALLEGAN

FINGER

V«r) CITY /4EW5;

WEATHER

FOR

BUREAU WINTER

USED
THIS

COUNTY

CIRCUIT COURT

•

STARTS DEO.

j
I

l^e triil of criminal cases in the
Copying after the methods used by
Aiiegan urciLt courc oegan Monuay the leading police and detective de''.ui u.e case ot tne heopie vs. Lee partments and bureaus the world ovt u..maitr rape, ine testimony was
er, the Ottawa county sheriff’sdea character unut for printing, yet partment has installed a finger syst.;e cuwrt room was crowded with tem for the checking and detection
men auu women, pamy attracted by oi such persons who have committed
tne nature oi tne case ana partly by crime and who have fallen into the
an interest in tne parties, Mr. Pull- clutches of the law here.
This does not mean that every perman oe.ng well known. Ine audience waa reasonably quite, Juage son arrestedon a charge of being
VII*. a MllllUl
OT 111 have
or Vother
minor WAA111V
crime will
Lrois be.ng required to caution urunk Vi
them but a few times, it appeared his finger prints taken though this is
irom the evidence that the complain- done in many places. Ottawa ofing witness was adopted by Pullman ficera nave tnought best to start in
and nis first wife when two years old a small way until the 'system has
and lived in his family irom then been perfected.
At present in the county sheriff’s
until she was taken to the hospital,
about 15 years oi age. Sne testified office, the files contain finger prints
to the var.ous improper acts by the waaen from between 35 and 40 perrespondent,beginning when she was sons who have had their cases go to
eignt years oia and terminatingin the circuit court. This is quite a
the birtn of a child. These acts were number as the system has been indenied ^y Pullman. There was no italled but for little over four
conclusiveevidence ol the guilt months.
According to officers, the chief
of any other person and the girl
was seldom away from home. Mr. /alue of tho finger pri*t system lies
Pullman introduced a number of in identifying cracksmen,forgers and
witnessesto swear to his good char- ithers ot a similar nature who leave

Winter weather came considerably
more suddenly this year
than has been usual here for some
time. In fact the snow and cold beat
the bell by a week or more.and what'
is sometimes termed an old fashioned winter is now in full swing. According to the way of figuring em-1
ployed by the U. S. Weather Bureau
service, winter has been in effect
sine December 1 and ends March 1,
the seasons being divided
•xMS.y* into
II1WU veven
months; accordingto the almanac it
earlier and

,

1

uavc

acter, and several of these, with finger prints after their crimes. The
others, testifiedto Che good charac- ..ysiem is extensively used now and
has been for several years, in fact
ter of the girl. There were many
surprisingturns of evidence,and it has been often that the question of
who committed a crime or who did
witnesses summoned by one side ocnot has centeredon the finger print
fto

the'other^The
in

the girl on

timony given by

the

1

fre48 ‘If
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tA^*n 0* the hng.rs hav
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Friday, Dec. 22.
Wtiilo Friday was the shortest day
the difference in daylight between

I

and many other days immediately proceeding and immediately following it will not be marked. It will
be some time before the earlier twilights are noticed.At any rate those
who love the longer days will be
glad to know that after Friday they
will be on the up grade toward pleasanter times for them.
it

Plans for assisting northern and
eastern growers in developing varieties of yellow fle?h cling peaches
suitable for canning will be considered at a conferencein Washington,
January 20. William McEwen of
South Haven.^ president of the Michigan Canners’ association will represent Michigan canners. The Michigan canners are doing everythingin
their power to compete with California by introducing the cling
??n?h'?s, was der’ared by Mr. Me
Ewen.
Mr. Me Ewen said that Michigan
canners will be represented by a
number of exhibits at the convention
and show of the National Canners’

PI

Greetings of ihe Season to the People of Holland and vicinity.
Best Wishes for Your Happiness and Prosperity
During the Coming Year

H. J.

With that given on examination and
the good reputation which the re-, The impressionsare taken on h
*heet of heavy white paper board oq
spondent has always had were fully
emphasized by Messrs. Thew and, which the individual finger prints for
Hoffman, his attorneys. The jury each finger are taken separatelyin
retired and remained out for two .mall squares and finallyan impression of the group of fingers. This is association at Atlantic City the week
days, when they reportedthey were
done
with each hand and other meas- of Jan. 22.
ivic wv a&icu aim otcic u.ai’imi)£~l
]

to
KH sucwsls
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ed, permittingacurate identification.
tried was
HOPE
Undersheriff Jack Spangler who i
that of the People vs. Edward R.
IN
interested in this phase of detective
Barbeau of Lee, rape, and for simwork is taking a course in finger
work from the University of Applied
Sciences in St. Louis, Mo. This is p
In the
home to attend the trial
appear- natlonalIy known institution. In

* The second case to be

the

^

it

PROFESSOR INJURED
IABORATORY EXPLOSION

days wearing a

«•;

considerable
.

v.

1)1

sa

Jtsa

Tt
'lhe department of public
ether in a closed tube when it expvam^ation nf thl has as co»nplete a list of finger print pioded. some of the glass cutting his
claimed that an examination of the :mpr„8ions as exists jn the%tatPe face The injuries are not serious
girl, made by
woman physi- being on a par with the extensive nnd the accident d:d not interrupt
cian in Kalamazoo, shortly after the
ones possessed by the larger cities Pro*- Evans’ work,
date of the alleged crime, showed
that have great use for
the commission cf such an offense,
The sheriff’sdepartment has alMTISTTR'
but three local ohysicians made an ready
had occasion to make use
uxixriAia JHUaJUGexanvnntion at th° time of trial and
the finger print file in a practical
IN
CONtestifiedto the contrary. In view of way.
this tn«timo”v the iurv promptly reTEST; SCORE, 38-8
turned a verdict of not guilty — Allegan Gazette.
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JANUARY
THE
DATE OF BANQUET

(Veldman) ^

The Hope College quintet easily :S
FOUND GUILTY OF
disposed of the champion:hip church fc}
OF
MERCHANTS
WIFE DESERTION;
team of Muskegon at the Carnegie -fi
. VIOLATES PAROLE
gym, Thursday night the final score W
The new life and vigor that the being 38-8. The play for the most G
Robert Marsh, recently placed upon probation by Judge Orien S. Holland Merchants Associationhas part was slow and ' uninteresting.
*
Cross
ivao ui
in viivuil
Circuit v^uuiv
Court where
nuvic
he «Hap- man if esteu the past year or two will Hope scored but 12 points during
peared on a charge of wife desertion be reflected this year in another an- the first half and seemed unable
has been rearrested for violating his nual banquet. Time was when the hit its stride. Long distanceshootparole. Marsh was required to get a annual merchants’ banquet was a ing seemed to be the only way in
job and support his wife and child ffeeat event that called for oratorical which Hope could score and Riemersby the court. Officers state that he talent from far and near. Not so ma and Joldersma each contributed
was employed for a week, drew many years ago Gov. Alex Grosbeck, two baskets from mid-floor. Van
his wages and failed to support his at that time not yet the chief execu- Lente also obteined a field goal and
wife. His probationofficer promptly tive of the state was the chief speak- ka^ ended 12-3. Muskegon’s
arrested him. Marsh has been up on er. And many other notableshave polIlt8 war® the results of fouls and
the same charge several times. appeared in Holland as the guests
P18"6 by Klooster. Hope seemthe Holland Merchants’association.
nave great trouble in taking adNow that Holland harbor is m the J.hen intere.8|t died down for a
T^a
limelight locally it may be apropos wklle. especially in the war years th“
^ W°irk^d
to give some facts and figures about w^ei} eve»7thingexcept the winning d ^ necesHarv h f 1 ey ack
. sight
the harbor. Most people know some
some °.f
™r. was lost
s’ffbt of. But
.to 8core\
In thp second half they seemed to
things about the harbor in a general the Holland Merchants’ association
be a different team and showed
way but bheir informationabout it has been very much alive the last flashes of the form which has made
is miscellaneous and often extremely few years and has been doing busiformer Hope teams feared wherevague altho they have lived almost ness with the old spirit. They meet ever they performed.Jonkman led
within sight of this body of water all once a month and at those meetings
the assault and shortly after the
their lives. The facts and figures in discuss matters of public and comstart of the half he scored twice in
mercial
interest.
They
get
hi
hind
thi* story are based on a government
good roads programs and other com- ranid order. Irving also came thru
report and are reliable
with two nice half court shots and
munity
projects.
Black Lake, which is five miles
And early in 1923 they will get Hope s score continued to swell
long, has a general width of from
when Van Lente and Riemersma
1000 to 3000 feet and a depth of 18 together at the banquet board and
each added four points by looping
show
that
they
are
on
deck
in
every
feet or more. The channel between
the oval.
The full
bar*
piers and revetments extending into 'way ......
— details
------ of the ----acnmitpn
Schouten t.h°n substitutedandj
Uke Michigan is approximatelyone- quet have not yet been worked out. Popper, and Ottinoby eieh succeeded
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That's what Luther did at the Wartburg while
preparing his version of the German Bible.
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h,Lt"df.1.°onfn
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....... to
fei^w™ be *
Prior to 1860 the
natural outlet
ended. Muskegon was ab!" to crore
Lake Michigan was through a narrow given on the evening of January 16 but two fie’d goals during tue nnt re
and shallow channel at the north- in the Woman’s Literary Club rooms. game which shows that Tlofe’s rfewest corner of the lake. When imHon. G J. Diekema has been fe^sn is *nyih:ng but weak
provement was begun by the govern- chosen as the principal speaker, the
Mo«-t of th'' nr'" o” t’’-' college
ment in 1867 there existed a nar- merchants believingthat it is not squad are sophomores rnl tJie ’e-m
row artificial channel BVt feet deep necessaryto go away from Holland is nra?tirally a new one Their one
between piers of irregular cribwork for first class oratorical talent. Mr. chief fault seems to be nothing more
built by local interesta.
Diekema’s subject will be “The Mer- than •’ervousness ; nd with this corGovernment projects for the har- chants of Tomorrow.”
rected they should de^e’on into a
bor were passed in 1852. 1866, 1873,
Austin Harrington, the present strong aggregat-'onTu":r na^rn1879,
1884, ---1892, 1899
---- -------- and 1905.
----- president of the association,will act is secure te and fast and the .team
The project passed in 1905 was for as toastmaster. In addition to these work will develop after they have
the present arrowhead piers. This two speakers there will be other played a few more games.
project providedfor a 16 foot chan- numbers and music will be added to
In the preliminaryg- me the Hope
nel from Black Lake to Lake Michi- give spice to the program, the de- Reserve « defeated the St Piul Tigers
gan, repairing piers and revetments, tails of which will be worked out of Muskegon. The Tigers p’ayed a
widening the harbor entrance with later.
fighting game and Hope was slow in
converging piers 300 feet apart
Next Tuesday evpning the mer- scoring.
scoring, De
ue Wald
waia was
was t^e
t*e Tigers’
1 gers
the outer end. 750 feet apart at the chante will hold their annual business best performer,while Vandcn Brink
inner tmiu.
at thejnwre
meeting wnen
^d^ tuiu
and cuimwcu
wnnected^at
when omcers
officers for the coming Albers and Gebbard proved to be
ner ends with old piers, with lengths year will be elected,
Hope’s stors.
of 2.854 feet and 2.713 feet for the
Dick Japipnga, former Hone star
and .....
south piers
respectively.
north —
. .......
.....
refereed both games in faultless
USES CHRISTMAS SEAL
The total length of the channel is 2,style.
TO MAIL LETTER TO
500 feet.
Lineup and Summary
SANTA
CLAUS
What the harbor means in dollars
Hope
The Holland postofflee,like postand cents is shown bv the commeroffices practically everywhere, re- H. Cramer ....... .....Lf ................Irivng
cial statistics of the government.
ceives each year at Christmastime a T. Klooster.; ........ Rf ........... Van Lente
The general character of the comcertain number of letters address to H. Oldenburg ......... C.....^., Jonkman
merce for thn last calendar year is Santa Clause, showing that literal J. Rooks............... Lg .....
R;emersma
automobiles,furniture, fruit and
faith in the patron saint of Christ- D. Eark ................Rgy.../, Joldersma
vegetables, sand, crushed stone, and
Substitutions— Hoeker for Cram
is not extinct among the

for

*

Wm. I. Cliiinibarl.iin,I’h. I).. Prooi.lrnt
D^Uvun
lal Vim I'rmlilml
Robert K M|>mr. I). !>.. 2n.l VI r* Pmeldenl
Mrs. Klim K. OlruU. Tmaeurer
322 Wr.t 73th Htma-I,New York Clly
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The American Chrisiian Literature Socieiy

of^

^

-

HOLLAND PLANT

BUT THERE

IS

A BETTER WAY OF

ERASMUS WROTE IN
“The best way and most

USING INK.

1^30

overcome ai.d win the Turks would !>e if they percieve that which Christ
taught and expressed in his life to shine in us. And surely it is not meet or convenientto declare ourselves
Christian men by this proof or token if ws send many thousands of heathen people to hell but if we nudn
effectual to

many

infidels faithful. In my mind it were belt before we should try with
with epistles and some little books.”
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them in

battle to attempt

them

the Ubiquitous Missionary.
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The American Christian LiteratureSociety for Moslems

is

in

need

of 825,

0C0

?

for suitable literature.
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To supply what
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create in general prosperity.

as follows:

$2,000
...........2,000

............ 2.COO
............ 2,000

...
...

2,000
31000
Egyptian&SudaneseMosl’ms5,000
ArabianMoslems ............ 2,000
North African Moslems ..... 5,000
.........

........

$25,000

7

-

the

seal.

The postmaster general has ruled tr^gc^v fo a scrips of
at all such mail is to be turned Mullis family. Three of
that
ch’Wrpn d!ed

nt

We

desire

more

300

to the

who

givers

will mail a check for

MRS.

their

E. E.

OLCOTT,

drrm.

iting his parents during the Christ- bor.
mas season.
now.

Thl^o^u^/ eS

Fn®Ha and

Etta, rrieep in up— -4 *>.. ^ noiosls.

Buella is all they

have

left

New York

City, N. Y.

ZWEMER

Hu£id>

322 W. 75th

montl^,",d' Their horn- on Seward
Ygn"*

$25, $100 or

address of the Treasurer:

"~d a ^'>n»-*-h
died of blood poisoning when only six

boy.

in-,

amounts

............

more
than ordinary interest,
christmas day - It wa8 ad.

$3 928,000; pasesngers carried. 52>
ov-r to charitable institutions.
368.
Whi,,» the fieurp« fluctuate «orc''Bom to Mr. and Mrs. George Vanw*iat from year to y«ar. ther®
in e-e’^p’*#!
nrowth. In n der HlUi Chriatmaa,.
war vj»ar I’kp 1918 t'® wol«*>n r*
d''®r®a*®d oV^-rn'v t»nt it
Richard Klaasen of Detroit is vis-

•*

this fund in

40
60

*

4. Van Lente 3, Joldersma 2,
Ott'ooby, Irving 2. Goals from foul
— Klooster3 out of 4; Rooks 1 out
of 4; Irving 1 out of 4; Riemersma 5
'’re**'’'* confidently to Santa Claus in
Referee — Tanpinga.
an unformed childish hand, and the out of
youngsterwho sent it had showed his yet served his probationary period
the
^aM further Hy dispensing with
the force,
force, and
and had
had walked
walked a
a beat
ordinary postage stamp snd using in <«r the ftrst time Monday night
jt? ,te/j J Christmas
The death of Ktta adda another

191k — ?1.154 short tons vslusd »t
to ikk vdK.
excited

demanded our Society desires to secure

For 10 million Chinese Moslems
“
Milay Moslems
'*
Indian Moslems
Persian Moslems
“
Syrian Moslems
Turkish Moslems
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Mrs. Rqbcccp Dutcherof I’tnaville
died at the<*ge of 82 years, / Mrs.
Deutcher had'the first meetings of
Deutcher lodge, No. 193, P.
M.,
at her home in Douglas.
Mrs.
Deutcher and all her children and
graiMicn.lareiibelonged to the Hcthel
chapter., No. 173 O. E. S. of Fennville. Deutcher lodge of Douglas is
one of the oldest Masonic lodges in
western Michigan being organized
t^ere befoie 1880. Mrs. Deutcher
was born at Shelby, O., April 1.
1840. The funeral Saturday was in
charge of the Eastern Star of Fenn-

&

The City News wiahea to

publicly
extend inmntj to Mr. oeorge oetz oi
the Lukcwoou term tor nta ohriStmka

rememoranceto them. Mr. Getz

is

one oi ue C.ty News’ staunches
fneiius ana we wu.u n.ra a Merry
Chrisimaa ana a nappy r'rospcrcui

New Year.
The nuiet

of Christmas morning
was oroaen at b;du o c.u.a wncn an
alarm oi tire wa& turneu .n troin box
35. it proved mat a ga» meter had ville.
fallen irum toe wall oi f. map's, 34
Miss Sadie Languli and Mr. Henry
\n . itim btrcet cuUj.ng a biaze that Prins were united in marriage at
did aamai'e amounting to $25.00.
the home of Mr. Prins’ parents, Mr.
A u.spatch trom Kalamazoo states and Mrs Peter Prins, in Holland,
thai a campaign to ru.ae ^40,000 lor when Rev. D. R Drukker performed
Hope College was startea in mat the ceremony. The wedding was a
city baturuay by a committee of 12 private affair only relatives witnesamong tne steaormed sing the ceremony. Miss Languis is
churches.
a daughter of Mrs. Minnie Langui*
One ox the large evergreen trees of ^eeiand and has for the past two
in lio.u oi me beaut.ful home of years been a special decoratedat the
Mr. ai.u Mrs. G. J. Diekema was ap- Colonial Mfg Co’s factory. Mr. Prins
propr.au. y decorated with clusters is connected with his father in the
of scmuiaimg electric bulbs in col- grocery business in Holland. They
ors. ine tree surely looks Christmas will make their home in Zeeland.
lute a..u
remu.n lighted every
The Sunday school of the Sixth

meu

wm

evening until and inciuu.ngNew Reformed church gave a Christmas
Year s night.
program on Friday night. The
Myron iiroekema who drove to church was crowded and an interestFlor.uay witn his mother to meet the
father who had go..e south owing to

ing program of songs, exercises and
recitations was given. Candy and
coun- oranges were passed out to the pu-

a

Emest Vanden Bosch a student at
Hope College is spending his vacation
with his family in Crand Haven.
. Miss Esther Dyke of Grand Rapids
spent Christmas with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dyke.
Miss Ruth Strattonof Kalamazoo
is

the guest of her grandparents,

Mr

and Mrs. D. H. Shaw.
Miss Metta Ross of the local high
school is spending the holidays with
her parents at Bradley, Mich.
Mrs. Alice Robinson returned Saturday from Milwaukee after visiting
for the past three weeks wjth her
daughter,Mrs.'R. L. Dodd.
Miss Alice Hopkins, who is teaching in the

Muskegon high

tr. No
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When You
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Into t'BIG
After

how

become

fast

these will

a member

grow

of

our

CHRISTMAS CLUB.
It’s

keeping

and

at it that

counts-Save a

beforj you realize

it

your

little

little

every

coins will

week. The weeks

fly

grow into a substantial

BANK ACCOUNT

|

left.

you have

Dimes

ROUND DOLLARS"

surprise you to note

It will

-
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Get Started

school is a

guest at the home of her parents,
West 16th street.
Mr. and Mrs. A1 De Weerd left
for Detroit Monday night to drive
through a seven passenger Lincoln
Sedan for the Hollcman-Deweerd
Auto Co.
James Dyke, instructorin the
Central High school, Grand Rapids,
is spending Christmas vacationwith
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Dyke.
A. E. Van Landegend of St. Louis
is spending his holiday vacation with
his mother, Mrs. John Van Landegend, 119 West 11th St., together
with other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. John Van Landegend of Muskegon, atopj^d off at
Holland Christmas dn their way to
Waukegan,111., where the Van Landegends will make their future hbme.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stratton-' of
Kalamazoo, were the guests of theii;
parents Mr. and Mrs. D. H. 'Shaw, W.
12th street t ver the Christmas holi«

which: “mis is
/.eio
lather here Had a pils.
A basket ball game nearly every
fine tr.p cx.upt thru North and
South Carolnut.wnere t'i 'roads are evening during Christmas week is on
very bad. fhanPs for taking such an the boards at Grand Haven. On
intern t in father.”
Tuesday evening Grand Haven high
Markus Hanna of the Strand The- school will meet the Alumni at the
ater, wno has been in Chicago the h gh school Gym. At the Armory on
last few days viewing picture pro- the same night the church league will
ductions, returned to hbiland Sun- open its schedule with Catholics vs.
day n.ght. Mr. Hanna says he has Congregationals, Presbyteriansvs.
boogcu uime mg productionsto ap- Method. sts, 2nd Reformed vs. 2nd day.
pear at the Strand eany i.i the New Christian Reformed, Co. F meets the
Misses Ruby Moomey and GerYear.
Zeeland Y fhursday amt the high trivjp Van Vyvo. who are •itien.iing
John A. Van Dyke of Grand Rap- School plays Forest Grove Y Friday. Kalamazoo college are the guests of
ids has petitioned for tho prooate ojf
'Ernest Kasperson who has been their respective parents over the hoi*
the will ot D.rkX.' DcPree, whose es- conducting a lunch room at the Ar- days.
tate is sa:d to amount to 14,000. A j mory at Grand Haven will go into
Dr. and Mrs. N. Vann of Grand
son, Henry P. De Pree, Is bequeathed partnershipwith Charles Penndyer rividi. Mr. and Mrs. A. Nauta. Mr.
$1,000; a da ughter, Deborah, is giv- and the business will be enlarged.
nrd Mrs. I. Olsen and son .of Musen $200 and the residue U divided
Fennville business men have raised kegon. I'ittit the Christmas holidays
equally between the uaugilters De- funds by general contribution to con- with Mr. and Mrs. Gaston Dorian
borah and Carolina D. Van Dyke.. struct a municipal skating rink in the
John Wassenaar of Council Bluff p.
All are well known in Holland.
park recently given to that village Iowa, and Gerrit Wassenaar of
Christmas was a most ideal day, in
Cresswell, Mich., teachers in those
uy George Leland.
fact more like spring than mid-winThe Woman’s Literaryclub did respective places, are visiting tjieir
ter. Merchants as a rule are well not meet Tuesday and it will not narenK Mr. and Mrs N. Wassengar,
pleased with the seasoa'sbusiness.
next week Tuesday either, the East 15th street during the ChristMany of the manufacturingand meet
Meetings being omitted these two mas vacation.
business institution^gave employees
Mfe Beliy Mi'fillimu of Conklin
Weeks as a mid-winterrecess.
substantial gifts, in -many iasiancea
William G. Springs paid $14.70 in 'ttawa evuty, died Suaday hutubonuses were distributed,and taking
Justice Van Schelven’s court for tak- Irg, aged 73 year* She was n lifd
it all in all, the “foad-w^i” '• spirit
ing the name of the Lord in vain. On )t>..g resident of thr. commun ty nrd
was prevalent in Holland, . ..
Springs got into an leoypj » husband, it- anal brotliirs
Christmas night Spi
Hunters around Holland should
» ibVir
altercat.on in a house on 7th 9t. j.i'd many friend* to
get their fill of cotton tails before
near River and the police took him
the year ends as the hunting season
Mr. and Mrs. Mamn^ Van Alsburg
the swearing charge.
on rabbits, duoka and coots, wilsons
1,Bert Lordahl, who has been visit- of Decatur, Ind. are spending the
and jack snipe and gallinules,geese ing his parehts here, returned on holidays with their parents in this
and brant, black breastedand gold- Tuesday to Huntington, West Vir- Ofy- Mr. Van Alsburg is connected
en plover and yellow legs is over on
ginia where he represents the Colum- with the Holland and St. Louis SuDec. 31, after which time it is unDecatur. , .
bus Heating & Ventilating Co. Mr. gar Co. at IF
lawful to shoot them. The season on
D. J. Du Saar ip tl'u q^i'er of the
Lordahl
has
the
territory
of
Kenfrogs is also closed on Dec. 31 and
first Star Sedan brought to Holland.
whtie fish, ciscoes and carp may not -u^ky, West Virg'nia and Ohio.
The
fire depaj-tm-aiit was called out The car was sold by the Wolverine
be caught after December 30.
Garage.
Hermao Miller ot feeiunu recentThe Holland City State Bankjias
illness

AnEasyCiimb

Everybody can save if they just make up their minds to do so and stick to it.
A Child as well as an Adult can accumulate a fund for Christmas giving.

Every One-~Old

mw

and

Young--Is Invited to Join

,

The Bdjks ara open-Enroll

at

once. The

first

Deposit makes you a

Member

Here are a few of our Christmas Savings Plans:

.

ly

thatiHty,
had a_ wreck
_ __ near
y vot
L-orand 25 East

16th street. The blaze was

the wre<?k was brought to Holland on soon under control aid thfcHarttyge
Saturday by tthe <H' Hudson- Essex was nominal. T bis i* tb'j.lhird fire in
wracking crew. The chr wds a Pat- *> week in the sane block..
tersort sedan and pie pj^chinewas ^ The Holland autoists have it in for
surely a thorough wreck, the top the city hydrants these days. Tuesbeing completelydemolished;* Miller day evening a car collided with a

_

Members

starting with 5
cents' and increasing five

•

seven cashiers, cqjlecton knd 'tellers windows. Throdgh. the thoughtfulness of Mfatf GertYud^ Tiecetiga-of
the bank, a holly wreath wit placed'

1

ranged.

over each window, artiftWally^.ar-

1

.

cents each week for fifty
weeks, get --------- $63.75

cents each week, for fifty
weeks, get ---------$25.60

Member1* starting with $2.50
ana decreasingfive cent*
*' each week for fifty weeka,
...... $63.75

Members starting with $1.00
and decreasingtwo cents
each week for fifty weeks,
get ------------ — $25.50

0

‘get

•

Members starting with two
cents and increasing two

;er

..

.

Members starting with

1

cent and increasing 1 cent
each week for fifty weeks

get

..........

...... $12.76

Members starting with 60
cents and decreaiiig1 eeht
each week for fifty weeks,

‘

.

j

Capt. P. J. Fase of the tug Dcm-‘
Members paying 10 cents a
Members payin, 50 cents a
bos at Grand Haven. felL oderboard
week fixed, f.r 50 weeks
went back home with a pew., Hudson, hydrant on the comer of Columbia while out in Lake Michigan Thurs-*
week, for fifty weeks, get
get
. ........
$25.00
Avenue
and
Eighth
street,
knockYou
can
ahe
do
your
taving
Ph. H. Doan of Chicago spent the
y. The deck of the bus: was ren....... - ................... .......$5.00
Christmas holiday with bis family on inff-.thetop off and starting a miniaered slippery by a caking of ice.
•traight if you daaire. By
Members payirg $1.00 a
ture flood in that part of the city.
East Tenth street.
Capt. Fase was immediately brought
week fixed, for fifty weeks
virtue of a fixed amount
The" Board" rf fablic Works force -.!»• car was driven »y 0, _F Swing- back onboard little the worse p»tfpr.r,
get ....... —
..... $60.00
Members paying 25 cents a
has been working most of one night
ch°‘5
driving ov- a severe .drenching. ,1 This incident,
paid weekly, the following
digging up the loWet e(jd "St' a fire er_vped?st*n or the hpdWnr.-Be merely served to to tUustratethe
Members paying $2.00 a
week fixed, for 50 weeks,
plant may be adoptedi
hydrant, smashed by an auto and
A ®
1 perils which the coramgrcW flat £3
week fixed for fifty weeks,
at .......................... $12.50
plscing it wilh»a new ohei* The folks J*11® De Ryke a pioneer
enCQVntcr in the routine, of
get ............
$100.00
in the nrighboi^oo^ irf; 13th;itmet J^wgr of Ottawa county, who mov- da|ly worl(i
and RiveY^vehuewer^ without wato Duluth Minn., some ti, pubjic schools. ChrirtUn School
‘
Remember that besides the above named amounts the accrued interest at 4% is
Jter.the irester part «f the etentaf years ago, is again looking up
college and seminary are all riose
Ottawa cou
coun* for the greater part of.,a,/ortnight.
on Christmas. ,i*i:
4 of the' celery farms in uttawa
also added. /
leojogical
The Western Theoh
Holland defeat#!Hastings high
,In J88? De Ryke flm started
..... .
indibasket ball Friday night; 12 to 7. patch of ce'try in the marshes south ary Kas a
Remember too that the DIMES, NICKELS and
that you allow to
The score was * tb J It the end of of Gr<ind Haven and made a IHtle cating that these are Western Theoslip
through
your
fingers
for
things
of
little
use
to
yon,
will
keep
up your Christthe firstW 'Kleis'rtkriSfor tie ^•ney. , In 1891 be nioved to Du- logical Semina^
The X L Clas^of the Third Ref1
winners, Capt Lauboagh • for the luth, Minn., where he also pioneered
mas Savings payments.
the celery movement Since that formed church will hold its Christlosers. ' *
• /•*
The decline of the mark in Germ- time he has added a head lettuce mas .meeting this evening at the.
By becoming a Member you will enjoy the
the year
any is shown by a. Christmas card farm and Is marketing these on a home of Mrs. Rue Burdh, 150 West
round*
received by a Holland m^n’ftom a large scale and is making money at 15th street.
Rev., and Mrs. M. Veffie Oggel cri
friend in Germany. The card was a it.
Beautiful on top but damaging be- Chicago are visiting Mr. and Mrs. J.
small one enclosed in an .ordinary
envelope, but it took two postage dow is about what Allegan folks P. Oggel in Holland.
Marion Kolyn of Philadelphia is
stamps of twenty markl ‘each to think of the large poplar trees with
which many streets are lined. It is the guest of his mother, Mrs. M.
bring it here.
Miss Grace J. Lubbers who for some estimated that more than $5000 in Kolyn.
John C. Robart. formeriy of Holtime has been succesfully conduct- damage has been done by the roots
ing the agency for the SJuperiqr Hos- of these poplars that have in many hnd, now of Pullman, Al’egtn Co.,
iery of quality manufactured by places broken up sewer and water has beer spending the holiday; with
the Racine Feet Knitting Co. of Be- pipes and not alone that but have Mr. and Mrs. .1 A. Drinkwater.
Dr. George Manting of St. Louis,
loit, Wis., has resigned her position. lifted up cement sidewalks and as
Her successoris Mrs. Grace Mouw, the Allegan News says: "Wherefore Mo , who has been visiting relatives
120 West 14th street. Mrs. Mouw if they injure thy walk or thy sewer in Grand Haven and Holland, rewill cover Holland and surrounding thev ‘•kali be plucked nut and cast turnpd Tuesday night to his home in
territory.
into the fire, if you but notify the St. Louis.
The Lincoln School enjoyed a city authorities.”
Charles Garvelink,who has been
ing to regulate tlu toads
community Christmas tree Thursday
Miss Donna Undwehr is spending visiting relatives in Detroit and in CHANGES IN STATE
be carried on trucks
evening The tree had been beauti- the holidays with her parents Mr. Holland, has returned to his home
MOTOR VEHICLE LAW
ully decorated by members of the and Mrs. A. H. Landwehr, 268 Ma- in Kenosha, Wis., where he is in busiPROSPECT AT LANSING
P-T club. Children sang many old- ple avenue. Miss Landwehr is taking ness for himself, selling and installtime Christmas carols, after which a special course in the celebrated ing various makes of furnaces.
Prof P. E Hinkamp led in prayer. Oakesmere school foi young ladies in
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Rodger and
As the clvldren sang "Upon the New York city. Besides her other Mr. and Mrs. John S. Rodger are
Changes in the Michigan motor
Housetops” Santa Clause came rid->
studies ‘be is taking up Russian bal- the guests of Mr. and Mra. G. J. vehicle laws are in prospect in the
ing in on a modern reindeer and relet dancing under the tutelage of Diekema over the holidays.It will 1923 legislature.Charles J. Deland,
membered en^h good child with a
Prof
Ivan Sarasoff, the best Russian be rememberedthat the two Rodger secretary of state, will ask the legisChristmas gift.
dancing instructor in America to- boys, altho no relation,but with sim- lature to amend the Condon certifiThe M G R C. g:r!f b*'1 •* Cb”:«t- day Miss Landwehr is well known ilar names, some years ago wed Mr. cate of title act, to do away with the
mas grab at the home of Miss Mar- in the city as a classic danc :’1 having Diekema's only two daughters,the necessity of used car dealers going
garet Dronkera Thursday evening.
at all of onr Stations*
appeared in this city, Grand Rapids Misses Marguerite and Marie Diek- through the formalityof securing a
Old Santa was present with big pack,
ema.
double
transfer
of
certificate
and
and Chicago on several occasions
bushy white beard and all, but upon
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Voss of East paying a double fee. Ho also will
She is simply rounding out her caclose inspection it was Mrs. Santa
reer along this line under tne best Lansing are Holland visitors during suggest that in the general law the
Clause, for Miss Ella llerkompas
the holiday scasorj. * Mr Visa is a fee of $1 for transferringthe lie*
masters available today.
played the leading role Santa Claus
Dla tribal ora of Otfa
graduate
of th»> class of 1920 and at., ense number, when a cur changes
A new pastor was tfie Christmas
made ou’ck work of th s trip placing
present is teaching in the East Lans- hands, be eliminated,
his I r^e naek o" IV* middle ''f the gift received by Bethel Reform; d
ing b'gh sphool.
Farmers of the *Ute probablywill
floor rnd ca:d "help v’ourself”.A church df Grand Rapids. Rev. J. C.
-p»n !- ask that a law making It mandatory
cramM" co'-n follow'd o'-d old St Van Wyck’s acceptance of the pas- • Miss Gertrude Hoik m •.
ing the .in’idav* v'n her mother, upon drivers to dim their lights when
Nicholas’Christmas bag was empty torate reached th« church bor»rd on
Mrs.
Ho'keboer. E'-st 15th St. approaching another car be enacted.
in « few minutes.
Christmas day and the good tid:ngs
M?««
'tudy;ng at the
A general license law which would
were
proclaimed
f
om
the
pulpit
at
Among the members of the comMoody Bible Institute at Chicago.
require automobile mecnnnics to be
the
Christmas
service.
mittee for this year’s M. A. C. junior
licensed, may be *uomitted. It is
The new pastor is from Mauric-',
hop. to be held fn the gymnasium on
the contentionof some members of
Feb 98. flre two Holland students la. He is a graduate of Hope col- ALLEGAN STORE MANAGER
the legislature,wh supportedsuch a
and 24 others from western Michi- lege and Western TheologicalsemGONE, LEAVES HIS FAMILY measure in 1.921, that the automobile
gan Tho'e from this city are Miss inary, and ha? seen service as a misWalter P eron. manag’r of the owner is subjectedto the danger of
Thelma Welton, who is on the fa- sionary in India.
F'd-'l'tvster^ at Allegan, has mys- grove danger to his properly by the
vors committee and Miss Inez SevBethel pulpit has keen without a teriously dfcappeareft and has left a performance of unskibl and incomerance on the finance committee. regularly employed pastor since ths wife and a 3-months-oldpair of petent mechanics. Tney would subMis« B R. Crane of Fennville is the Rev. E. 0. Schwitters left the charge
twin babies behind him. Authorities ject them to some sort of a test, or
chairman of the favors committee.
in October. 1921.
states that money for sales made at at least compel them to furnish suitP F Scbuelke left Friday Mr. a: • Mrs. G A. j.ac^y and fain tin stor'’ Saturday during the Christ- able references as to their ability,
for Peoria, 111., where she will spend 'ly ^"t S;rd«v with the:r son* Ned mns ru*h is also missing Pierson was before a license would be issued.
Phone
6 East 8th Street
the -'Pdo— Hth
children, Mr. -"d Bob and families in Grand Rap- last seen to enter a motor bus bound
There presumably wil' be the us«nd Mrs. N. C. Johnson.
for Kalamazoolate Saturday night. ual grist of automobile bills seek-
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In spite of the spaciousness of the
new Diekema hone (he place

th.
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MAS
HAS

Dick Overwws. Labor.
A. Wetlerhot, Lwhor.
Jac. Van Uouw. ~jUjo

COMMON COUNCIL

win- Common
Holland.

Fit., wnsre they iWl spenu the

ISAS

im.

ncccabM- 20.

The
and waa

l.nj

fcer;

- _____

"

Council mot In rtfvlar mmIoh
t USAS
called to order hy th* llaror.
Allowed and warranto
PrMMt: Mayor Suphan, Alda. Print. Blue. The following claim*,approved far the Board
Brieve,Drinkerater.Laepple, Lawrence. Brink of Public Works at a ml lag beW Dram bar
Drkatia.wiekerink.Vender Hil and IS. Is 22, were ordered ee/UAM to Urn Com8Pr.n«. .nd the Clerk.
mon Council for payment:.

°t Vrieslsno purchased the residenceon West Main

Vanden

owned by A H

8treet

Krom-

.'L-.u.-u 'i":!

»*rnth
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Hoy B. Champion. Supl—
G. Appltdorn.dork-

MAO
TIM

Ask anyone you know
which is the highest
quality baking powder
and almost invariably
they will tell you ROY AL

to the regular members an unusually
H^r' C^r^l
Wa*fiin%. %
large number of guests enjoyed the Mr> B< ?lfrfennonvTaft*veni|e last SmnS the*Couneill MiSive"”"' the Hartoi Bert Sm^'Envir'
nrn^am
nrrw:Hn/i nn/ior
tho di
riai» Week #n<1 J°hn De Vn*8 m0Ved (r0m «ltttSUona. they found It In th. Capitol City. K^nk McFaJI
program
oroirram provided
nrov.dod under
under the
the direcresidenc^ .of M,. Heaaiey on .Th^Couneilhem turned th. regular order L7 An“

MMy

session in the

cakes are

100%
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orient Darine the

me

past summer Dr. Zwemer made a visit to this rich island to get in touch

^

Kireman_

Martin.

_

M. Burch. Fir
Kred Smith. FlremanHPI
C. J. Roteboom,Itth 8U Sla. AUndt. 60.00
t,ac by telegram which bore the in- nnrthw„t corntr o( Klcventh Sl.
ljrmaUon lnat big son, Peter,
Refund to the Committee on Street* and Fred Rouboom, lltb 8C Su. Attadt 54J1
«*• P- DeFcyter, Une Fornum
78.4S
in the hospital there suffering from
Will Bl.-.m petitionedfor I'cen*.to
^»uem*n — -74.lt
an operation for appendicitis.
- P^l room builnci* at 174 River Ave. and ”
----78.20
Zeeland Poultry Show, Dec. 28-29- presented bond a* r-uuind with Cor. Blom. F.h,u•n^e^n?^,• tdnemgn .
44.00
Ciuy Pond. Llec. M termar
30
and
Jan
Jr • *nd Dave Dlom
78.11
oum.
anti Jan.
Ald
,)rlnkw>lcr
mov,dthat
the
bs
Hon
17
tocL
RMc.
Meter
ttwUr
41.00
aio. Drlnkwatcrmov«d' that the bond bs
Hcter tcaler

1

- 1.
-

was

-----

auretlca.
--^ 1
conduct
• J;*”;

with missionaryendeavor there and
his descnptiou of life there was full
of interest. His statement that
The fire department responded to >pim,vtd a,,d th, petition
8t0«k>»«i»vT
Java and other Dutch colonial
is40 KOO 8 ca11 from the home of Mr. ana Aid. Laepple mved e* a subatltutemotion kammeraad, Troublimaji.
lands have a population01 49,500,'
, n
Volkenberffon Pino ,h,lt ,h# l>ond “nd application!>• referred to “• Kamerling.Water
000 surprised even many Of the peo.
#n_rtni*,nnnJ the Committeeon
^mu A,,tku^ ^
loaoont nt tho mootirwr Street, Wednesday forenoon, and Said
...
aubstltute
.............
motlon^revallcd.
... prevailed. |"- HuttUa.
nuuw*. Labor
uaoor
pie of Dutch descent at the meeting,
ext.nguisheda small blaze that had Clerk Pr»wnt<d communication from the rrvd Wise, l-ahnr
as it did some months ago many not- RtartPfl in thn basement No
of L*"*1"* emtalnlnga reaolutlonpaaard John Dan Uyt Labor
John De Boer. Imbor
ed American business men to whom SMliea in tne oastmeni. i'tj c.tu.e by the Cmmnn C uncll o( Mld
of
the fire could be
(0 uniform traffic regulationsand aikini that W. Pathula, LaborEdward W. Bok made the same
Miss Nellie De Ijroot of Passaic, all thoae ritiei in favor of *uch uniform traf- B. Kooiman. Labor.
statement,as told by him in an AtC. Dykalra, Labor.
N. J .nd John De Groot. .
.71? E Mouw. Labor
lantic Monthly article. The Dutch
at Calvin Collego are the guests ol |ater a conference may be called with repre- Jno. Hormevoort. Labor.
nation is always looked upon as a
J. De Kidder, Labor
RtV. and Mrs. Drukker during the nentativca from varlou* elllea to draft

and everywhere—

^

friends, neigh-

bors, relatives— you will
hear similar commendations.
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w
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46.00
72.80
78.48
44.20
jg.25
46.00
64.00
60.00
49.05
40.00
14.80
40.00
81.00
84.45
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which might
.
the League of Michigan
31 Ann adopUd by
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_

22.45
104.17
100.00
80.00
70.00
70.00
70.00
42.50
42.50

F. Sllkkera, Relief Kn*.

Royal,” writ®8 one delighted

among your

den^nN^Ce^ialTote^
^

since 1 bought that can of

user,

I2A0

later be approved by A. Cor. Rooe, Labor .
Municipalitie*and J. Veltheer, abor ___
all the eitiea a* a uniformtraffic |H. f)» Nett Labor..-

_

I

.!:S

Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Reus
of the of the United States.
America* Well Wo
Arbor are spending the holiday sea- oid.nancc^
Dr.
gave
glowing
picQt yof Holland.
IN
election inspectors,clerks, or officials
son
with
relatives. Mr. and Mrs. K. reports’ d r'n A N ni ng^om MITTRK8 J. Kleevea. Rebate
duly appointed to have charge of ture of life in Java, of the various Ten Have are also here for the sea* The Committee on Streets and CroMwalki H. Grootenhuia, Rebates
strata cf civilizationfound there
Both gentlemen are students to whom wa. referred the petition of Lyle A. Uitedwljk,
son.
Steven* and John Glcrum for permiaalon to A. If. Brinkman. Freight.
During the night of Dec. 13th Ma- “whlj^V^rtcount of the bal- and the contrasts between near-savat
the
U.
of M.
(.ne
v. v*
ir.ftUlla gaaoline nervlce *pump in E. 8th St. L. Luting. Repair*____
comb county was visited by a storm joU
for lhe office of sheriff for agery and the high type of culture
Raymond
Prukkcr of the Presby- ndjaernt to No. 65 E. 8th St., reported having Simplex Valve A
leaving
olanket of
about five
leaving a uianxei
ox snow
anow aooui
nve n«.». -nnwtw rL.
the RnnrH
Board nf
of F.ler.
Elec- found
found among the Hollanders.He
Tt Plttsbuw Pa., is instigatedthe matter .nd recommendedth.«
!?,chts m,.de^h. The county uUthor- Uon
fit to exclude said that anyone jho Wieved^th.t
itify under direction of Mr. Walter
- ---—
. vo. be dis-.bu>ed tfvi»!*rJKaevaW°Uld
M*rl!°a K1 Drukker',
„d W...
I. Vo*. 00
Lehner, county engineer, and Chas.
yot€ ca8t
visiting /ava.
^Mra^ciark^rain was^^rated on
d ?a™S' cammed th. following claim. Wvatarn Mach
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mcoamrtence Whereas, the Mayor and the Com- The musical part of the program
dUv t0T 8vn0W l'*- < a 4,1
™n Council of the City of Holland consistod of three vocal solos
Mr. Leaner
Lohner has organizedTns
his Tor- have
uav. uken
t4.i.en unanimous
unBnimous action,
action look- Willis A. Diekema, accompanied
*
ces so that he will be able lo •tart in ^ the »T0tection of the said vot- Harris Meyer, two pi*no solos

4

„d
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th.

inV> of (uilden for the support of the "»
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14.10
25.84
21.45
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ewt.

X. L. Shop,
Bertt'Lugar*.
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?6) Ha°„d‘ sixth”

on

the earfy traffic no
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WK.Ut*
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FAROWE
* ..... • by
by
_ _ ___
, son
N.
Overisel.

miles
'* of Jaunty system, by

20.60
2,010.40
1.000.00
10.24

cUZ H

60.00
68.89
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100.

SO J. WeatenbroakA Ca,
Addn-taograpk Ca,
54.04 Vanden Barg Area,
41.47 Dr. C. J. Abbott.
66.44

'"ShuY

StylhlS!
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Salary

hop

25.01

bethe
Women’s

Linaa,

Wagemakar Co,

26.00 Koaioria Ine.. Lnm
25.00 Tiach Hina Co,
26.00 Lina Malarial Co..
26.00 National Motor Oa.,

M

the

were *“

_

Da Prea H>aai, 8

50.00 Cltlaena Tal. Co,
25.00 CltltanfiSl n-, L.IIW
25.00 Holland ValcanklngCo,
A Raffanaag,
25.00
_
26.001 Eagla Train.
26.00 A. P. Siultb Mfg. U, Steava,va»va_
25.00 Mavenaa Battery Co, Mat.
26.00 B. P. W, Nov. Light. Pmrer.

Jack Blue. Aldtrman,Salary
worn Frank Brieve. Alderman, Salary -- his snow crew at mny hour of t« er3 ^ ^ ^jty 0f Holland, who have John Lloyd Kollen, and two vocal Hilda and Manley Stegeman ’7 Ja*. A. Drlnkwatcr, Alderman,Salary
... ____________
day or night in case of an ecutgency by reagon 0f counting out of said *olos by Mrs. J, E. Telling, accom-Jin
Holland Monday afternoon *where (J. A. Laepple, AMarman, Salary
arising.
ballotsheen'deprivedof a legitimatepanied by Mrs. Martha Robbins. they attendedthff burial services for
Marion Stegeman the 8-year-old
opoprtunityto express their preferof Rev and Mrs. M. A. Stegeman of Cha*. Dyk.itra.Ald>rman. Salary
AUTO THIEVING INCREASES
ence for the office of Sheriff in the UNCONSCIOUS GIRL
Honry J. Wleksrlnk. Alderman,Salary
A? NUMBER OF CARS INCREASE comity of Ottawa, in which action
The .mount eolleoted in thi. eomFOUND ALONG THE
Recently published figure* show we believe the said mayor and community on Saturday, Dec. 9, by tne A. H. Brankman. ~
F-ight.trucking
that not onlv' has the number of mon council should receive the supA VS ills- QLLtXi youn„ Jad:e9 amounted to $75. This A. Harrington. Coal. Warnar
thefts of artomobile*about kept port of the citizensof th city of Hol______ —
money will __
go tow.rd* the drive Lo- Dlcpanhorat Brof., Coal ---.
pace with the in-creaseduse of cars, land,
_________
_____
______
___
.
..
Christmas
night
at
about
12
o'clock
ing
made
in
this county towards
su^'ninTp^r onl.r^.rur that the kill */f the th eves has It is Therefore, Resolved, That
been greatly developed h the 28 the Rotary club of Holland. Michi- a party of young people who were $3, 000, OOO^needed for the^
r^
in the Orient.
plll,nbin*C°cities in whicdi ^jti*stic8 wea* collect- gan, endorse and approve the action returning to Grand Rapids
^ Yo'Jk*r
Nniam-r
«-»1 It was found that in 1'.'. 8 there of the Mayor and the Common Coun struok
______ aghast
0 _____ by
, the
___________
Prof. T. E. Welmers of Holland ___
j^b^uidra,,.
_______ city Eng.'
_
discoveryof a
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Waatrrn Elec. Co,
Jaa. B. Glow A Sana,

12

MMor^—Z:
peter PHn*. Alderman.
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Holltman-DaWaardOa.,
W vataia Union, ~
182.82
BanJ Baidu*. Pin.
108.22
General Elec. Co., Metera. Trana^
18.00
10.06

2.01
12.04

Waatinghoun Baa. Co..
B. P. W, Corap. Im. Nov-

_

Scholtan Brea.. Cortaca
Oawairo Tool Co, Rapaire.
88.60 J. W. DykrtraCo, Coal
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_ __
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SMto.fl
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Allowed and warranU ordared ittMd.’
17«44S clt* stolen sr,>l 21,673 cil of the City of Holland, past and young girl lying about 20 feet froitf* conducted the services here Sunday, Da Pre** Hdwe. r,o.. Suppli** -----11.81
Th* Board of Public Works reportstkaf if
recovered,or fl p^r cent lost. In future, in any and every respect the concrete on the road to Spring. Dec. 17. Last Sunday Dr. A. Olt- g.
°Y~Z;
22.57 a maatinpha Id DrarnWr 1*. 1922. tb* flood194.1 there w»re P7.554 car* stolen bearing on the legalizing of said Lake, near the ChristmanLumber [mans conducted the services. Dr. m™. J. K. w««tv«>r. Storag*, Gravel.
ing of th* proponed ikaliac paad ba tb* Col*
6.00 lair* Campu* waa refamd to thi Common
and 26.517 reovored or 4C per cent
Co. The motorists immediatelyrush- ! Oltmans i* always a very welcome pipe ------CounelL
1.00
ICst. With th^ development of locks II. That the Rotary Club express ed her to the Hatton Memor.al hospi- ' visitor.,and it is also a pleasure to City Trea*.. Poaujw11.86
O"
Dyfcatm-t8r Batter
ai l anti-rte*7ir
t.cviccs and the through this resolution, its disap- tal as she was in an unconsciout , him to.be with the congregationbe- w. M. Toy A Co., snowplow
46.00 waa re Jarred harit la ten Bored! od'/ Public
j,Tewth of (TKi.^Mive as.-icintionsproval Si any attempt made or to be state. She did not recover conscious- : cause this is the only church he has i. voa, oil
Li
8.04 Work* with tb* GmmU'p rwoiHMadBioo
4.40 that thi* and other pond* b* ffrudad' tertb*
taken into ci*rsi*.“ation.r’..s.»-hnws made to deprive the citizens of the ness until about ten o’clock Monday i ever served as a
I*- Unting. Repair*
64.14 Board without expaaaa to tb* Oorereon fn .iU.
a wonderful-advc-iee
The
annual
election
of
officers
for
criminal wards mentioned in the city of Hoi- morning when she further continued’
• Th. Board of Publl* Work, reported ^«o^
methods.
_
land of their honest expressionof the mystery hy refusing to talk. ^ the Christian Endeavor Society was ington.
193.32 mendinp tb* trenafar cd fTMl 1mm tb*
2.00 GuarantyDepovH Fund to tb* Upbt Fred.
preferencein Court, or otherwise; • "The theory was that the girl had held Wednesday evening. The fol- citi**n*Tran*f®r Co, Tmeking ---Adopted and * ‘
III. That a, copy of this resolu- been drugged though hospital au4 lo’rijj*'. wer* d«tcd:
IK The
tion be spread upon
the records of thoritieswci'o not abl^ to exactly ail Frederick Kunil; me president,
wm.^^VpremiU
K4.0O collreUba
wST „d
1_ ?
a „ J AlmmwA
Iw «Lm M • M ' _ — A _
- t. i
i l_ ? _
— _
— ^A
i 2.40 Main 8*w*r Fired kollreUteB
this club, and that a copy be mailed certain whether this was true or not.' ward.Veldman;corerspondingseen- Scott-Lugcr* Lumber Co, Lumber 15.04
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Trearerar
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Tuesday hi the office iof City Trcasurer Bowmaster. The exact amount
collected during the first three weeks
of the campaign was $52,820.49,
while the total amount to be collected in December is $151,413.
This includes $113,615.05 in state,
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—

......

.

Iw
I

.

68.86
61.40
42.80
89.20
42.80
41.20
48.80
lt.80
40.00
tlflP
140.46

--

a*e °f 38 year8, Sh.eJleaVes besides
H.arv Labor
' -her husband, four children, Ett^. Ed- q
ukor_
ae®o P,10
jlth, Gerbcn and Johanna; her aged a. yandon nri-.k,i^aor.
mother, Mrs. C. Bouwens, and threo Barlow Bro., BoA*.
closed ttr aUibdmg brothera •
three ,lBter8, Mrs.

s^^r‘n^
Kal^ saw ‘Wg

_
HS

n

and

Of th*

W*

..w-Sxjni,- ,w

18.00
68.86

--

j

T”“”'

City Trewam reportedtb*
followlnirraoneyai
4.06
450.10 HolUnd KrepiteL
•2.00 36, 678. SO- Board of PabM*
43.20
43.20
11.40
72.00

---

^^.

-

96.40

__

V...O

and Ordinance Fine* Md
aafl KBnteiiithBflw.
prarented ** —
uren receipt* for tb* reapwdv* -^-<1*11

1U0

Nyboar.
P. De Neff. Ubor
H. De Neff, Labor
G. J. Ten Brinke, Ubor
Wm. Tan Brinke, Labor.
Al. Tilma, Ubor
W. J. Crabb, Ubor ______
G. Van Wleren, Labor __
A. Vander Hul. Labor
---- A. Van Raalte. Labor

S™!

1

v.vy

8.00

.

ligating circumstance however
.. a. ..... ... . blu
that all of the games lost were to
^ ® P**et of her coat was a bill
schools twice the size of Hollano,J?.®^6 out from the store of Hany fay

vTc.wetj ...a uccn
*.v sv v,
sisbing City Treasurer Bowmaster,ids South high, 6 to 3; Allegan;
and the two of them have been more Joseph, 6 to 0. The games lort were
than busy taking care of the cus- against Grand- Rapids Centra!,
tomers. The office of the treasurer amazoo, Grand Haven, and, Grand

48.00

Dr. H. J. Poppon, Servi^pa
Hollai d Salvage Co, Labor
S. Nlbhellnk. Ubor
{•red Lohui*. lAhor- ....... .
C. Van Haaften, Labor - _______
c. EM^nberg. Labor,

___

season of Holland high school. Coach }8 surmized that the age of. the girl
Dick Martin, calls the present season
three inches tall, has light,
• mediocre one. This declaration is

is
J

15.2u

—

;

*

Cleik prarented th* fa
s
rtt la with madh mrret that
which you are familiar atewpal re* to reaLra
a* a mrab*r of th* Board of Parka
terire. 1 wiah to rtprte* m* daep appricla
tlon to your honorahla body ter thd reofldbbo*
flon

and(W

hr

u

»*>

b* *r ywr

ai*.

pdlntmartt In w-ndn*
a eaten of thi*
>»
Board, tbp teahture lav* been
•ort cordial did hararmtbu*and tb* datie*
that have been tfitrreteffto MA 1 aarere you

/

'I>

fU4fcfS
near the Christman office the same KrQexe of Nebra8ka( Mrgi w^. De
Wtwren
open eveningsthis week 4or the ac- Rapids Union nigh.
tb. Board and tb* OrendT Iretenewiee been
. T L.
Allowedand warrant* ordcral i*aued.
commodntion ef tax payors, and
Speaking of the season In general, night headed west ®bout
GrOOt of Vriesland, John Houwens The Committeeon Poor report al jireemtfing mo*t plaiant. 1 Mneerety tnmt tM* will re**t
of Zeeland. Mrs. Jacob Bosch and
cl tb* lAiwetorof Poor fortlw two with your nwrmral A«rehi threkiaSyou. I
Y*ry truly youra,
Eli and Anthohy of this place.
,,<>ecmb"r*°* int ia
not without its
(sonred) r mwwxRthe decks after the closing hour. setbacks,some of which affected!? ® h«ht colored Mlt rtandiBf^near eral services were held at th » home Aeccptcd and filed.
On motion of AM. Lreppb. th* rerimatlon
and at the church, Rev. K. Fortuin The Committee on Public Llirhtlnir to whom wa* accepted.
wa* referred petition*for the placlnir of acvThe City tnetnwr reported cetinutrd
^.int^d
cot- . . , ‘
wnoie team, a learn must nave cumTf -0Vmprithat thp officiating.Interment was made in oral afreet lamp*, reported recornmndinirthat amount due th* Winite Road Conatruedob Co.
the Borculo cemetery.
•treet lamp* be placed on 16th and l«th o nth* 7th atreet and UnenHi avreae y*rin*
is

ett
the

^ -till1

^

SS

.

the
Fun-

remain

^rX^the^^^^
.,

TAX GATHERING

SLOWS UP ISSUING OF
AUTO PLATES

sention oft times crept in.

End a

Pisym c>r- Anoth"

the
tZTorr^l
on

’
««aws*A«3 aSESSFw?
About forty owne/s of antomobiles

ies

careless attitude,

Fy*1hjV«t

ScSHawH sgSe

Rev. G. Vander Linden has anto his congregationthat he

atrect*betweenPine and Maple avenuei. and contract In the bb* of I6.9M.2Z. and on the
on Pali-banka avenue at the Intereeetionof 17th atreet peeln* eontreet.8816.44.
6th «trre».
Adopted and warrant* ottered bared on tire
Adopted and the Board of Public Work* City Treasurer In payment at Urn amount*.
ordered to Inatall*ame.
A communicationwaa pretested reUtive toCOMMUNICATIONSFROM BOARDS AND remlttimr the taxea on the property of MM.

theGrsid R-Pids n-otorists^She nounced

=«««&»#

spurt of the December tax campaign ««Thp nutAAndin* star of the sea- deliriumAll auto owners are pf course
r
-£1.1,1 u. u-j
Monday

cheer-

FOREST GROVE
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SJSJtf-SS
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fup crirl war
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Iowa.

churches at Englewood, lllinoh, and

“

at Hospers,

94
Z4.

CITY OFFICERS

jraststcS-iaa
jj.

- “

w. wu*on <>>..

="“-*

FVI* nBook*I8tore

Mairaxine ----------J

“

1.IM)

PBook
the Chlver* Bk. Biadlnv Co.. Book II
aft- Baker a Taylor Co. Bonka. ---------Ann*
MlirleMlw Ty"M*' S',rvlo«* ________________ _
U

1.30
3.60

L. M. Adam*.
lleferredto the Commltta*on Foot.
City Attorney presentedeomimmleatlona
fe.m tha State Departmentof Health hi an»wrr to M* Hter of recent date peraiiiltig to
the rewain dlapoul propoeftio*.
Filed.

MOTIONS AND RRSOLUTION8
1.46
On motion of Aid. Prina,
morning upon recovery Rev. S. Zwemer conducted
32.91
services in the church Sunday
R**ol»<-d.That th" City Errl-rer be and
fully served if they come for their ZdT
Hte swcU^ the ^irl
and no ‘n* prnnnn
11.53
hereby I* inrtruetedto erect a trenn-reryfence
ernoon, Hpc
uec.
Elfenlink ------- 66.00
at
avenue and the Colley* hill for
Misses Evelyn and Jean Oltmans Mr*. P. J. Mamiij.. Sarvlcea. ....... 76.00 theColumbia
protection of school ehlldhen.
110.00
gave talks in church last week Wed- Drra Sehjrm r. fie.-vieea.Carried.
Ye#r’s day are requested to do so
Jact bJatUnion Te^mad^more T^e girl wore no iewelry' bore n,()
2.00
On motion of AM Venter HIL a street
avoid
bea^n by U"lon.\ h*^ad* ®°” marks of injury or criminal assault nesday afternoon to the member* of
1.00
llrht was nrder?d Installed at 17th street and
Light
Those who come thi, week
it is stated. All of the circumstances the .Woman’s Mission and
Ot'swa *venu>.
Bearers societies,concerning their
j m7o
Adopted and the Bo*rd of Publte Works
frequently have to wait quite a
affair are ob*cured but [be
Allowc<1 aml w.rninU ordered lMUed
ordered to Install sam*.
because of long lines of tax
vL dooH sf vonH.n
sheriff’*department is pursuing the work as missionaries in
Adjourned.
, The auditorium of the church was The followingclaims,approved by the Board
whohaVetobe „ "ed.1
V‘nde"Bripl£'Hm’ riue,
filled to its capacity on Friday even- °f Pollc« "nd Fire Commlwdonera at a meetwho do not come until next week ‘The old squad mea.hcrs to be
ing.lirt week when Prof. Dooley and
will be more likely to be served
No Sound From Glrtffo.
his negro girl singers from Brewton, citiaen.Tel. Co, Rent, toll ________
ujjo
„
,
Public Work*, Hydrant*,
Tt Is snM by nnlmsl tralpcr*that thd
1.136.97
will hp nprvpd as nrnmntlv as circmn- ivir15* “,,u 1,1
•cvuuu Ue rree am rrans Doonavra
made an impassionai
F. Ziirterman, Driver63.00 giraffe has never been known to emit
stances will
team stars will be hick to try out home from the U. of M. for the holi- children of his race.
Joe Ten Brinke. Drlver63.00 n sound of any kind. No matter what
for Vanity* honors, ana a formid- day&
63.00
Mrs Herraan Brener, residing in s. Piawrenhoef. Driver.
65.50 the animal mny suffer when III or Inable squad is looked for.”
Kathryn Boonstra of M. A. C. is Salem township ha, recently had .
1.00 jured. he remains silent. And arisn*
home for the holidays. Benjamin severe attack of
j. voa. Gaa
£« Hsts linve ndrunred the theory (hat,
Boonstra
of
the
Ferris
Institute
at
Mm.
Hilbert
DeKleine
and
daughHlirhway
Potter
Co,
Lettering,
etc.
4.00
IN
.70 because of the extreme 1enw»h of th#
HURRYUP CAU, SPOILS DR.
Big Rapids is also home for the hbl- ter Helene of Jamestown have been p- ''I.
it, T Gmail arson Comer Hdw*. Co, SuPPllM
1.36 neck, sound Is difficultor ImpoMiOle for
ELECTION CASE
BOSClfS CHRISTMAS DINNER idsys.
Staying here at the J. Smallegan Cecrd* ElectricCo, Batteries. _________ 1.65
th** gl-affe
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Ed Vander home,
during the Illness of Mrs. Yellow Cab Co, Taxi _
4.60
With the Kamferbeek-Fortney
63.00
Smallgan,who is now on the road to Cor. Steketee, Patrolman
Although Dr. Leon C. Bosch, of Heuvel, a son.
case now in the stage where it will
P. Bontekoe,Patrolman _____
63.00
At the congregationalmeeting of recovery.
soon be up for definite decision, or- Grand Rapid*, son of Mr. and Mr*,
R. Cramer, Patrolman
63.00
Dan Den Uyl of Lansing is th#
D. O’Connor,Patrolman _
ganizationsinterested In protectingN. Bosch, had his mouth all set for the Second Reformed church, held on
63.00
H. B. Swicre"<ra.Patrolman, uniform
11.00 guest of his parents on West 15th
evening at the church parthe sanctity of the ballot are still a delicious Christmas dinner at his Monday
”
Officers'Hat Cords.
F. Van Ry. Chief
70.84 street during the holidays.
passing resolution* protesting against home in Holland, before the dinner lors the election of elders and dea*
H. D. Edward* Co, Fire
49.00
Hut
cords
of general office VI
. C. Blom. Jr, Exprea*------the throwing out of the ballots init- bell could ring, the telephone bell cons resulted in A. Lahois and E. J.
1.11
23.50 Notice to Taxpayers of Laketown
ialed in pencil. The following resolu- got in its work calling him to an Pruim Being elected as elders and *old; of all other officers, gold and Kiomp*ren* Coal Co, Coal
.75
Notice to taxpayersof Laketown,
tions have been passed by the Ro- emergency case in Grand Rapids. A P. T Moerdyk, John Donia and J. N. hlnck; of men In Infantry,light blue: N*ck Kammeraad. Repair*
11.80
hurryup automobiletrip took him to Haan as deacons. The 'total contri- of men In cavalry, yellow: of men In Mrs. C. Steketee, Laundry.
^78 j I will be at the Mulder store at
tary club of Holland:
quartermaster
| Graafschap on Dec. 26 and Jan. 9;
Whereas, at the state and county the bedside of a patient in 47 min- butions for the year, as reportedby artillery,scarlci :
11.898.89 at Gitchel on Dec. 29 and Jan. 2;
eU$bion held last November, the utes, altho he misaed out on the the treasurer, were $15,783 53, of "orpe. buff* mpri’cnl department,mn- Allowed and warraritsordered issued.
which sum $6,680.80was devoted to mon: coy* of en’droem. scarlet n'id The fol low! nij claims,approved by the Board and at home every Friday for the
voter* of the city of Holland went home Christmaa feast
to the polls and expressed their pref- Dr. Bosch is in private practice in missions and benevolences. The nhlie: pr»?.-i»i»vo A*partment. Mr ck of Park and CemeteryTrustee*. December20. convenience of those who wiih to
, 1922. were ordered certifiedto the Common pay their taxes.
erence for the various candidate* Grand Rapids, specializingin ob- church Sunday contributions totaled •I!'* senrM
-•«. ••r*inc» end Crp-dl ^r n-v-nent:
$522.59.
Ed Plasma. R. R. 2,
for offices in the same manner that stetrics,after a year or two in
. , B. P. W, Light
f 13.79
- • I-Mre. T. G. Hujzenga,George HuizJohn Van Bi 'tr, S pt.
75.00
Treasurer
they were accustomed to cait their Blodgett Hospital.
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As they fumed the corner, n deep-,
throated blast fr<yu the, Bumblebee
sounded a warning.• Shottle turned
upon tlip disappointed Drnee with a
gleeful countenance. “Master." he
sold. ‘Til thank you for that money
again. I’ve found him."
‘‘Found him!" exclaimed Draco.
.

Periwinkle

Read

UluatratMlby

hOmeUilng.
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the cane.

shoulder.

The primary and most impor*
tant business of thp Telephone,
Manager is to serve your telephone needs.

MICHIGAN STATES JB

TELEPHONE CO.

2

pace.

R. H. Livingstone

Copyright. Th« lidl SyndlttU,
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hjood. In el nmn* of feathery grn«*e«
Vine?"
’ The Major rlwtred his throat and insects- Bang, while from everywhere
frntly laid his hand on Drace’* rame the lotv and drowsy murmur of

Drace was enchanted with the scene
• "My young friend, they have told
you about the moat Implacable and the sweet nlr. Reside him Shotth
desperate of man. air. I know the long-leggedhis way, his neck stretched
our.
nmn. and while nature did not Intend
“How?"
"Yonder comes Unci! Howard, the
—and ! beg your pardon for what
“That ca»fe of wine was addressed to
General." he said.
might seem a want of modesty— that
Stepho la Vltte at Fsrnum’s Landing,
Toward them, with a alow but firm
I should fear any human being, yet 1
Mississippi,That wine Is going to
confess to an occasions1 uneasiness In and emphaticsfep, came a tall, spare,
Stepho on the Bumblebee. And so
the presence of old Stepho la Vlfte erect old gentleman;and ns he drew
are we !"
%
I have never had any words with him nearer.Drace saw that he wore a musAn hour later Drace sat with Shot—thnt Is. strainedwords; but If I tache and whiskers trimmed neatly
tie on the deck of the Bumblebee,
should, I’d await no move on hla part down to a sharp point. The soldier
watching the ever-changing panorama
within him r*<*k)inlnated.
the profesof the Mississippi and musing upon
sional Soldier, who Is often gentler
the sudden shifting of his quest.
nnd more kindly than the vutunteer.
"Liberty." asked Drace presently,
Shottle hailed him, and lie quickened
"li"w fi.r up Is this Furnuin’s Landing!
Ills
• j
Do you recall It?"
“Well, well, Liberty Sbott’e! Weleg," said Liberty. "I know this
come, sir, nnd your friend—’’
river. Fninum's Landing Is— by gol"Uncle, t..ls la Virgil Drace, my heat

House
Opie

SMepiio

»

1m.

SYNOPSIS

CHAPTER I—

The time Is the Inte TOs
or early 'Tch and the scene a steam bi at
on the Mississippi river. All the ty»-«a
of the period are present and the floalln* palace Is dlstlnifiitshed
by merriment
dancing and gallantry. There are the
customarydrifting and gambling alto.
Virgil Draco, a young northern man. Is
on his way south on a mission of revenge.
He meets an eccentric character In the
person of one Liberty Shottle.who Is

friend."

ly!" he exclaimed, breaking off. "Farinim's Landing .Is the next slop
below Bethpnge’s Landing! And General Bethpnge Is
i here."

my undo!

The old man straightened,held nut .............
....................
..................
.
both his hAnds and made Liberty’s
friend welcome most hospitably.
Now they walked toward the house,
the (ieoeraJ fetfh his hand on Draco’s
arm. Over the yard fence poured a
be called ^he^enCl< and C°' °ar8£e wi l in ,he future
stream of hounds, and an old 'possumdog "barked up" Shottle as If he had
.........

We’ll go

"nut.’’Drace said dubiously,

my uncle, and 1‘m afraid It would
be Intruding somewhat on his hospi-

to—"

»

:

open. The General conducted Drace
Into the library, a room that looked
big enough for a tennis court. Then
he hastily withdrew, and Shottle

*

spoke

my

On West Michigan
............

ermpany.

SANFORA, 17th

Pike

— —

Street

Holland, Mich.

........

father’s

She’s young, as I told you.

always tries
er? Here they are."
fellow, she

Bright’s Disease

may

compare this
WITH THE ONE A.

comeatanyageinLife

to look young-

Presently-the great plantation bell

The Major Cleared His Throat and on a tower In the yard rang time for
the evening menl. The General ^ros«
Gently Laid Hit Hand on Drace’i
nnd
bowing to his wife, gracefullyofShoulder.
fered her Ms arm. To Drace It was a
but shoot him instantly.Ha. I wish pretty ceremonial, nnd he contrasted
you to meet my dear young friend and It with the more hnj«qn® customs of
much esteemed partner. William everyday life In the North.
Hawkins."
When an opportunity offered. Drace
Drace was much taken with Haw Inquired of tlte General, ns casually a*
kins, Ids quiet manner, his athletic possible.If he knew anything of an
mold, nod passed some time with him old fellow named Stepho In Vltte. who
In talk, the Major having given to was reputed to live somewhere In the
Hawkins a scheming wink.
vicinity.
The boat was now fluting her raffled
The General seemed somewhat surMay up the river. At a table beneaU. prised nt the Inquiry. "Yes." he said.
a great shaded lamp. Shottle sat, no; T know something of him. And I benlone. not staring Into vacancy hut In- lieve there are rumors that he Is some
?rU*u?*»
to the expressionless countenanceof tines seen ncrims the River near 'here.
men merciless In vivisection. Luck n During the war he was n guerrilla nnd
flint laid cajoled him, let him swell
cast much blame on the Confederacy
the fifty he had obtained to near five I met him once, after the war— near
hundred, hut a yellow-looking swab of your father's house, my dear. My
whiskers entangled with him and mules were tired, and I had halted In
leeched him down to twenty-five. the shade to let them rest, when up
Shottle looked at him, I Is caterpillar enme two men; one put his hand on
eyebrdws, heard his slight hacking the wheel of my buggy and said that
cough, his request for a glass of Ice- ray mules were his— that they had
who Js seedling te marry her.
He knew that he'd hare to pay or close water. and said to himself:
been stolen from him. I laughed, but
CHAPTER IV.— Drafts passes an uneasy up his house. So he says : ’All right,
"One of these days I may have a meantime I had the muzzle of a pistol
Ight tom by the suspicionthat Nadlns •'<** at hla value, and I’ll pay the bet.*
chance to set fire to you ns I would between his eyes. He didn’t flinch nor
to the daughter of old btepho la Vltte.
now an Admitted outlaw. Now. more •Value!’ cries the General. ‘I didn’t any other patch of dead grass."
wl..V He looked at me and sold that
'« he resolved to And where bet his value, but him. I want thirtySlowly and with on economy painful he may have tnnde a mistake. I told
U> And Btepho. Drace
and Shottlebegin a search of the city. five Guinea negroes. Slie them up to for him to practice,Shottle with many him r thought he had. Then, taking
In one of their nocturnal pilgrimages him.’ ’’
up* and downs built up again toward his hand off my wheel, he bowed himthsy come upon a mob Intent upon hangteg a poor wretch from the limb of a
a force!" commented Drace. two hundred ; hut nt length in the aft- self hack and said that he would see
tree. It Is a typical carpetbag exe-utlon
“Was It? Well, I reckon not. They ernoon an old citizen who sat high me agnitL to apologize. But I haven’t
and aroused the resentmentof an opposjng mob of clttsens. c raoe takes a hand
had to go out and buy tlilrty-flve nnd who looked like a steer, hooked seen him since.!' •
In the Aght Which starts and Is Instruraenul In preventing ’the eae u:lon. From Guinea negroes. It took quite a while, him nnd horned him broke.
•;In the evening how still and sweet
a window opposite* the trene. he catches but the General waited. And when,
Shottle. enme' stumbling over thr wns the nlr! From the quarters enme
a glimpse of one he Is sure la Nadlns they had all be n sized up, the General
doorslll nnd found Drace In conver- the weird drone of the negro’s chant.
Drace wc* aholit TtV tihandor, ine man went up the Biier, with his tfilrty-flve sation with Major Pewltt and William
fpt(the habit qf the slave had not falIn despair when ShotUe, who hml been
Guinea negroe- trailing after* him."
Hawkins. With n wink the MnJ<r len with his chain.. In the parlor Aunt
•taring nt a caw of wine which stood
Now Drace could see the plcfure of enjoined a ’ humorous silence, and Tyde snngjn this house a custom to
by the door ticketed..and nealed for It. and he laughed.This was the mau mutely they sat attendant op
b’p dreaded by the learned ear; hut
Shipment,itiddenly Interrupted.
he was going to visit! •' ''
er’s mood. Shottle sat down, took ou'
Drace’s ear wns not learned ; Shottle'*
-Ah,- h^, cried,; Ycsq. this be
The Bumble >e was Jointl ’ owned a card, wrote on It, put It Itck Into, was ns an oyster-shelldapped to hl«
and operated by Major fowl 1 and- a his pocket, tapped his teeth with the head ; and In Tnuslc the Oeheral could
young fellow n ined William Hawkins. pencil and spoke: ’ '
• *»
not distinguish Intention from accom
It was a fine steamer, but while It was
"I have Just written n resolve;an.; p}lshm.ent.It was! a song of love.
cunningly masked as n public carrier. whenever I do, It become* a law of my "Hast Thou' No Feeling to See Me
Shottle was quick to discover that It
being. It has Just been ennefed a'hd Kneeling?" nnd when its last note had
was In truth a nomad gambler, profuse reco.*ded that never Again on til's earth found a dark <*>mer therein to die.
in entertainment that tnxed not thp am I to bet another eent. I may go Drace requested her to sing It again.
giver. But the entertnltynetitsought to houses where there ore card parties She gave him a grateful look; the Gen
by this pelican, ns the gamesters but never again am I to shuffle a deck'. era! smiled nt him; and- ns the song he
termed Shottle, was not of wine from My career ns a fool is ended . .
gnu ngnln to mourn Ifs wny, Shottle
France, the Ash egg from Russia or Who was If that wrote, 'If at first yon aold to himself; .
venison from America's native woods, don’t succeed, try. try ngnln’? A prls
"If Providence \y|ll lend virtue to o
but spades, hearts, diamondsand clubs. on sentence would be too good for the scheme, that will Cost you money. VirAnd while the Bee still lay at the hatcher of sueh n fallacy. If nt first gil. Came here to rest after going
wharf, breathing low and blubberously you find you’re wrong, quit. That’s my through more than Stonewall Jackson
through her nostrils. Shottk* bad put course for the future."
could stand, nnd this I* what I get
In operation a quickly contrived
“I congratulate you. But what are Oh, It’s respectable and ought to he
“touch," presenting himself to Major you going to dor Drace inquired.
endured, nnd so I* n casket lined with
I’ewitt before be had taken the time
"I will drag a surveyor’s chain nnd satin, hut it doesn’t suit me. Lord,
to Introduce hl$ friend to that well- squint nt the landscape. I’ll lug a tri- hut this atmosphere Is nnsymputhetknown character.
pod and eat a raw turnip In the wind.
Now. however. Major Pewltt strolled Pr; 1? fompeljed to be humbler, I can

ahead.’

F.

young sister.
And -Jie
looks younger now than when she
married. Did yon ever notice thnt
when a young woman marries an old
Shottle.

the Interferencewith the execution get
Drace and Shottle Into bad standingwith
No. hut wait. He had considerable
the authorities, but Instead of punishment are given Until the next day to money, and at times used to come
board a steamer bound north. Returning
to the house where ,he thought he had down to New Orleans to enjoy himglimpsed the girl. Dfmre ft'ds the place self. On one occasion he lost all his
abandoned. Through Colonel Josh, an money at roulette."
emissary employed at the suggestionof
Shottle. he gets a faint clue In the dis"Still nothing to laugh at."
covery that a certain Frenchman, a wine
dealer. Is renorted to be an Intimate of
“No? All the property he had with
Btepho la Vltte. ''There Is only a short
Mm was n bodyservant. a Guinea netime before the departureof the stesmer
when Drace and Phottle go to call on ,to named Dip. So what does he do?
the Fren- hman. The latter Is too kee•le says to the proprietor of the gamto be Inveigled Into giving up nny Information,but Shottle. spying around among Ming house: ’I wish to play this nethe casks and bottlea. especially the ar-to. sir.’ ‘All right ; I’ll take off the
ticles iral« up for shipment, makes an
Important discovery.So as not to arouse limit and let you play him. How much
the susp'clons of the Frenchman, he
s he worth?’ says the gambler. ‘I
gasually draws brace away from the
place and onto the steamer On board .don’t want to play his value In money,
he informs brace that one of the cases
»ut him, I tell you,’ says the General.
was addressed to Stepho la Vltte at F'ar.
Hum’s I andlng. Mississippi.It is the next Say the word, and I’ll bet him on one
stop below Pethpage's Landing and Colthese number*’ He hml been losonel Be.thpageIs LibertyShottle’s uncle.
ng every bet, and the proprietorknew
CHAPTER III -The steamer reach*,
thnt It would he safe.- So he says:
v .
time In the eorrwhat turbulenttin ^oS wt c^rpciuag gov- ‘All right, go
•
ernment rfbetUe becomes possessed of
‘Tl»e General wasn't sober, so he
two tickets for the French ball, a great
societyevent, and proposes that brace rails the darky and soys: ‘Dip.
accompanyhim to the affair. The yotm*
men attend and Drace unexpectedlymee.s 'icre with your forefinger*on niimher
the girl who had flred his heart aboaid
twenty, right here.’ The darky did so,
uie steamer. She Is accompanied by one
Boyce, whose proprietaryInterest Indi- md they turned the wheel, everybody
cates that he Is her dance. Through laughing. Well, sir, If twenty didn’t
stratagem Shottle learns that the name
of the girl Is Nadlns la' Vltte and that •vlu. the world Is a puffball ! \y0n. and
her companion of -the evening is the man the owner of the place turned pale!
’

Mr. Frederick retires frrm the

»

"Gone to find Aunt Tyde. You’ll like
her. No hickory tree sap Is nnf sweeter than her disposition. She was a

“I don’t see anythiig to laugh at in
that."

fight,

WEST END GARAGE

treed. Tin* dpuhle hallway door* stood

"Nothingof the sort.” averred Libconstantlytempting the goddess of
chance. They form a, singular compact erty. “Any friend of mine would be
CHAPTER II.-Drace gets his mind off doubly welcome. You can’t know
.
by entering•nto deck sports much, about the General. Taming,
In which he exhibits an unusual athletic
prowess. Liberty Shottle Is again un- now, but he used to be the most relucky at cards and attempts a financial markable character, In a quiet way,
negotiationwith brace. The latter, seeuif an opportunityto use Shottle, con- along the river. And when I tell vou
fldes to him that his mission Is to find about him, Virgil, you’ll laugh. Before
M-guerrllla,Btepho la Vltte,
who had murdered brace’s father. It is the war he was professor at Newsome,
nls determinationannouncedto his new a little college up In the scrub-oak
•hum. to hang La Vltte as high as
tinman, brace has become enamored country. He entered the army as a
of a mysteriousbeauty aboard the bo«U.
colonel and came out as a brigadier."

CHAPTER V.-The escapade,the

...........

Firm Changes Hands
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"Ideal Telephone Service for Miehiian'
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Health Talk No. 48

By

JOHN DE JONGE,

D. C

It is coiimon belief that
Bright’s Disease is a disease
found only in those who have
reached maturity. The facts
are that it is often found in
children, where of course the
youth of the patient is a big
factor for recovery. A child
with this disease is pale and^>
inclined to be cross There is^

and u
a u.
If a
di-tensi
Later the peculiar dr psical condition

a puffiness of the
--- eyelids
-----

men noted

1

1

velopes.

•

The disease is caused by pn sm n of apiral b< n s ui on
the spinal nerves to the kidneys 'Jh« tact that this has
not b< en recognize^ as the cause ot this disease is the
reason for the common belief that it is incurable. The
pressure on the spinal nerves to the kidneys causes the
d 0 n mj i >
„
I filling
up of the body with the poisors that v < t’d oidii irily be
eliminated by the kidneys
tie pteeure is removed by chiropractic spinal ef'jin me i ts the kidneys
come back to normal ard re c< very fi lie v s.

h.h

abnormal vc

I

i.

»

m

Vhn

,

Baby Rachel Smith Rid

of

Bright

s

Disease

When

our baby was IB month* old *h» wa* paV ard cro*B and
would est nothing Several times the family phycian was
consulted and finally as her condition grew worse s urine

ror|t

RrialSni**

Urei.n and “t*‘e
of nephritis or
Brights Disease I have eren in 16 year* was reported. A
SDeciahat was seen and he called it ru lot- and kidney trouhie. Still another doctor and than e baby >pecialiitwere
cqniulted. and finally we took her u a baby hospital. They
discharged her as past hope and in that Ir. me of mind we
turrad to chiropractic. After aht hod taken Hn e forty adjustments an examination of her urino *low»<i it free of ah
bumm. A year has passed now arc u* labv ir m-ll and we
cannot say enough for chiropractic.”-M S HA I FY SMITH
ChiropracticResearch Bureau, StatementNo.
’

t

•

«

J8<86.

YOUR APPOINTMENT

can be

made

by telephoning

•

CHIKOPKACTCK
EXAMINATION. & CONSULTATION FREE
HOI LAND

Bldg.

LAM)

Peter’s
ZED
Hours l:Jn to 5 P. M.
Hrs V to
< to H I' V. Taes., Thur. and Sat. 7 h. 8 I*

.

daily

1

Van Rree Bldg.
M ’d.*i v
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1
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\

on Wed*

GRAND RAPIDS, IgkWreAve.
<•
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P.Vt.
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up; and Shottle, keen to get to the
gaming table, IntroducedPewltt to
Drace and then u moment later himself slipped away.

“We

are on our

way

to visit Shot-

tie’s uncle. General Bethpnge," explained Drace.

is

Ze Private Stock," Ha Snarled.

famous Chateou Yquemr And brushing past the Frenchman, he leaned ovtr as if to examine the. bottle. With a
cry* he wine merchant shoved him
*

rudely away. “Zat Is te private stock.”
he snarled. “He is not for sale.

I

am

not yet <»[>en for huslnetui, sira. Good
morning."
Shottle grasped

Draw's arm and

w

i

"And bet some fellow thnt you'll
have your horses curried first." said
the Major.

STRAND THEATER

With his
topped Ids

pencil Shottle slowly

INSTALLS LATEST TYPE OF
PICTURE SCREEN

teeth.

and

Inter touched nt Bethpa*. ey^hi! |mprovCT,ent rives to local
Lending. From Ihe treat of the high movie fans the opportunity of seeembankmentwns an endless view of ing pictures shown with the same
spreading cane field*. The General’sfineness of detail, as they are shown
house stood In the midst of old tree* in the bigger theaters in the larger
In*,

of

Wash Day

Don’t fuss and bother with \ nir family washing. Our laundry will take all the work, muss
and trouble off your hands.
We call for your clothes regularlN
week.
W'e wash them all, starch the pieces that need

mh

the clothes ard inn and fold,
ready for use, your bed and table linnrns, towels,

my

drew him away. A cart hod halted
here, sir, ant! some of the most beauoutside, and as they entered their cab
tiful women In the world ; to some peothey sow the carter shouldering the
ple it may appear a little singular, but
case .of wine and hearing toward his
Interesting character among men alVohlHp
ways develops In an atmosphere produring lieauty among women."
Mr. and Mrs. T. T. Van Koevering
"And naturally,Major, you are acand family of Holland attended the
celebration of the 80th birthday an- quainted with both characters and
niversary cf John Peterson at Grand beauty. And by the way, did you ever
Haven. A sumptuous dinner was meet on old fellow— let me tee, what
given,
•*
* t is hi* name? Oh. I think they call him

x

Work

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

’The first squirt of cold water genold friend and fellow- erally comes from one ns much afThe management of the Strand in
soldier, Bethpnge! Never a nobler flictedas yourself. But no matter. line with their general policy, to
mini drew sword In defense of what Cold water chills,hut at the same time give Holland the best in amusement,
be conceived to be right. If you like a It cleanse*. And from this time on, has installed the hitest type of pic*
gmlal atmosphereand a company that gentlemen, Liberty Shottle, the ,vague ture screen, known as the Gardner's
never tires, you will remain with him and unreal, will become the obvious Velvet Gold Fibre. It is so named
because of its tendency to bring
us long as possibleand still too short and the actual. If I had a thousand
nut in the picture projectedupon it
dollars
right
now,
I
wouldn’t
bet
that
a time. I earnestly hope that you may
the soft warm velvet tones in the
And Inducement to settle h Along us." the sun will rui« tomorrow, Oh, there photography, and eliminateall vioIs such a thing ns redemption."
“Possibly I may. I like the River. I
lent contrasts so displeasing to the
eye. The clear cut lines of the charlike the study of character.In characCHAPTER VI.
acters are brought out in the picter there Is all history, all philosophy,
ture in their entirety, showing clearall-"
About four o'clock In the afternoon^ tlleir. ™™n>ent, and facial
"Just so," the Major agreed. "And
we have some remarkablecharacters tho Bumblebee paaaed Farnunfa Land- "P™8810"' cve" to tl,e twinlS'e °f »n
“What,

MZat

curry horses.’’

Escape the Hard, Tiresome

starching, dry

all

etc.

Our Service

is

most prompt and our charges
are reasonable.

COME ASK US ABOUT
Soft

It.

Water Used Exclusively

MODEL LAUNDRY
2!
sail

Citizem Phene 1442

POILAKD, MICH.
miiiiii

The Goodrich liner Alabama was
Outoftown .teachers made haste
up by ice for a little over an to leave for their homes as soon as
hour while entering the harbor at school was dismissed. The depot and
Grand Haven This big boat finally
^^rf"ptio8n23y.n,1d
smashed through the ice and made interurban station were filled with
b“tl In
.r^cbl.
Of sunlight,
aunli^T:;
m*y
at about 9:80. — G. H. Tri- school ma’ams with their grips packblazed
patches of
and ”
In the biggest
andI6.'1
best productions prbi the dock
d
ed, on their way for home.
the shade glowed the color of darker duced during the coping yfesr. | btme.

citie8' . ,

near half a mile from the river. Leading from the landing was n rood In the

r

,The

^

, .
held
J®8 al;° Sbtai";
,

%

HOLLAND CITY NEWS
I HOLLAND CITY NEWS-I yr.
HOLLAND BUSINESS
subscription 3rd pen Buff Leghorns
MEN LIBERAL WITH
(S).
DUER & ZWEMER— $1.50 in trade
POULTRY EXHIBIT 3rd
POULTRY SHOW
pen Black Minorcas (standard).

VALUABLE CUPS
ABE AWARDED AT

1

DE VRIES & DORNBOS—

The awards

of honors were

made

in the poultry show Friday afternoon

by the judges. Never before was
there so much competition and it
took the judges half a day longer to

make the awards than

Edward Brouwer, Best Pen Silver
Laced Wyandottes (Standard).
Dick Derks, Best S. C. White Leghorn Pen (Utility).
Henry Bosch, Youngest Exhibitor

12.00 exhibiting a Pen.

The following is the list of special Vase 3rd Pen White Wyandottes (S). Wm. Wilson, Best Female of any
premiums and also the cups.
OTTAWA SALES SERVICE— 31bs variety in show, old or young (standE. Saugatuck Butter best pen W. ard) or utility).
Corner Hardware, Highest Egg
Langshan.
SPECIAL PREMIUMS.
G. COOK CO.— 26 lbs. Globe Egg Producing Hen, Barred Rocks, Light
$5.00 for largest Standard Entrv, by Wash 2nd Young Pen Anconas or Dark (Utility Class).
a Holland Citixen-Disquallified
HOLLAND DAILY SENTINEL—
birds no count
year subscription best disCORNER HARDWARE- $1.00 in One-half
play Orloffs, (all varieties compettrade on 3rd Best Pen R. I. Reds

|

C

ever before.

PAGE SEVKA

Tm

The big cup, the greatest prixe of
the show, offered by the A. H. Harrington Coal & Feed Co., for the
•best display in the utilityclasa.was (standard).
won for a second time by Lakewood OTTAWA SALES SERVICE— 5
Farm. Three winnings are required lbs. Good Luck Olco to Exhibitor
winning least number of Points.
ior permanent possession.
The next biggest prixe, a cup for
for JACK VANDER PLOEG (City
e best pen in the .how w» won
the
by J. J. De Koster.
The Henry S. Bosch cup going to (standard).
CO.-4 pkgs.
th. youngort e^lMtor enlenn* . HOLLAND RUSK
dtrk Brown U(lKmu

UNEXPECTED WEDDING
TAKES PLACE ON
CHRISTMAS EVE

TERRIBLE AUTO
ACCIDENT ON THE

REPUBLICANS MAY
HAVE NEW CHAIRMAN
ZEELAND ROAD
IN MICHIGAN

' Ed Leeuw of the Hudson-Essex
Garage of this city left for Zeeland
early Saturday afternoon to look up
a prospective customer.
He took with him a brand new
Hudson sedan, the best one made by
the company and made the sale.

A new chairman of the Republican
state central committee -will be probably chosen when the new committea
is named next spring. Burt D. Cady,
the present chairman was elected
four years ago by a «mall margin, deUpon his return earL- in tne even- feating W. H. Wallace of Saginaw.
Mr. Walace, who is a member of
ing, he had reached tne turn in at
the Huixenga hill, when the large
8.ufte <°nsejwatioi,commission by

^

truck of the Vanden Berg Oil Co. »PPo>ntment of Gov. Groesbeck,will
came sluing along on the icy "high/° j the ch®,rn*fnship.
HOLLAND PRINTING CO.-250
way and at the turn struck the
'e*d*?* affiliated polltLetterheadsbest Pen Buff Wyandotsedan a glancing Mow that played
the Govfrnor are talking
tes (S).
of Fred Z. Pantlind, head of the
HOLLAND PRINTING CO.-100
havoc with the beautiful car.
Until last Thursday Mias Selma
BusinessCards 3rd R. I. White pen,
The result was that one of the Pantlind Hotel Co., Graiid Rapids,
Lapdwehr had no intentions of being running boards, the rear wheel, and for the new chairman.
young (U).
SELF LOCKING CO— 50 1 dor. married until the middle of Feb- j one side of the car were badly damMr. Pantlind, like Mr. Walace,'
Egg cartons 2nd pen Buff Rocks (S). ruary. And she has been so sly about ' aged.
holda*an appointraint from Governor
G. COOK CO— 25 lbs. Globe Egg her affair with Mr. Carl Gschwind
Mr. Leeuw points with pride ta Groeabeck— membership..
the
Maah 2nd youpg pen Anconas (U).
and has. been about her duties as the the damaged car however, stating State Conservation Comiaaion. He
BRIEVE BISCUIT CO—4 lbs. office manager for the Holland Furn- that notwithstandingthe fact that is a World War veteran and activa
CO.- Cookies
3rd pen Barred Rocks, old ace Co. so regularly that only mem- large holes were stove in the doors, in' the American Legion, i
Brouwer, 351 Maple avenue.
One Goodyear Tube ($3.70) on Best
Other cup. won were: Be.t pen
(utility).
bers of the family knew that she was these still open and shut aa easily as
25 to be married at all.
American Class, Standard,Peter Ha- begt tegt (jj0gan) an(j standard COLUMBIA
1 before, and he says: “Look at the
Chicks highest scoring Hen (utility).
But as Christmas orew nearer alumisum/' and sure enough, where- ONE TIME
venga.
Qualifications.
Beat pen Am Class, Utility, Nick
__ her resistance must have grown ever the paint had been peeled off
OTTAWA SALES SERVICE-51b. G. COOK CO— 25 lbs. Globe,Egg
OF
Brouwer.
box Fancy Club Cheese on best S. C. Mash, 2nd young pen W. Wyandottesweaker, realizing as she did that the the silvery metal was brought to the
IS
Best Pen Mediterranean Class, white Leghorn Female that has the
n, u
day before Christmas was her moth- surface.
G. COOK CO— 25 lbs. Globe Egg er's birthday and that forty-sixyears
Standard, John
best qualities in the Standard and
The damage to the car It is estiBeet pen Mediterraneant lass, utility Class, combined. Two Ex- Mash 2nd young pen R. I. Whites ago on Christmaseve, her father and mated will be at least $500.
J. Boyd Pantlind, one of the most
(utility).
mother were married.
Utility, Simon
hibitors must compete.
It
is stated -that Vanden Berg
......
_ widely known hotel proprietors in the
G.
COOK
CO-25
lbs. Globe Egg
The knot was tied by Rev. P. P. Brothers are fully protectedin a lo- United SUtes, died at 6 o’clock on
Best pen Asiatic Class, SUndard VAN TONGEREN CIGAR CO.John Ver
. 60 KnickerbockerCigars on the 2nd Mash, 2nd young pen W. Wyandottes Cheff at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. cal insurance company.
Christmas evening at hia hdme in
Best pen English (Mass, Standard, Highest Scoring Pen in the Utility (Standard).
H. Landwehr, 268 Maple avenue.
Grand Rapids.
S,^
The
B,
Class.
Mr. Pantlind has been in poor
Merchants cup for best pen in the CORNER HARDWARE— $1.00 in 50 1 doz. Egg Cartons 3rd young pe^ of course, but with the Yuletidethot
health for some time and he succumb
Barred
Rocks
(utility).
trade on best White Leghorn Cockexpressed in every way* and with
show, Utility, Bekker Bros.
ed to a complicaticn of heart difficulG. COOK CO— 25 lbs. Globe Egg
Cup offered by A. Siersma for the erel (standard).
only relativesand a few intimate
ties on Christmas.
Mash
2nd
young
pen
R.
I. Whites
A.
STEKETEE—
A
Gentleman's
friends present, the wedding almost
bast pen of Buff Rocks, Standard,J.
Mr. Pantlind is well known in Hol(Utility).
Umbrella, value $3.50 on best display
J. De Koster.
land having for many yeara conductJOHN
PIEPER— 25 Chicks highest seemed as if it might have been just
Cun offered by H. Vander Warf 0f r, l Whites in the Utility Clasa.
a natural part — though a very imed Hotel OtUwa at OtUwa Beach,
"""" HARDWARE
“‘""wao*— $2.50 scoring Utility pullet.
FREE
portant and impressive part — of a
for 3rd pen Am. ~
Class,
and for more than 30 years he has
G.
COOK
CO—
25
lbs. Globe Egg
Directly after Sunday evening serFeed Hooper best display White
John Ter Vree.
Mash 2nd young pen White Leg- night before Chrinmas celebrated vices at 9 o’clock sharp, the lights made the Holland resorts his home
for its own sake.
during the summer time.
horns
„
The wedding was one of the most were turned on in the beautiful
G. COOK ^
CO— 25 lbs. Globe Egg
For years he was the manager of
Christmas tree that occupied a conthe Morton House on Monroe AveHolUnd1! 0Xt^U ^‘d nothtg'col," nicuou. corner of Centenni.l P.rk nue and later also * ssumed the man' HOLLAND PRINTING CO— 250 tributed to its beauty more than the near the Holland HospiUl.
agement of Hotel Pantlind which
it is difficult to estimate the numEnvelopes best pen Partridge Wyan- naturalness already mentioned. The
was formerly known aa the Old
ber
who
sow
the
beautiful
tree
as
| very unexpectedness of it removed
Sweet’s hotel on Campau Square.
cSpoffcred by C. Bekker for eec- Light _or Dark.
HOLLAND DAILY SENTINEL— I any possible chance of the staging that section of the park was filled, Later the beautiful new Pantlind
A.
BEKKER
(The
Chatter
Box)—
end best displsy. one variety having
One-half year subscription best pen or artificiality that can s6 easily bar as were the streets in the vicinity. was built which is now under the
out the principal charm of such a
largest entry, SUndard, John Ter 11b Chocolateson best Buff Rock Black Minorcas.
pullet (S).
'“from .11 upckrance. the large
°f U» »on Fred ZHni.
G. COOK CO— 25 lbs. Globe Egg
a Var t T rip Koster for ’ G. H. LEE CO. (by Klemparens
was
the
0(*t
>ei
Men
in
the
local
There
was
no
unessiness,
ao
tense
Mash 2nd young pen Barred Rocks
It will be remembered that the son
largest
j>o* ofO-Uton on (SUndard).
feeling, no doubts or worries. In the park since the D. A. R. so thoughtlarp
some years ago married a young lady
best R. I. Red Pullet (SUndard).
G. COOK CO— 25 lbs. Globe Egg minds of everyone present there was fully took hold of an enterprise of from Holland, namely Miss Hilda,
J. J. De Koster.
BEKKER (The ChatUr Box)— Mash
2nd young pen Barred Rocks the same satisfying ponsciousness this kind.
A large chorus of a hundred mixed Hummer, daughter of Mra. Geo. P.
that Selma was just naturally for
Hummer, 132 E. 12th St
^HOLLAND PRINTING CO.-100 Carl and Carl for Selma. Even the voices selected from the different The funeral of Mr. Pantlind was
church
choirs
of
the
city
and
directed
music
and
the
very
surroundings
Visiting Cards best display of Banheld from hie residenceat 34 Colseemed fo say it. And ' hat could he by John Vandersluis, began the singSingle Comb White Leghorn
(S)>
lege avenue, SE., Grand Rapids on
^BRIEVE
BISCUIT
CO.—
4
lbs.
ing
of
Christmas
carols
as
soon
as
more
beautiful
than
that?
Among
UtUity, Simon
Ti STEINFORT.-OnePint Bottle
Wednesday at 2 o’clock.
the
free
shed
forth
its
flood
of
light.
Cup offered by William Wilson ior steinfort,gHen and Chick Cure on Cookies 3rd young pen Buff Leghorns the thirty guests were two of the
best female of any one variety m tne begt Wh-te Wyandotte jiuliet
The incandescentlamps were arbride’s bachelor brothers, and it is
(SDEdKRAKER & DE KOSTER— rumored that they were so impressed tistically uung in Ui** tree and at the
show, young or old. SUndard or jty)
Utility— Lakewood
t. STEINFORT.— One Pint Bottle Picnic Ham 3rd old pen Buff Leg- with the attrafcuveness and worth- very top a large t’ectric star shone CLASS PRESENTS TEACHER
whileness of their sister’s wedding brilliantly.
Cup offered by Corner Haroware gtejnfort»8Hen and Chick Cure on horns (SUndard).
WITH LEATHER CHAIR
MEYER MUSIC HOUSE— $1.25 that at least one of them is already Mr. Champion and Mr. Nauta and
for highest egg producing Bar^e best Buff Wyandotte Pullet (sUndMusic
Bag
best
display
of
Butterseriously considering the desirability staff of the Board of Public Works
Rock, light or dark, Utility, Lake- ard)
On last Friday evening a pleasant
I of following suit. It is quite possi- had charge of the lighting, and as
FREE HARDWARE— $1.80
wood Farm.
surprise was tendered to Mr. Gerrit
CASH
PREMIUMS.
ble
that
thoughts
of
a
similar
nature
usual
the
work
was
well
done.
Feed Hopper best S. C. R. I. White
60 per cent of Entry Money will might be in the back of a man’s
The ringing in the park lasted for Ter Vree at his home on East 9th
pullet (S).
SUPERIOR CIGAR STORE-25 be paid back in Cash to First, Sec- head even before witnessinga sis- about fifteen minutes, but many lin- •treet when the Woman’i Adult Bible
’MATTY
Superior Cigars on best S. C. R. I. ond and Third Winners in each Class. ter’s wedding. And yet, as it is oft gered irr.g after this time to v ew Claxs of the First Reformed church,
The bigger the Class the bigger the repeated — “strange how one thing the beautify. Christmas om Jen.
numberingseventy members, called
White Pullet (sUndard).
T. STEINFORT.— One Pint Bottle Cash Prize.
^brings up another.” Landwehr surThe tree will remain lighted until on Mr. TerVree, who is the teacher
To be divided as follows:
of this class, and presentedhim with
prises are getting to be so numerous, and including New Year’s night.
Steinfort’sHen and Chick Cure on
First Winning— 30 per cent.
a very fine leather chair. The prehowever, that we best go right on
best Partridge Rock pullet (sUndSecond Winning— 20 per cent.
The 1922 Poultry show was a ard).
sentationspeech was made by the
blindly awaitingdevelopments. For
great success in every particular.
Third Winning-10 per
th^Ume being? we’ll hive to call it LARGEST DISTRIBUTION president of the class, Mra. VsnEtta
CORNER HARDWARE— $1.00 in
Many Special Premiums w l also sufficientthat Mrs. Cari Gschwind
The attendance on Christmas aay trade best S. C. White Leghorn puland it was very feelingly responded
be awarded to winners in addition to
8hown her brother8 the way
was very gratifying and the number let (S).
to by Mr. Ter Vree. Prayer was then
of birds displayed were many and
CORNER HARDWARE— $1.00 in Cash Prizes. Those Wrial Prem*- 1 The musical program commenced
offered by Mrs. Ellebrook,after
The largest Christmas distribu- which games were indulged in and
trade best S. C. White Leghorn pul- Cash Prizes
at 8:30. Mrs. Florian LaCaff played
VaThe cup winners were published in let1
mms
®mXnev Pi*™ selections and Mrs.You,”
D. B. K. tion ever made through the City Mis- dainty refreshmentswere served by
and sion was the one made this year. Miss the social committee. Mr. Ter Vree
Saturday’s issue of the Sentinel, G. H. LEE CO. (by Klomparens , much more than the Entry Money
however SecreUry Brouwer was too
»)
p.,d.
Uve You
Both of the Churchford and the Social Service closed with prayer. A very fine time
S'be^for
busy to give the long list of special on beat g c. Ancona pullet (stand• rived from sho^ng your bird,
committee Tuesday heartily thanked was reported.
often cost you nothing. Enter
nremium winners attnis tune, there- ard)
the beginning they had been filled the merchants of Holland and others
for these will be published
OTTAWA SALES SERVICE-51bs few more birds than you did before with tn®' simple perfectionof the who made the distribution possible. hYdrant not enough
There is some talk among the Qood Luck Oleo on best S. C. Ancona and you will feel more satisfied.
They especially thanked the Elks
nuptial union.
SILK RIBBONS.
TO STOP THIS CAR
who donated $81.60 Saturday night
Mendelssohn’s
Wedding
March
Silk Ribbons will be offered in a 1
P UT 6 ‘s TEI NF OR T — O n e Pint Bottle
was
played
delightfully
while
the and the Federal Bakery for donating
k nn ideal time for patrons to spend Steinfort’sHen and Chick Cure on classes as follows.These are in ad- procesaion'moveddown the stairway. 100 loaves of bread and a large
John Lloyd Kollen and his “Cad”
a few hours at the show, the three best Brown Leghorn Pullet dark or dition to the Cash and Special Prizes: First came Rev. Cheff. Then the number of doughnuts. The distribu- created quite a commotion on River
First Prize— Blue Ribbon.
davs before Christmas are generally light
.
groom, who was attended by Edgar tion continuedTuesday forenoon, avenue and 13th street Christmas
Second Prize — Red Ribbon.
I tikVn uD with Chirstmas shopping T. STEINFORT.-OnePint Bottle
landwehr as best, man. Then came the bread and doughnuts being pass- night when the icy conditionof the
Third Prize— Yellow Ribbon.
rL oversee citizen and Christmas Steinfort’sHen and Chick Cure on
the brideshiaids,Miss Leona Nystrom ed around among the poorer famil- street sent his car skidding into the
bu^e«rby ^rmerchant that it 4th best White Wyandotte Hen (util- Fourth Prize— Green Ribbon.
large red hydrant at the corner,
dressed in apricot velvet with rhine- ies in the city.
SILVER CUPS.
on the other ity).
breaking it off even with the pavestones,
’and
Miss
Maurine
La
Caff
In
all
260
baskets
of
provisions
$75.00 SILVER CUP
ment. A gusher was ,»oon formed
dressed
in
wisteria
chiffon
with
silver
were
distributed,
and
it
is
believed
offered by A. H. HarringtonCoal and
and the street in that vicinity was
(distributorsof RED brocade. They carried colonial bou- that all the poorer families were supflooded until men of the Board of
' plied with a good Christmas dinner.
COMB
FEED
)~f or best display in the quets.
,
Tuiut (Ky). dark Brown Leghorn
Public Works closed the flood gates.
A
delightful
Christmas
entertainUtility Class
| The maid of honor was Miss Dona
Tubbergen Bros, have two win- Landwehr. She wore a gown of ment was given Monday evening at Some of the water however ran over
nings to their credit. 1919—1920. I Tangerine velvet and silver brocade, •the City Mission. The place was so into the manhole of tho Citizens teleLeghorn pullet (standard).
Lakewood Farm has one winning and carried a large colonial bouquet. crowded that many had to be turned phone Co. putting several phones in
dUThf Holland
Association G H. LEE (by Klomparens Coal
The bride was given away, in her away. A program of recitations,ex- that vicinity out of business. The
The Hwiwja
*
. this Co.)— 1— 75c package of Germozone
father’s
absence, by her brother, A. ercises and music by the scholars, unmanageable automobile also cut
OFFERS:
on 4th Best Barred Rode Hen (Util1— $25.00 Cup on Best Pen in the H. Landwehr. She wore an evening and the men and women of the Mis- down a tree in its path before it
tion laid the foliation oiw at
STEInFQRT.— One Pint Bottle American Class Standard). Won in dress of pale green chiffon, elabor- sion was given, and Mr. John Lloyd came to a standstill.The Kollen car
become a wonderful industry in uv Steinfort,gRen and Chick Cure on 1921 by W. Wilson. Holland, Mich ately trimmed with bands of gold Kollen contributed some delightful was also damaged.
1— $25.00 Cup on Best Pen in the beads. She carried an armful of piano solos.
atandn at t, *p of
American Class (Utility). Won in Ophelia roses.
Candy and oranges were passed YOUNG LAD REAKS THRU
Mrs. Leon Gschwind, mother of out ’ y the Mission to the scholars of
1921 by Ben Maatman, Holland,
/ ICE ON BLACK LAKE
the groom, and Leon Gschwind, a the Sunday school and all the young™dr
Biack
Minorca
pullet (aundi
ciaUon can take credit for iniusi
pIEpER jEWELRY STORE-$2.00
1— $25.00 Cup on Best Pen in the brother of the groom, both from sters went home in a happy frame of
A young lad whose name could not
life Into the enterprise,
Alarm Clock on best Black Orping- Mediteranean Class (Standard). Won Youngstown, Ohio, came to attend mind.
be ascertained went through the ice
prise that has assumed such wonder
pullet (8tandftrd)
in 1921 by L. E. Brink, Holland. the wedding.
There were fifteen scholars who near the Donnelly-KolleyGlass facMr. Carl Gschwind who can fitting- had not been absent from Sunday tory Saturday afternoon and was
ful
BRINK’S BOOK STORE-EverOne of the exhibitors
pencii on best Bantam Male in
1— $25.00 Cup on Best Pen in the ly be called “the lucky groom,” is School once during the year. Each rescued just as he was coming up
wwk was G. Caball, harred rock
Mediteranean Class (Utility) Wron just beginning important affairs in one was presentedwith an envelope for the last time by some others who
poultry breeder living ne,ar.,^0,r^ VANDER LINDE & VISSER^$1 in 1921 by Simon Harkema, Holland, Holland, and will remain identified containing a dollar bill by Paul Van- were on the ice with him. Saturday
Grove. He is the owner ot
, .n trade to iarg;egtentry comjng
Mich.
_ a.
. n, with other large interestsin Youngs- der List of the Holland Furnace Co. a man, a boy and a dog were seen
“Irish Lady” which won the llth farthe8t
1— $25.00 Cup on Best Pen in the tow and Chicago. His home will be
There were four others who had been to cross the ice,
ice, the man stepped
nationalhen laying contest during DE F0UW ELECTRIC Cp-$1.25 Asiatic Class (Standard). Won in, nere.
absent from the city, but each one of gingerly forward feeling his way, but
1921 aad 1922 held at Mounta pjagb Ligbt to exbjbjtor COming 1921 by John Ver Hoef, Holland,
the four brought a written notice the boy after venturing out a short
Grove, Mo., when this biddy
farthest, winning least number of
MICHIGAN FOOTBALL TEAM
from the teacher in some other distance returned. The dog and tho
eggs during the year, heating all ints
Mil-!!425.00Cup on Best Pen in the
IS FIRST IN DEFENSIVE school that he or she had attended man however managed to get across
breeds in a* competitiveh*t of 500. NIES HARDWARE CO.-Coleman English Class (Standard). No winthere. Each of these four was also in safety Venturing on the ice at
At that show he had three other Lantern $7.60 on Largest Entry of nings have been credited on this cup.
presented with a dollar. There were this time, especially after the thaw
Michigan’s
football
eleven
was
the
— $50.00 Manufactures Cup on|
hent that laid 246, 212 and 207 eggs one varjety — disqualified birds no
Best Pen in the Show (Standard).; strongestteam in the country, de- eleven others who had been absent is absolutely dangerous,and parents
respectively during the year in tne countj
only on account of illness and these
PETER’S FIVE & TEN CENT Won by Herman Windemuller, Hol-j fensively, according to comparative were each presentedwith fifty cents. should warn their children not to go
on Black lake until they are assured
figures, used to compute the offenWithin a few days Mr. Brower will STORE— $1.50 Salad Bowl on best land, Mich., 1921.
that the ice is thick enough and this
lJ_|5Q,o6 Merchants Cup on Best siVe and defensive strength of the
have some more detailed tafomatson
paper will give the informationdeHAMILTON
Pen in the Show (Utility). Won in major teams of 1922.
HOLLA1
OffensivelyMichigan ranked 9th
The Christmas program of the sired.
Rusk best Black Leghorn pullet 1921 by Bekker Bros & Co., Holland,
Iowa was the only Big Ten team American Reformed church was giv(Standard).
bearing on the show.
HOLLAND RUSK CO.-4 pkgs. Conditions of cup contest ranking better than Michigan on of- en Friday evenings bjr The Sffnday SHOWER IS GIVEN
Rusk best light Brahama pullet The Harrington Cup—The Manu- fense; Iowa was sixth. Defensively school
,.
FOR ZEELAND GIRL
facturesCup — the Merchants Cup—
(standard).
Iowa ranked Htk .
^
Th« Ladies’ Missionary- society' A miscellaneousshower was given
BEET
HOLLAND HUSK CO.-4 pkgs. and the AssociationCups must be
California leads on offensive,scor- gave a bazaar and supper at the in honor of Miss Sadie Languis, a
, Holland Rusk, on best Carapine pul- won three (3) times before becom- ing an average of 44.2 points1 per communityhall last Friday evening. bride-to-be,at the home of Miss IsaBeet sugar productionthis year is jet
ing the property of the Winner.
game. DefensivelyCalifornia ranks The second number of the lecture bel! Wentzel last Thursday evening.
No exhibitor can win more than sixteenth.
about 691,000 short tons from 5,- HOLLAND CITY NEWS— 1 yr.
-ourse consisting of the Oriental The evening was enjoyably spent in
243,000 short tons of sugar beets, subscriptionbest Black Langsham one cup, except the Individual Cups,
Trio was held at the hall Monday games, music and a social hour.
which become the property of the exnight.
Dainty refreshmentsWere served by
COOPERSVILLE MERCHANT
RUSK CO.-4 .pkp. hibitor when won once.
The Christmas entertainment of Mrs. Wm. Wentzel. Those present
BURIED
TUESDAY
AFTERNOON
THE INDIVIDUAL CUP8 LISTshort tons, the department of agri- Holland Rusk, best White Rock pullet
the Second Reformed church was were Mrs. Henry De Weerd, Mrs. M.
cultural announces in preliminaryeaqfmttmkt ED BELOW (value $5.00 each) BEFuneral
services for A. R. Van held on Friday night and of the 1st Languis and the Misses Minnie Meythnates. Cane crushed for sugar
HOLLAND DAILY SENTINEL- COME THE WINNER’S PROPER- Alsburg of Coopersville was held Reformed church on Monday night aard, Henrietta De Jonge. Beatrice
about 3,350,000 short tons, while the One-half subscription for 3rd pen ot TY WHEN WON ONCE.
of this week.
Ellsworth, Antoinee Van Koevering,
The Donors Offer Them as Follows: Tuesday afternoon at 2 at the resiMr. G. J. Kooiker who was taken Josephine Ver Huge, Susie Poest,
acreage was about 218,000
Barred R“k8’E
dence
of
his
daughter,
Mrs.
Jacob
Colorado led in bet sugar produc- GEO.
HEIDEMA^LOO Nwk- A. Siersma, Best Pen of Buff Rocks Rankans.
ill last week Wednesday died Friday Ruth Veneklasen and Agnes Wyn^
tion with 183,00 tons. Utah produced tie 3rd Penof Buff
Mr. Van Allsburg, who died Fri- evening at 7:30 o’clock. The funeral garden. A. similar shower was givH. Vander Warf, 3rd Best Pen in
day was for a number of years one serf vices were held at the home at en in honor of Miss Languis by a
Gfrmoron^n the American Class (Standard).
12:30 and at the Overisel church at number of young ladies of Holland
K. A. Zimmerman,Best Display of of the prominent merchants of the
Idahcf 41,000? Ohio’
S’ C’ R’
at the home of Mrs. Herman Prins
any one Variety having the largest village being proprietor .of a funi- 1:30.
i in Holland last Wednesday evening
ture and undertakingestablishment.
and Wisconsin 10,000 and other JAMES A. BRDi'WF.R CO.-A entry (Standard). •
Mr. and Mrs. Benj. Herrick, West — Zeeland
t
states smaller quantities.
A. Bekker, 2nd Best Display of any He was 83 years old.
BeautifulFramed Picture 3rd pen
Besides
the
daughter,
two
sons
12th
street,
left
Saturday
morning
one
variety
having
the
largest
enAnconas (S).
survive. Mr. Van Allsburgwas also for Jackson to sp^nd the Holidays. Mr. and Mrs. Herman Vaupell of
HOLLAND CITY NEWS-1 yr. try Standard^.
Mr. and Mrs. Simon D. DenUyl of
James De Koster, Largest Entry | well known and has relatives living with their children, Mr. and Mrs. R. Allegan spent Christmas with Mr.
Detroit are visiting their parents in subscrintion 3rd pen Brown LegW. Herrick and
' and Mrs. Ed Vaupell in Holland.
of any one
here.
horns (S).
this city.
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“MYSTERY
WAS

AttorneysG. J. Diekema and DanGIRL"
Advices from the orient state that
Rev. and Mrs. B. D. Hakken, who, iel Ten Cate have been in Allegan
IDENTIFIED
left Holland five months ago for for the last few days taking up cirHER
Arabia, have reached Bohrein and cuit court matters in that county.
i.ow are engaged in their first year of One case in which they are interestlanguage study. Mr. Hakken, whotri ed is the Ur and featheringcase NO CRIMINAL ACTION TO BE
in which Dick Leniers was given a
former home v/as In Grand RapidC
TAKEN IN CASE WHICH HAS
coat of Ur and feathers for alleged
was asked to conduct the funeral «erCAUSED MUCH RUMOR
slanderingof one of the prominent
nce of the infant child for Rev. and
mlnlstefrsat East Saugatuck.Some
Mrs. Gerrit J. Pennings, who have
thirty citizens of East Saugatuck
been connected with foreign mission were Uken before a justice in SaugQuite a commonplace story was
service in Arabia for about 16 years
atuck and pleaded gulty for assault discovered to have been the explanaand who are planning to return to and battery and paid fines. Lenters. tion for the incident of the unconAmerica on furlough in 1924. Mr. the man who was Urred brot suit scious mystery g'nl who was discovPfijuMiifg4«-«-graduate of Hope col- for damages and it is understood ered Morday n’ght on the road beAccept our sincere wish for your S. cccss,
I was given a verdict in the Allegan tween Grand Haven and Spring
Tlfb SteketeeTire Shop had a pe- courts for $2,000. Bert Haan, one Lake. A lover’squarrel sudd»n fear
Health,
Happiness
1923.
culiar puncture this morning Hen- of th® defendants,it is sUted will at an approaching auto and a lapse
ry Meppelink rushed in, stating his thru his attorneys, Diekema, Kollen into a fainting spell *ormed the nattire wouldn’t stay up a. id upon in- A Ten Cate, institutea case against ural but unusual explanation.
vestigation a pair of plior were found Lenters for slander, to sort of even
The mystery girl tured out to b»
sticking thru ‘he casing.
•ip matters a little, a sort of double Iva Wells of Fruitport, aged 18 and
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Va Putten of damage suit as it were.
the man was A1 Peterson of MuskeMason are spending the holidays
gon. It seems that Mr. Peterson and
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. JaMiss Wells were out rid:ng with ancob Van Putten, River avenue and
other couple on Chtistmaa night
BE
14th street. Mr. Martin Wrfchof
They stopped in a Spring Lak^ lunch
also
is
a
guest.
Miss
Mary
Van
PutTh' only thlnr l»«*t k«^p« wue fHroom and gn altercation developed
l«n from wirtn’ »oop with * ftnffe hi teh has returned to Chicago after
between the Wells girl and Peterson.
spending
Christmas
with
her
par4hHr Instinct fsr self-pwssrrMlso.
CONGRESSMAN MAPES INTRO- She left the More and h was thought
DUCES BILL TO THIS EFFECT had gone out to stay in the car but
611 Woodrow Wilson celebratedhis
IN CONGRESS
upon coming out the, party perceived
66th birthday anniversary at his
was not true. Miss Wells had started
home in Washingtontoday. The
Congressman Carl E. Mapes has to wa’k to Gra"d Hav**** when the'f}
Waodrow WHlson foundationsent a
introduceda bill in the house pro- wa* ©verinlrm by the Peterson rar' d'
Wheat, No. 1 red ------viding for a preliminarysurvey of
.11.25
ihe Chri-tman office. Petersor fa
a project for the improvementof *ried to smooth the affa»r over but(
Wheat, No. 1 white
1.23
Jtyo
.IS "^StTvices for public worship will be Rlack Lake channel from the Harbor M'ss Wells refused to get In the nr
entranceto the dtv of Holland. The
Oil Meal
.54.00
held in Trinity church °n Monday, oresent project for which funds though the man offered to take h r'
Cracked Cora
to her home. Failing in this he left
New Year’s morning at 10
»&0# Dr. Samuel M. Zwemer of Cairo, have been appropriatedprovides for l\er to walk to Grand Haven
St Car Feed per tea.
No. 1 Feed per too ____
34.00 Egypt, will preach the 8ernJ05- .vpr. channel improvements to the harbor
Turning around followingthe deCorn Heal, per ton .....
34.00
Carl Shaw and a crew of dnvers. entrance but not up and down the parture of Peterron*-. car. the girl
lake Owing to excessively low wat- saw another na r of gleaming headSerening*
37.00 drove through several
Bran
....32.00 dans and cars for the Hayden-Koop- er at this time the steamers* of the lights almost upon her. She got off
Middlings
....37.00 maii Auto Co., from Flint today. Graham & Morton Co. and other big the road and fainted almost immedHOLLAND,
-Low Grade Floor
^ 60.0C This company and their salesmen are boats are exoeriencin*? difficulty in ntotv nH'-r wh!"h che was picked up
'Cotleo Seed Meal 86% ______ 48.00 placing many Chevroletcars ‘n th1B passing up and down Black lake. Be- by the Grand Rapids party and tak- 1
•Cotton Seed Meal 48% ____ 64.00 territory,their only trouble being ;n fore any improvements can b(( made on to the hospital. Petersonpaid her !
or money appropriateda preliminary
•Gtoetin Feed
44.00 getting the cars from the factj)ry
hospitalbill and took her to
survey and examinat'on mus; be home at once.
Dairy Feed 14%
.48.00 large enough numbers to supplv the
mad®
by
government
engineers.
The
Dairy Feed 16% _____________ 29.00 demand fo? this superior mod* of,
bill has been referred to the femmisHog Feed ------------------- 46.00
«»ion on rivers and harbors apd ConHay, baled ------------------ $12 to $14 ^Mrs W. G. Garrod and Miss Mar- gressman Mapes hopes to gatjft passStraw
/ garet Sherwood of Holland w-ere the
8.00
»d at- this session.
.. —
. .35 guests for over Christmasof Mr. fand
Mrs.
B.
P.
Sherwood
and
family.
Butter, dairy __
. .46
Butter creamery
. .51 G. H. Tribune.
.v,
v M !>
u. _ _ __
The big sand bar off Grand Ha...910
Hobby Taik.
Porh
.10-11 ven Vr.ro- appears to be becoming
When you rujk nhoirt...vpty hnbhy
Chickens
.15-17 i more ^nu more a menace to naviga- don't tnlk^loijger>fki;n fiwADilnntei
, tion. The big carferries have both
about It After ilvX ijiiteiifai iHibliy
' had their experienceswith the bar,
talk becomes ifhWfc-^AfclTteo;
i Globe
j which came near causing the loss of
' the steamer M;lwaukee.The Grand
Mias Margaret Vander Hart and Haven is reported to have struck sevIdea! State of Sodfaty.
Miss Alice Flagman have been named eral times at the harbor but fortunately
suffered
no
great
damage.
Society
is we!! go-ei.vd when the
prize winners in story writing conThe Goodrich liner Alabama is re- po •pie obey tb- i:i:i"'.r.;.nt(*sand the
tests in Holland high sohool. Similar
ported to have struck the bar heav- magistrates thi Uwr*. — S -len. *••.• ,
honors were awarded to Miss Ruth
ily Monday night while entering. The
1
Marcotte and William Maat in poetbar is said to be located about 700
ry Honorable mention was accorded
Moving Literature.
feet off the harbor mouth almost due
Mias Aldagondia Knoll and Miss
, west from the entrance.
Alice — “Don’t you think a tWrery ^2
Caroline De Kraker.
Rev. John C. VanWyck of Maur- book is .fascinating?”Clara — “Yes.
•Dr. W. M. Tappan was called to ce, la., has accepted the call from
White Plains, Ga., because of the the Bethel Reformed church at Indeed. It contains so many stirring
'
sodden death of his father, George Grand Rap'ds. He Is a graduate of ihelilt
W. Tappan, who died at the age of Hope college.
74. The Holland doctor left for the
Most of the Holland Furniture
Burro Too Eager to "Park.’’
We extend to our Patrons the Compliments of the Season.
Sonth yesterday afternoon and will men are going to and from Grand
Last summer Billy bad his first ride "3
i>e away utnil next week Wednesday. Rapids daily, while the furniture ex1923 be a prosperous one with you
on a burro. After Jogging along for
Wednesday.
! position is on.
a few minutes and Irritatedby fre»
Mrs. Harry Michmershuizen and
Don’t forget the dancing party
qr.ent stops, he enllnil out: ‘'Mamma,
daughter Verna have returned to that will be given at Odd Fellow hall
Grand Rapids after spending a week Fridav evening. You and your whet makes tills donkey want to paqk

UNCLE HANK

BY
SWEETHEART

WISHING YOU
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HARRINGTON COAL
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friends ar?

with relativesand friends in Holland.

all the tine?”

invited.
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THE UNIVERSAL CAR

INTERESTING FACTS
106,327 Ford Cars and Trucks Retailed in November
Approximately

same number scheduled

the

WHAT DOES

for

delivery this month.

THIS MEAN?

This volume of deliveries to actual owners is .entirely unprecedented for this time of the
It

has taxed the manufacturing ability of the Ford plants working at full capacity—

It

indicates a volume of business during the ranidly approaching

schedule which the Ford Motcr

tion

And

• Dealers’ stocks
There
»

is

months of “heavy demand” which will.be far beyond the maximum produc-

no

way

all

in

which dealer reserves can be

•

built

up, as ^’iyeries have been

f’

The only way you can protest your desire to obtain prompt delivery
rl

.
:

ft-

^

.

_

'

’

|

___________

_i_

Spring and

•
,

of a

mad^- to

Ford even

demands

for

delivery—

customers ai fast as Cars

at this tim) is

ould be

:

•;;.

Aiuiufactured

to place yoir order immediately.

:

,

ir making
strong!
prompt arrangements with a Ford Dealer for the listing of your prder, particularly if you are con

TMf emphasizes more

templating the purchase of a Ford Car or Thick for use

We

*

last

over the country are low— there are no ’reserves to draw upon to mee1 the

since last April.

__

Summer.

Company has set-

means a Ford shortage even more acute than the one which exived

that

year—

believe

this

Spring or Summer.

you are entitled to know these fact» as they actually exist.

HOLLEMAN-DE WEERD AUTO COMPANY

Zeeland HOLLAND
A Small Deposit and Easy Payment

if

Desired

Byron Center

•

I

HOLLAND CITY NEWS
VOLUME NUMBER FIFTY-ONE

DEC.

full

A Christmas Box
of Candy for
......

|

You

|

......

PROM

A

Peoples State Bank.
Seems kind

of funny, doesn’t

it,

for a

candy away, but that’s just
what we are doing this* year, for we have

to be giving

have 1000

We

is rather limited.

only

them and they’re g)ing aw-

of

come in early, 4
opeA a Christmas Savings Club of any

fully fast, so you’d better

and

size
all

you present before

get

they’re

gone.

HERE IS 01H CHRISTMAS CLUB PLAN

^

PAYMENT

FIRST

JOIN NOW
Members paying 10 cents

MAKE

,v

Members paying 25 cents each
week fixed for 50 weeks draw

dollars

each

weeks

draw

5 dollars each

week fixed for 50 weeks draw

A’we Anjints

The

Will

Be Increased By Interest

Up.

When Payments Are Kept

I

NOREDITAPE!

NO TROUBLE!

BIT
MICHIGAN

PEOPLES STATE
HOLLAND,

5

S

NOT EXPENSIVE!
NO FIRES!

H„

_

Members payiny 1 dollar each
week fixed for 50 weeks draw

Members paying

The Gift You Wanted Most
now

your

1

Members paying 50 cents each
week fixed for 50 weeks draw

50

No. HIN
It has been customaryin
Board of Pnblic Works to five large rich storehouse of mission literature
The latest volumes added are M/
consumers of electricitya lower
rate on tke amount of current con- Gentleman in Prison,” by Tefcchi
it
with
sumed which is no more than fair. Lslui, with a preface by Rev. John
Mr. Stephan felt that the gas com- Kelman, D. D;, and "Japan at Firstpany ought to do the same, in fact hand” by Joseph I. C. Clorke. These
What will you do with that gift of money which you rehe stated a ease where one bakery books were contributed by the "Mesceived for Chriatmaa?
in Holland used $200 worth of gas sengers of Hope"' in Japan. "A GenInstead of frittering it away for trifles or ordinary expenper month, based on the flat rate tnat tleman in Prison,” is a book off conses, why not buy with it a beautiful Gruen
the gas company was permitted to fessions written by lslui during his
period of waiting' with the death senWatch that will remind you for many years
charge under an old franchise.
of the generosity and thoughtfulness of the
This rate was burdensome to the tence impending He was found* in
giver?
bakery shop as well as a similar rate prison by Mrs. MacDonald and Mrs.
West, Presbyterianmissionaries.
is to hundreds of other consumers in
We have an attractive selection of genuine
the same boat. Thus the mayor felt "Japan at First-hand” gives an excel.Gruen Watches for men and women, inthat a sliding scale was no more than lent picture of conditionsin that
cluding the famous Verithin as well as strap
fair to the large consumers, among country.
watches and wrist watches of the rarest and
them a number of manufacturerswho
most distinctive design. Priced at $25.00
are the backers of industrial life
A. C. STUDENT WINS
and up.
IN POULTRY JUDGING
in Holland.
So for months the mayor has been
You could not make a more sensible pur*
A Michigan man was accorded
working with the local manager, Mr.
chase with your Chriatmaa money nor one
Davis, with the officials of the com- first honors in poultry judging at a
from which you would derive bucH pride
pany, and It was decided to give not recent International Liv"«tockshow,
and satisfaction as a Gruen Watch. Come
only a reductionfor the large con- when J. A. Hanna of Grard'Rhpids,a
in and see them.
sumers. but also a reductionfor the senior 'student at M. A. (T. and a
member of the college judging team, )
small consumers.
After the new rate had been headed the list of 27 individuals in'
amicably settled, Mr. Davis perstfcal- the event.
GEO H. HU1ZENGA & CO.
The M. A. C. team stood ftmrth in
ly went before the public utilities
N«. 5?N
commiaaion at Lansing, and to the team ranking, only Iowa State, PUr*
HOLLAND.
great surprise of the commission pre- due and Kansas AgriculturalColIONIA.
MUSI1G0N.
sented his case in favor of the city lege outranking them among all the
state agricultural college teams enof Holland.
The commission stated that they tered. A. Dinsmore of Highland
would issue an order covering the Park, and E. Sindecuse of Albion,!
new reductionof rates for Holland were the other members of the team.
In kinning his place at the head and in doing so they wished to com,
„
mend the officialsof the Holland C'ty of the individual list Hanna stood
Grand Haven high school basketJf”; ?^®J)ykhuis were
Gas Works for their spirit of co-op- number one in exhibitionjudging
ball team opens its schedule next
eration and fairness and they wished and second in production judging j Hol]and y18110” Sarturday.
further to congratulatethe city of among all the contestants. i Mr. and Mrs. Simeon L. Henkle are Friday with the Forest Grove Y team
__
| entertaining during the holidays Mr.
Holland upon having such a fair gaa
of Forest Grove, 111., as opponents.
company and such a business-like Bom to Mr. and Mra. George GosA' Ha"tin*a of
Wheeling,
W.
Va.
Prof, and Mn. J. R. Mulder
mayor.
selar, W. 4th St., a girl.
They stated that they were surMr. and Mrs. Charles Zalsman of PeHa, la., are visiting friend*
prised at the action of the Holland
The employees of the Citizens’ Chicago spent the Christmas hol- relative* here over the holidays.
Gas Works, who voluntarilymade Telephone Co. wish to thank John idays with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Zala- Mulder is professor in Bible
a reduction in rates, while many oth- S. Dykstra for cigars and candy.
man in Holland.
Philosophy at Central College.
er gas companies from other cities
were asking for an increase in rates,
giving figures and reasons therefore,
and these companies making these
requests are located in cities where
the making of gas is very much more

SI&(LJ!N

!

eac’i

week fixed for 50 weeks dra

week fixed for

being added from time to time by
members of Hope's miasion band on
the foreign field and it is hoped t(
the make this section of the library i

,

YOU A MEMBER

Members paying 2

A mission library is being built up
in the Hope College Library, a lection of that institution being set
aside for books on missions or books
by misionaries.N(ew volumes are

Holland is going to get a Christmas present that is going to last the
year around and longer
For some time Mayor Stephan has
been working with Emery P. Davis,
manager of the gas company of Holland going over rates and other

CHRISTMAS MONEY

remember this, our supply of boxes

and candy

NUMBER FIFTY-1W

buy

the Christmas spirit too.
But,

1922

STEPHAN AND DAVIS
VOLUMES ADDED
GET HOLLAND A
TO HOPE COLLEGE
CHRISTMAS PRESENT
MISSION LIBRARY

things.

bank

28,

J

?"d

favorable than it is in Holland.
The reductions in gas rates accoiding to agreement are as follows:
All gas users using 5,000 and below 5,000 ft. $1.45 a thousand; ten,
thousand and over $1.40; 20,000 and
over, $1.30; 80,000 ft. and over,
$1.20; 40,000 ft. and over $1.10 and
everythingover that figure $1..00
,

j straight.
#

„

|

,

Both the mayor and Mr. Davis deservo the fullest praise for their honest effortsin bringingabout such a
fair settlement of this question. It
simply goes to show what really can
be* accomplishedby fair men talking
across the table to one another.
Within the year, Mayor Stephan has
settled two such vexing questions, the
one being between the railway
company and Holland when the rates
to the resorts were materiallyreduced without rancor or an aftermath of ill feeling, and the second
the case above stated in which the
gas company after talking it over
sensibly and honestly came across
handsomely.
first

Taylor & Van der Wage’s Poultry Cure
For your Poultry. Keep your blrda

MOST BEAUTIFUL
of the

Healthy|andJProductive.
Get

Hudson has always been famous for the beauty of its closed
bodies. But even among past creations, was none to rival the
exquisitegrace, luxury and charm of the New Sedan.

MISS SMITH

it

HUDSONS

GIVES HIGH STANDINGS OF PUPILS

The
Miss Minnie K. Smith, principal
of Junior High school in this city in
an interview atated:
"It means hard work to keep your
school work up to an average of 95
per cent but the following Junior
ligh pupils have done so:
8th grade — Edith Oheff, Margaret,
Beach, Duth Vanden Berg. Isabella^
Zahart, Marie Kuite, Louise De

entire production of America's foremost custom -body

model. That not
workmanship, but makes possible a

builder is devoted exclusivelyto this one

:

only assures the finest
price not equalled among luxurious cars.

|

|

KNOW YOUR EXECUTOR!
ir*\

TYURING

life, no man will permit interference
from strangers in his family affairs. And yet
having made no Will it is more than likely that to
tal strangers will ultimatelyhave much to say
•bout the nanagement of his affairs and the super*

u

vision of his family.

Heine.
7th Grade — Betty Van Klink. Ro.ene Van Voorst, Cora Van Liere,
Pauline Miller, Romaine Hewlett.
7th Grade — Winona Peterson, Viola De Neff, Margaret Vander Meulen, Margaret Ver Burg. Helen Barre,
Evelyn BeacK Dorothy De Ptee,

making

experience with estates will guide you in
will, and is freely available.

With the New Improved Motor

charm and smoothness

comfort and protection, with abundant
road performance and reliabilityand
at a price but >ittie more than open
car cost. For those who demand

Super-Six

affordsall year closed car

hitherto

unknown.

car advantages at moderate cost it is

other models, the Hudson
Coach has an unrivalled success. If

TWO HUNDRED
MISSION CHILDREN

$1425

of exceptional 'merest.

$1475

7-Paas. Phaeton,
Coach,
Fr tight and Tax Extra

$1825

Sedan, $2095

HUDSON

|

OveW200 children from M:es Nel- '
lie ChAchford’s Miasion were happily entdkained Thursday evening at
a ChristmW party given fo^ them by
the Daughters of the American Revolution,
Ladies Literary hall.
Promptly at lip’clockthe children,

utility,

excellentcar performancewith closed

Among

Speedster,

MADE HAPPY

new

motor, the most talked of motor
achievement of recent years. Old
Hudson owners, even, find in it a

Elizabeth Arendshorst, Richard
Robbins, Everett Welmers, Dora Van
Raalte, Su«uin Gerritsen, Edna Tuttle, Mary Varano, Lester Ellerbrook,

a

the Famous Super -Six Chassis

All Hudsoni have the

1

The Michigan Trust Company invites your confidence* Your sealed orders (your Will) may be deposited with us without chanfe. Our multiplied

On

>

AflkftfOT newlostraction Form for making^
It will be sent to

you on

request.

Will.

at

:

.

Super-Six Sedan

j

1

$

captained by miss Churchford and
her assistants,marcher into the din
11

Oldest Imst

Company in Michigan"

2095

Freight and

Tax Extra

%

were entertained with some readings
by Miss Metz. The program over,
the arrival of Santa Claus was an-

nounced and he made each

MichiganTrust

little

guests happy with a box of candy and

some

' coaSSpafsiy

apples*..

Many of our townspepole con-

Grand Rapids, Michigan

1
J
:

V

HOLLAND HUDSON AND ESSEX CO.
Sale, and

tributed to the success of the party

and the Daughters appreciatevery
much the kindly interest of all.
•

Service Cits. Phone

2159

25 W.

9th

Holland, Mich.

HOLLAND

Page Ten
COAL SITUATION
AT GRAND HAVEN

that he was supplying the demand in
a “from hand to mouth” manner and
that during the past five dayk^he
had received six cars of coal, all of

CITV

FORMER HOPE

LAST SHIPMENT OF

CLOTHES

IS

PASTOR

G0ES TO NEW YORK

SENT

Rov. Edward Niies, pastc-r cf Hope
which has been disposed of. He
The last shipment of clothes was church for a number cf years and
sUted that the situation was much sent Friday to headquarters for the for the past eleven years pcstofof
Grand Haven Tribune — According the same in Grand Rapids. Mr. Ver Near East “elief.
Relief.'«M
The clothes ship a churfh in Baltimore, has accepted
to local coal dealen and the princi- Duin stated that there was a biu de- ped Friday were contributedby the a call to the Elmhurst, Long Island
pal users of coal in operatingpublic mand for coal and characterized the First Reformed Church. Following Reformed church, assuming his work

IS

SERIOUS

-

utilities,the local situationin reis about the same 6s
it has been save for a tightening up
of the situation for some dealers because of the lack of transportation
for the precious heat producer.
The dealers all report about the
same situation with everyone complaining of the great trouble in getting the coal shiped from the mines.
Most of the dealers are short on
their supplies of coal and declare
that within a few days that if coal
does not come in they will be
"cleaned. ”
N. Robbins a large dealer reports
trouble in getting coal shipped but
states that the price is about the
same as it has been, that it is slightly lower than it was during the
strike scare. He has a good supply
on hand. He scouts the story that
coal prices will take a deep drop
after the first of the coming year.
Peter Van Zylen, dealer, stated
that he expected several cars within
a few days. He has some coal left
but will be entirely out in a day or
two unless overdue shipments arrive.
He stated the price would hardly be
expected to come down following the

gard to coal

year.

new
One

dealer,

4

Wm.

situation as being bad.

is

the

list of

there last Sunday.

goods sent:

His new church is in one of the
The Grand Haven Gas Co. has 5
Mens*— 26 oercoato; 41 smaller
hundred tons of gas coke on hand coats; 18 trousers; Tl vests; 21 fastest growing sectionc 0* New
which is estimatedas being about 40 shirts; 2 Pajamas suits; 28 articles fork City. It was founded in 1832
is endowed, has a splendid equipdays' supply. They also have about of underwear.
three weeks supply of gas coke for
Boys’ — 3 trousers; 16 coats and ment and is strong financiaBy The

CHARLES SAMSON,

I have indicated above the next logiM. Dl
cal step.
"After a decision is reached on
Cite. Phone I7M
the location,estimates should be preEye, Ear, Nose, Throat, and Headpared which will form the basis for
ache
making financial arrangements to
carry out* the work.
GLASSES FITTED
"I trust that the above will make
Office Hourse—9:80 to 12 A. M.
clear our position If at any time the
1:80 to 5 P.M.
State Department ’of Health can be
of assistance to you in working out
Saturday evenings7:80 to 9
your problems we shall be at your
Office 11 Emit Eighth Street
service.
(O’Leary Bldg.)
“Very truly yours,

,

“Bureau of Enpneering,
Holland,
Michigan•••••••*4 •••••«••••••••••
“Edward D. Rich, Director.’’
pastor who preceded Rev. Niles, Rev.
DE. A. LEENHOUTB
thetC
Ladies — 39 coats; 1 suit; 21 dress- Chas. K. Clearwater. D. D., had servorders for as they come in.
The Grand Haven city plant Is said es; 41 waists; 24 skirts; 23 petti- d the congregationfor 28 years.
SYS, E&B, NOSE
THROAT
to be supplied with coal to meet im- coat*: 67 articles of underwear.
Henry N.les, son of Rev. and Mrs.
8PKOIALI8T
mediate needs for sity days.
Girls — 14 coats, 21 dresses; 14 Viles, is now in his second vear in
VANDER VEEN BLOCK, OVER WOOLMiddies;3 skirts.
he medical school of Johns Hopkins
WORTH!
59 articles of wearing apparel; University.
The 14th Street Christian ReMRS. GERTIE TUURLING DIES
OFFICE KOBIUj
formed church was crowded to ca- i 10 11 a; m.; 2 to 6 p. m. E/cming^
TODAY AT AGE OF 65 44 articles underwear.
Miscellaneous — 29 sweaters and FORMER WELL-KNOW RESpacity Thursday evening when the
Tuea. and batsv 7:80 to 9.
Mrs. Gertie Tuurling, nee Beeu- mufflers:9 blankets;120 caps and
chorus of the church, assisted by a
1DENT
DIES
IN
THE
WEST
kes, aged 65, died Saturday morn- hood*: 94 pr, socks and stockings; 29
I chijdren’tchorus, presented a beautiing at 7:30 after an illnessof some pr. 'hoes.
Dr. E. J. Hanes
Dr. AdelbertH. Weston, for many 1 ful canUta, “Christmas Memories,”
duration. She is survived by two
Unclassified— 10 articles.
years a physician in Grandville died by Wilson. The cantata was attend- 0 • t e p a t h I
Physic! a »
children, Henry F. Tuurling of Holrecently in Colorado Springs,,Colo.; I ed not only by many members of
Residence Phone 1996
land and Mrs. E. Stevens of Chicago,
it the age of 80 accordingtd werd ! the church but also by many music 34 W. 8th Si. Citz. Office Phone 1706
one sister Mrs. L. De Groot of Hol- LADIES AID SOCIETY
received. Dr, Weston was a veteran ' lovers from other churches, and all
Office 1 ring, residence 2 rings.
land and one brother. Lambert
OF TRINITY REFORMED
of the Civil war, having served inhere more than repajd for coming. Citz. Phone 1766
Beeuwkes of Holland. The funeral
CLOSES SUCCESSFUL YEAR Co. B,
B. 7th Mich. Cav.. throughout
throughout, The chorus was under the direction
and By Appointment
was held on Tuesday afternoon at
the wer. He is survivedby a son, of Mr. and Mrs. John Vander Ark
2 o’clock at the home, 147 River
and the singers showed careful trainThe Ladies Aid society of Trinity three brothers and a sister.
avenue. Rev. James Ghysels officiating and acquittedthemselves well.
church
held its annual business meetDr. J. a
ing.
Miss Dora Wentzel presided at the
1 ing on Wednesday afternoon at the
OFFICIAL WINTER FELL
DENTIST
piano, Mr. Harris Meyer at the orchurch parlors. The annual reports
DUE FRIDAY MORNING gan, and readings were given by
Phone ^
Born to Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Dal- showed that the society has competfifty-seven minutes aft- Miss Mary Siegers.
3:30 to
64604
ed
one
of
the
best
years
of
its hisman, East 18th street, a ten and a
1 :30 to 5 P. M.
tory.
The
bazaar
held a few weeks er nine eastern time Friday morning
half
pound
boy,
Harold
Louis.
Ver Duin stated
the seasons again changed and offiI ago proved a big success. Through
508-9 Widdicoml) Building
Lady With Larga Acquaintance
the efforts of their faithful workers cial winter was ushered in with a
Grand Rapids, Mich.
beautiful snring day. With the birth
j they have been able to pay off the
who is employed in a ready to wear de
of
winter
the
wind
was
in
the
south*
; debt on the church lots and are now
west direction and you know what partment or who is dresamakingcan be
lUHiffeKlS
raising funds for a parish house. All
come established in her own busim se TYLER VA.N l .AN DEG END, Dealer
the old officers were re-elected: Mrs. the weather propfiet says about
and create worth while income with
». iUumnlB, uasuniie Engine!*.
Van Dyke, president; Mrs. Van den wind when seasons change.
consumption which they are taking Jackets; 1

suit.

AND

CANTATA PLEASES
LARGE AUDIENCE

c

SCOTT

Hours
12:00
'

At

PLOlhhll*

Tri-Weekly Through Service
AND FROM

TO

FLORIDA

JACKSONVILLE
VU

u

Berg, 1st vice president; Mrs. Dame,
2nd xjee president; Mrs. Dressel,
sec.;; Mrs. Oonk, treasurer.

Cineimnatiaad the

L A

GRANDV1LLE GIRL WON
FINE COLLEGE HONOR

EVERY MONDAY. WEDNESDAY AND SATURDAY

Rit—ha

Colac
v

« •

i

Ar. U.U A. M
Ar. IIMA. M.
. Ar. 9.1S A. M.
..Ar. 150 A.M.
. Ar. 9.1SP.M.
..Lv. 7 2S A. M.
. U. 1.20 P. M.

fc ......... r^r*1 R*p‘<!'

55 L*

........

S*'*"*"00

•

9.41 A. M. Ar ........ J»ck.o«*ilU .
RwitMfU for r«Mrratlonaar«invitedand may ba addrataadto any ticket
DlvUton Paaeanagant of tha Pennsylvania System, or to M. F. Quaint
gar Agent, Grand Rapid*. Mich.

^

Pennsylvania

System

^

suitablefor

occasions,every month;

all

No. 9591— Exp. Jan. ft ’2a
MOTlufi. lu ^rttulTORS

•

.*

STATE UF MICHIGAN— The

Probate Court for tne County of. Ot-

constantly ex< hanging unsold models

tawa..

new styles.
Applicantswho cannot give bank In the Matter of the Estate ol
bureau of engineeringef the Michi- references,will not be considered.
JACOB A. DOGGER, Ductarad
Miss Grace Mills, Grandville, a gan department of health in a letter
Notice is hereby given that four
PEGGY
O’NEIL
sophomore in Kalamazoo college, has advifcd the city of Holland to take
months irum tne i4tn day of Dec. A^
won a fine honor by being chosen to immediate steps to secure a supple- Craator of Popular Priced, High Class D. 1922, have been allowed for credrepresent the college in intercolleg- mentary report from Pearse, GreeDratsas
itors to present their claims against
iate contestt in debating. The Wo- ley & Hansen as to where a sewage
said deceased to aaud court of examNaw York City
men’s Varsity teams will debate Den- plant in Holland should be located. 29 Wast 35th 5t
ination and adjustment and that all
I ison Universityof Ohio and Frank- Two weeks ago the department told
creditors of saio Deceased are requirj lin college of Indiana on the Canthe city to take steps about solving
ed to present their claima to said
SWEET CIDER
I cellation of the War Debts. Miss, jits sewage problem within ninety
Sweet cider for sale delivered court at the prooaie onice in the
Mills in addition to carrying her col- 'days. Mr Rich explains that does not anywhere in the city in 15 gallon city of Grand Haven, in said
lege studies with credit is an assist- mean solving the problem in that kegs at 25c per gallon. Or 30c per | county on or before the fourteenth
ant in the president’s office at the tim'1 t’ut taking some preliminary single gallon, with or without preser-j day
April, A. ^ D^ 1923,
Kalamazoo College.
£tnp?.
and that said claims will be heard by
atives.
TV letter of Mr. Rich was to
said court on
E. H. HOUSE, Phone 5,
C’ty Att. Me Bride, and it was fi’ed Dec. 14
Saugatuck, Mich. Tueiday tha 17th day of April A. D.
ALL
for the time being. It reads as fol1923 at ten o’o.ocK n the foreroon.
NOTICE
.Icws:
To the taxpayersof Olive Township: forenoon.
TO
“Dear Sir:—
Dated Dec. 14, A. D. 1922.
I will be at the followingplaces to
BOAT OF
i “About 0 year ago Captain Paul collect taxes, the First State bank
James J. Danhof,
,Ha*''e • of the firm of Pearse GreeJudge of Probate.
at Holland, Dec. 16-28-30, Jan. 6, H.
•
;lfY * Hinson called at my office and
Koop store at Borculo, Dec. 27-Jan.
That water transportation bediscussed the report on the Hol- 3 at B. Gebben store, West Olive;
No. 9619
Exp. Jan. 6, ’23
tween Holland and Chicago is popu- -’ind 'itontion at considerable length, Dec. 26-Jan 2; every Friday at home.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
lar with the shippers of Holland and 'It appears from our files that no
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The ProJacob Kraai,
western Michigan was never better copy of this report was filed here albate Court for the County of OtOlive Township Treas.
shown than Thursday evening wheq thongh I think it was Captain Hantawa.
the “City of Grand Rapids” was f son’* indentions to do so.
In the Matter of the Estate of
Notie*
to
Taxpayer*
of
Laketown
scheduled to make its last trip from,__ “On February 23. 1922, Captain
ANNIE M. STEINHART, Decaa.ad
Notice
to
taxpayers
of
Laketown,
Holland to Chicago this season. So Hnnson and I attended the meeting
Notice is hereoy given that four
much fre’ght came from this city of the ditizensof Holland and urged I will be at the Mulder store at months from the 14th day of Dec. A.
Graafschap
on
Dec.
26
and
Jan.
9;
and distant points that the vessel the necessity of prompt action. The
D. 1922, have been allowed for credcould not leave the dock at Holland provisions of the report were thor- at Gitchel on Dec. 29 and Jan. 2;
itors to present their claims against
and
at
home
every
Friday
for
the
in the evening at the usual time but
“As this was some time ago, my
said deceased to said court of examconvenience
of
those
who
wish
to
was compelled to stay tied up until oneblv explainedat that time.
ination and adjustment and that alt
6>J5 Friday morning in order to get nr^d is a little hazv regarding the pay their taxes.
creditors of said deceased are requlfc
Ed
Plasma,
R.
R.
2,
all the fre’ght loaded.
details I would like to have re• Treasurer ed to present their claima to safcl
When the big vessel finally did freshed mv memory on the<*e points
court at the prooate omce in the
get under way it was loaded as prob- before writing you. but the lack of
city
of Grand Haven, in said
ably a G. & M. steamer has never th" "'"v n the report forbids. As I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••at
county on or oefore the fourteenth
been loaded before. Not only was rtea’l it more than one location was
every inch of storage room in the considered for the main sewage out- j Engineering Service Comp.ny j
bfhe.Jd by
large freight section of the boat tak- f»ll on A lorat'on of treatmentworks,
311 Union Nat. Bank Bldg.
said court on
en up but the passenger section of A decision was arrived at quite
Tuesday tha 17th day of April A. D.
hgftjn of economy
the boat was also pressed into ser- |o**rrnlv
Civil Engiaeeringnd Surveying
1923 at ten o’clock in the forenoon,
vice for freight and a large number which indicatedthe advisability of
- M. M. BUCK
forenoon.
of parcels and boxes were stored locatmg the plant near the tannery.
Dated Dec. 14, A. D. 1922.
awav in bhe main halls.
At th®* rime it was not anticipated • Phona 2524 Muskegon, Mich.
James J. Danhof,
The graceful steamer took the on- that this tannery would cease opera- ••«•*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Judge of Probate.
usual load with very good grace and Hons. Subsequent developments

Edward D. Rich, director of

for

,

the

of

TOOK

1

HEALTH DEPARTMENT
JOGS CITY AGAIN
ABOUT SEWAGE

N. R. R. in

THE SOUTHLAND

from fifteen to

We will send you
fifty new style dresei s

out competition.

»

Holland Auto Type

Engines

4t

NIGHT
LOAD THE LAST
SEASON

_

'•*'

^

-

i

Automatic

Lubrication

^ th.VMidA&L

on

Positive

'

I

Cooling

I
1

THE POWER UNIT

E

SUPREME |

Holland Engine Co., 1

the weather was ideal for a Miccessfnl day trip to Chicago for tne last
! t»me this year. Wh^n the ’oed hds
I been delivered in Chicago the “City
of Grand Ranids” will go intn winter
nuari<»rsTha usual overhaurirg will
4^e given her before she »s put back
tbe service next spring.
The load that came from Chicago
| to Holland the last trip was also a
. very large one and it took much
lo^p-er than usual to unload as well
i as lead.
A large ovlume of the
freight came through Holland by in-

.

erurban Thursday from Grand
Rap’ds and other po’nts to take advantage of the last boat trip of the
seacon.

MICH. =

HOLLAND,
ti

It is expected that the season will
onen in Fe^ruarv. The opening datewill depend on the weather and on
ic« conditions, but the G. & M. Co.
will get hack on the iob just as soon
as conditionswill allow.

have changed one of the basic reaNo. 9601 — Expires Jan, 6/23'
Exp. Feb. 18, ’23
sons for recommending that particuNOTICE TO CREDITORS
MORTGAGE
SALE
lar location. I would advise that
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Provour officials get in communication
Default having been made in the bate Court for the County of Otw'th Pear«e. Opriey & Hansen and conuit.ons of
cer.a.n mortgage tawa.
P«k
*o submit a supplementary
ma e uy Henry Kruytho.F ai.d Min- In the Matter of the Estate of
on the location of a treatment
nie Kruythoffto Zeeland State ban*,
DAVID H. CLARK, Dacaaaed
plant.
dated January 30, 1913 A. D. and
Notice is hereby given that four
“By reading ag«in the notice which recordedin the office of the Register
was so^t to Ho’land by the State of Deeds tor Ottawa County, Mich - month' from the 14th day of Dec. A.
D. 1922, have bee*' allowed for credDonirtment of Hea’th vou< will «ee
gan, on February 17, A. D. 1913, in
itors to present their claim's against
ri'at it d^es not cell for oompletion
Lioer 107 of Mortgages on page 90, said deceased to said court of examv~'th no dnvs which would he mania inch mortgage was assumed by
ination and adjustment and that all
fnsfo'Mvryihcnrd. It doo* dMinotlv
James
FarwU and
Farreil creditors of said deceased are requirrr>~r!rp ffeot nvpl'minsrv «t«»ns tf
by the terms of a Warranty Deed, ed to present their cla'ma to said
trl-r- -vithin 90 dav* and tint, reareco.ded in the office of the Reg s- court at the probate office in the
mTshi-* nrogre'5
maintained
W-^fter u"Hl the final construc- ter of De«ds of Ottawa County, city of Grand Haven In said
Michigan,on July 15, A. D. 1921, in county on or before the fourteenth
t«o- '1 completed
Liber
187 of Deeds, page 242, on day
•‘Vo**- p!ty tin* tlw» advantage over
Anri1.
1923,
who have rpppived PO- which mortgage there is claimed to and that aaid claims will be heard by
Vip-nn-p won have «*iro»dvtaken be due at the date of this notice for said court on
’’mnortant nrelimiuarvstep Principaland interest the sum of Tuesday the 17th day of April A. D.
$221.60, and an attorneyfee of $25
in obtifning a report on this subject.
1923 at fei o’c'ork in the forenoon,
as provided for in said mortgage, forenoon.
and no suit or proceeiRngsat law
Dated Dec M. A. D 1922.
having been institutedto recover the
James J. Danhof,
moneys secured by said mortgage,or
Judge of Probate.
any part thereof.

a

Vm

fWce

he

ii,n

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN,

•

HOLLANDS.
Manufacturers

of

Thif

Granulated
Company has

Indiana,

T'HE

ad

factories at

LOUIS SUGAR CO.

Sugar.

The Sweetest and the Best.
•

•

.

Factoriesin Holland, Mich., St. Lonis, Mich., and DetMur,

fiji to the Farmers each year more than ‘$1,000,0(0.(0

Holland and elsewhere have

syshms whereby thte
who have contracts with our

installed

beet pulp can be dried and those farmers

A D

of

v'rnp

much cheaper price than it takes to haul ihe
wet pulp. By request we will give any farmer who ask fnr the infprmation the
benefits derived from the feeding of the beet pulpjo cattle.
factories can receive the pulp at a

Holland Factory Located on West Fourteenth Street

Expires Dec.

30

— 9620

,

that by virtue of the power of sale
contained in said mortgage, and the STATE OF MICHIGAN— The ProStatute in such case made and pro- bate Court for the County of Ottawa.
vided, on Monday the 19th day of • At a session of said court held at
February A. D. 1923 at 9 o’clock in the probate office, in the city of
the forenoon, the undersigned will, Grand Haven,' in said county, on the
at the front door of the Courthouse 8th day of December, A. D. 1922.
in the city of Grand Haven, Miohi-|
Present, Hon. James J. Danhof*
gan, that being the place where the Judge of Probate.
Circuit Court for the County of 0t-| In the Matter of the estate of
tawa is held, sell at public auction
Engbert BMkman, Deceased
the highest bidder, the premises de-| Mrs. Alice Beckman having filed
scribed in said mortgage, or so much in said court her petithm praying
thereof ai may be necessaryto pay that said court adjudicateand d*»
the amount so a* aforesaid due on termine who were at the time of hie
said mortgage, with six per cent in- death the legal heirs of said deceased
terest and all legal costa, together and entitled to inherit the real eswith said Attorney fee, to-wh:
tate of which said deceased died
The North one-half (N%) of the seized.
Southwest quarter (SWVi) of Sec.
It is ordered that the
twenty-five(25) in Township Six
8th day of January A. D. 1923
(6) north of Range Sixteen (16) at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at
West, containing eighty (80) ceres said probate office, be and is hereby
of land, mere or less, the right of appointed for hearing said petition;
way on the North and South QuarIt is further ordered that public
ter line of about one-half acre (%) notice thereof be given by publicaacre being excepted; all situated in tion of a copy of this order, for
the Township of Olive, County of Ot- three successive weeks previous to
tawa and State of Michigan.
said day of hearing in *he Holland
Dated: November 17, 1922.
C'ty News, a^^ioaper printed and
ZEELAND STATE BANK,
circulatsd^ffisaid county.

to

Mortgagee.
Robinson

&

Den Herder,

>

"*“*

J. Danhof,
Judge of Probata
Cora Vande Water.

H

true

James

copy

Register of

Probate. ^

_
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MXXDT TAMILIES

IN

ctwwe

Ota GOOD PLACE
INTO ANOTHER

tyHY?

t
.More than 226 baskets left

a

“bang

up"

E,
Dekker as one of the city’s business
men waa very welcome to a large
number of friends that Mr. Dekker
made here during his previous resi-'

*

overlooked,but each and every one

had

!*•

Dry

The return to Holland of J.

the City Mission to that many needy
families in the city of Holland,and
bjf Saturday night not a famfly was
ChristraaB

in your Ford

It start
t tartar. Iky Batteries
lights. L—
will make your car etart aaaier than
will, and last much longer and Mrtfca you will maka
yoftr car run like new.
Run ill tO'iWj aad see me about \L

time

of Heniy P. Zwemer A Son was
busy doing the delivering and you
may be sure that the job waa thoroughly done, and it goes without
saying that these deliveriesare made

N

without cost to anyone. All services
vw

art free.
<^he baskets sent out contained one
or, |wo pounds of coffee, according
tp size of family, 1 pound of tea, 1
pound of butter, 1 package of Pancake flour, 6 pounds of sugar, 2 lbs.
rice. 1 lb. of prunes, 5 lbs. of oatmeal, tl package of rusk, a large 6
pound roast, 1 sack of flovy, some
families two, some canned fruit, vegetables and potatoes.
The cost of each basket to the
committee is from seven to ten dollars according to size of family.The committee constituting the ba?
ket brigade are the old social service
committee consisting of Mrs. C. V. R,
Gilmore, president, Mrs. Weersing,
Mrs. I. Cappon, Mrs. P. Freriks, Mrs.
John Dinkeloo, Mrs. A. E. McClellan;
alsd Miss Cotts and Miss Churchford
of the City Mission.

.»

m

\

\

strxaxz

f

*

4-

ZEELAND ELECT. SERVICE STA.
Ropatatioa) 1

(Tko
(Th. Mac*

»

of Ropatatioa)

George K&mps, Prop.

Bldg.
-Sr.

Zoeland City Cara|o

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lugers havo
Grand Rapids to spend the
winter with their daughter.

Car. Mala aad Stata Si

left for

i

%
t

Carts make

DO NOT improva your

dence in Holland. The announcement^ of Mr. Dekker’s return was
made aome
____ ..
le ag^ when g change
in the Van Ark store was given to
the public.
Mr. Dekker has had a busy career
in furniture. He began his career
wjtfc J. B. Vander Werp in Mulke--

dinner brought to their homes.
tThe trucks of the DtPree Co. «pd

fc***

Cell Batteries

Phaao

24

all

patrons

.pv.

1

U’

John A. Vander Veen . had
spent most ofaweek solicitingfunds
from the manufacturersand business
men in order to finance this benev-

i

•

olent- project.

Con DePree too has been aiding in
this work and the committee wish
to publicly thank not only the givers
but all who helped to make this
Christmas a happy one for those who
are less fortunate than the majority
of us.
They especially wish to thank Mr.

The Value of Physical Culture

Vander Veen, Mr. De Pree and Mr.
Zwemer for their generous efforts,
A. P. Hedluud, Physical Culture

NSW CHIROPRATORS
LOCATE

IN

HOLLAND

Holland will start the new year
with a new chiropractor, or rather
with two of them who form a single
firm. The name of the new partner-

be

Bacheller A Bacheller,
and the members of the firm, in addition to being business partners are
life partners as well. They have
just finished a three year course in
the Palmer School of Chiropractic in
Davenport, la., and they will have
their office on the second floor of the
Holland City State Bank building.
Bacholler & Bachellerwill begin
work there on the second day of
ship will

January.

instructor of Holland, is shown in
the above cut, demonstratinga difficult one arm lift
One would hardly believe, that a
capable of such a feat of
strength,
with the splendid
physique Mr. Hedlund possesses today, was but a short time back, rapr
idly becoming a physical wreck. However the fact remains.

man

and

Mr. Hedlund for years has been
interested in athletics, possessed
with a body endowed with slightly
more than the average strength from
the use of light gymnastics.
For years he continued this system of light exercise, without obtaining any noticeable results A little
over a year ago his health began to
fail him, until his condition was such

health and strength, he stkrted on
this new system of exercise. From
the start he was encouraged by rapid
improvement^, and at the end of
three months he had practically regained his health, and n^haa con tin*
ued in his
Hedlund enjoys 100% health, and a
____ _developed
__ __
__ body.
strong wonderfully

thank

and wish you

all

the

Ijw

still using.

pliments of the Season and

a

ComPros-

perous 1923.

>

Mr. Hedlund has written a booklet
called “Health and Muscular Development” in which he introduces the
system of exercise, by which he has
developed himself; it also contains
several photographs of himself in
various noses. If you are interested
in health and strength, it will pay
you to send for his free booklet.
• Enclose 10c to help pay the post-

HEDLUND,

St.

is

to

for their liberal patronage

Mr. Hedlund further states that any
normal man can postivelyha tk«
owner of a well developed,strong,
and healthy body by spending a few
minutes daily at properly graded ex-'
ercises such as he has used, and Is

B. N. Bouwman is building a new that his friends commented on his apgarage at his home 76 W. 13th St
pearance. HU wind was so poor that
he could not carry pn a conversation
. J E. Dekker was in Grand Rapids without pausing for breath.
on business Thusday.
About this time he was told of a
system of exercise called progressive.
ABEL P.
Dick Kardux drove to South Ha- exercising.Willing to try anything
144
E.
7th
restored
ven Tuesday.
that held a promise of

Home Furnace

E wish

&

Graham

Morton Transportation Co.

<

Holland, Mich.

A Fuel Saver

*!r

Fuel economy with the present hitih prices of coal is the
first considerationof every
one who contemplates pu4ting in a heating system.
• These economicalfeatures
will be found in the

in"'

Home Hot Blast
Furnace
A furnace that can save you
from two to three1* fobs of
coal a season, is the furnace
to consider.

The furnace that is the
moaj convenient to handle
with thh least po.isible muss
and

dirt is the

furnace

to

buy.

HOME—

There is no furnace on the
market today that has these

-what ** 11 w',hout 1 p‘tno' ^*n t n,on<3r ** pt*ort vp*o th* pleasure• piano
gives? Is it not a home-makur? Is its music notdMcactcr building?

Into the hearts of all, it inculcates the love of better music— the desire far bigges things. It la a

essential features like the

wondrous inspiration;

it

invigorates the imagination. Like Aladdm'a magic lamp,

its

atnioa car-

ry one away from the sorrowsand worries of every day life, into realms «f rapture and eojuyuaea^

Home Hot Blast

Like a mystic thread,
Its

it

connectsoue with the put and gives visions of the future.

music has charm for every member of the family.

Furnace

The Bush & Lane Cicllian

Last but not least, in con-

nection with this furnace
will be found and automatic
humidifier which keeps the
apartments filled with >n
evenly distributedamount
of moisture. Dry air in a
room, makes it harder to
heat; moisture makes the

r,meansamoie
even temperaturewith a

THE PIANO ANYONE CAN PLAY'

,

;

A pioneer, a leader-foremostof player.pianoa

J

burning of the least possible
amount of coal.
The first cost should not
be considered, for it is the
eventual cost which counts

If

you are

in the

Market for a Furnace, investigate

THE HOME

the Bush

& Lane Cecilian. To H has been attributed,ii
kind-pamiblefor

-

eveay one.
It is
It is

an instrumenttbit meets the musics) needs and the individual
phy and them tlut do notr—

abilities of

has but to insert the desired music roll in the player-piano, and

by

pectfllstlyadapted to those that

heating easi
•

Is

Jargejd egree , the growing love for music so manifest today. It has msde^music- the vety finest

One

music starts. At

all

-

member

-

eveay

----

of the family

-

^

times the musicsleffects are at the control of the pianist. Hecaa regulate the tempo,

sise or subdue the treble or bass at will. If desired he tan skip passages of the

and accent, which are the goal of players by hand,

is

st his

.

'tern"

a gentle movement of the feet the

music .AO

empha-

the nicetiesof expression

command.

Atmere{cbildcan secure musicsl results from the Cecilian player-piano that would take yuan of pstieut study
and practice.
Is

(

/

,

there any doubt that it is a boon to the music lover unable to play? All mnsac it «t hit disposal —

effort on his
It is

part.

‘

'

ideally suited to the child just beginningto learn.

by Us use. The splendid music that

it

withoo

~

Many music teachers supplement a child's instrurtkn
which the child always strives. It shows bow tha1

gives is a standard— for

music 8houl(Q>t played. By letting a child absorb high dais music, it will awaken and develop a love for the bes*
which will be a child’s most precious posseMion in later years.
The Bush & Lane Cecilian

is

practically two pisnos in

one.

It is

the finest kind of

a Bush A Lane

piano

made^esptcially
strong, plus the very beat playingmechanism that can be made.

r;
it

HOME FURNACE
Holland; Miclx.

CO.
BUSH and LANE PIANO GO., HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

/-

r

'
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c
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®oea €l|rtatmaa
ilia an to ^ou?

at

Mi|

HIM

S FA/? ftadk at memory goes Chrittmas hat been a teuton for the tpreaiing of good cheer. Cent,

ary old cuttom hat endorted

it

an interchange ofgifti and remembrancei which

at the time for

ttand at a concrete expretiionofthe feeling which mrrrkrthrtime.* Each one hat the obligation to

gbe

at well at rtcieoe for the parpote of adding to the incident t which

f'.

V

it

it to

for this occation

Now

yoa would

if

join our Chrittmat Savingt Club. Small weekly or monthly payments for fifty weeht will pat

happinett into your 1923- Chrittmat.

it the

......

\

time to ttart.' The 1923 Chrittmat Saving* Club

cany on and completely satisfactory in
you have

if

not,

result,

the

to)

.

(

*

i:

-

d

it it.

if

\}}

~u

........

a

utAi

.

DeeMiOfW ^oeUrpsyne
and receive in 50 weeks

CLASS C-Firat week

2c,

......

second

CLASS

u

i

'

Vi-.

You

Suits

-.aCM

'li t,-

CLASS J— Pay

week

ly

week
weeks and receive ........ $12.50
25c straight each

F

-S^ifit week

week

in
.z

%

PLUS

4%

second

----

Decrease each week-----------

............. ........

-First

CLASSL—

for 50

week

10c, second

week

Payment 10c *** rcceive

wee

;

IV;

the fall
s

for 50

pay127.50

weeks and

•

i

INTEREST

to

i

’

.

.

straight each

weeks and

receive ........

$5 00 straight each

50
50 weeks
weeks and
and

week
$100.00

week

receive ........
receive ........

$]
$250.00

•

CLASS P
week

•

—

Pay $20.00 straight each
weeks and receive. . $1000.00

for 50

•

*

pay any certian amount each week for SO weeht, and

amount

re-

deposited.
I

IF

.

0 — Pay $10.00 straight each
week for 50 weeks and receive $500.00

t

in

••

for
for

$25.00

........ i

CLASS

..........
•

receive

Pay $100 straight each week
weeks and receive ....... $50.00

CLASS N—Pay

mcnt toe and receive in 50 weeks!

'
• \

*

'

for 50

week

50c straight each

.....

20c. Increase each weekly

Join thit class by agreeing

SO weekt

$2 SO.

CLASS K— Pay

CLASS H- First week $$00, second
' week $4.90. Decrease each weekly
. payment 10c and receive in 50

'

cieve at the end of

,wej|is

payment 5c and receive in

CLASSG

payment ,$c and receive
weeka^ ••••.•* .....

•

for 50

CLASS M--Pay $2.00

second
week 98c. Decrease each weekly

SPECIAL CLASS—

5(j,and receiyf m^5(|

...$12.75

$1 00,

’

ment

GLASS

payment
$25.50

Increase-each weekly

week 5c, second week
Increase each week! y pay -

49e»
tn-

2c. and receive in 50 weeks ........

'

'

E*.-Firsi

10c.

$11.75

week- 50c, second week

D~FM

'

j.
,
50
|1|7I
r*

and receive in 50 weeks

First

i

ClmMf

i

week

~

,

you

:h *><'.

...

CLASS A— First week 1c, second
2c. Increase each weekly payment

CLASS

•!

i

'.I V

4c-

join, easy to

i u.

•

•

CLASS
— B—

to

There s a Class
for Everyone-—
^ »>» u
Select the

1c

easy

It it

JOIN NOW!

{;

.f

*

now forming.

you have belonged to a Christmas Savingt Club,

tf

:Uv.

T/ ,

it

you will be turprised and gratified to learn how simple
)<v>

..

general happinett.

An empty parte can make no Chrittmat con*
catch and carry on the tpirit of it. The bett

an unutually important factor.

You matt prepare

tribation.

know;

for

}

At each a time money

method

make

•

WHEN DUE

DEPOSITS ARE MADE

To save the time of Club members, special tellers afe attigned to recieve Club deposits. Deposits made by
mail are promply credited. To avoid delay, pats book should accompany each deposit by mail.

;V}>V

v

?

.‘.Art

v.v

'

m

S%9

r
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Holland City State Bank
HOLLAND,

MICHIGAN
>)
.

*
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